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What’s New?

An explosion of dark sector physics, both theoretically and experimentally

Cameron will discuss how some of this intersects with HPS.

I will focus on things that are closer to home:

• visible dark photon searches

• invisible dark photon searches

• dark matter searches

• P5 and the HEP funding landscape for future experiments



LHCb R3 (projected)

LHCb (projected)

(actual)

LHCb R3 (projected)

FASER Run 3

FASER HL-LHC (2035)

SHiP

LDMX

NA64
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Visible Search Outlook at PAC48

• NA64: working to exclude X17*

• LHCb?

• FASER

The Dark Matter New Initiatives (DMNI) 
program did not select any searches for 
visibly decaying dark sectors (PRD1, Thrust 2)

From European Strategy Update – arXiv:1910.11775
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The Priority Research Directions, in no particular order, are: 
 
 
PRD 1: Create and detect dark matter particles below the proton mass and associated forces, 
leveraging DOE accelerators that produce beams of energetic particles. 
 

 
 
Interactions of energetic particles recreate the conditions of dark matter production in the early 
universe.  Small experiments using established technology can detect dark matter production with 
sufficient sensitivity to test compelling explanations for the origin of dark matter and explore the nature 
of its interactions with ordinary matter.  These experiments draw on the unique capabilities of multiple 
DOE accelerators (Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility, Linac Coherent Light Source-
II, Spallation Neutron Source, Los Alamos Neutron Science Center, and the Fermilab complex) to enable 
transformative new science without disrupting their existing programs. 
 
 
PRD 2: Detect individual galactic dark matter particles below the proton mass through 
interactions with advanced, ultra-sensitive detectors. 
 

 
 
Galactic dark matter passes through the earth undetected every second.  Recent advances in particle 
theory highlight new compelling paradigms for the origin of dark matter and its 
detection.  Revolutionary technological advances now allow us to discover individual dark matter 
particles with a mass ranging from the proton mass to twelve orders of magnitude below, through their 
interactions with electrons and nucleons in advanced detectors.  New small projects leveraging these 
theoretical and technological advances are needed and can be carried out by using DOE personnel, 
laboratories, and infrastructure, especially the underground infrastructure already built using DOE 
support. 
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matter, where dark matter interactions with visible matter in the hot early universe explain its 
abundance today.  Predictive realizations of this hypothesis require dark matter production rates within 
a factor of 1000 of current experiments’ sensitivity, which is accessible to small experiments using 
existing technology over most of the electron-to-proton mass range.  Searching for dark matter 
production in this range, by achieving a 10- to 1000-fold sensitivity gain over current experiments, 
represents an especially high-impact science opportunity.  Moreover, thermal dark matter models 
below the proton mass imply the existence of new, unstable particles that are related to dark matter.  
These particles may decay into visible final states.  Searching for these “dark sector” particles represents 
an additional avenue for both discovering dark matter and exploring how it is related to familiar matter. 
 

Accelerators can produce many dark-sector particles, not only dark matter particles. 
 
Two high-impact thrusts can be achieved by deploying proven technologies at DOE accelerators, as 
elaborated below.  If successful, this PRD could entirely re-write our understanding of what dark matter 
is, and how it is related to familiar matter. 
 
Thrust 1 (near term): Through 10- to 1000-fold improvements in sensitivity over current searches, use 
particle beams to explore interaction strengths singled out by thermal dark matter across the 
electron-to-proton mass range. 
 
Two basic approaches can explore the parameter space of roughly ���� eV to 1 GeV (��� eV), leveraging 
the unique capabilities of DOE accelerators.  
 

x Missing momentum experiments, using modern detectors operating directly in a low-current 
lepton beam, identify dark matter production events based on the kinematics of visible particles 
recoiling from the production event.  Such experiments in a continuous-wave electron beam 
offer a path to reach 1000-fold improvement in sensitivity over a broad mass range; missing 
momentum measurements in muon beams have significant potential sensitivity for detecting 
heavier dark matter masses and exploring a distinct coupling. 

 
x Beam dump scattering measurements produce dark matter by stopping an intense electron or 

proton beam and detecting its scattering in a downstream detector.  This approach offers a 
complementary and distinctive detection signal.  Concepts exploiting existing electron and 
proton beams can achieve at least 10-fold sensitivity gains even when using conservative 
detectors.  The capabilities of the DOE accelerator infrastructure provide unique opportunities 
for world-leading science, which in most cases can be done in parallel with these facilities’ 
primary programs – in particular, multi-GeV continuous-wave electron beams and high-intensity 
proton beams such as those at the 

o Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF), Jefferson Laboratory (JLab),  
o Linac Coherent Light Source-II (LCLS-II), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory,  
o Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),  
o Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and  
o the Fermilab complex at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL).  

 
Thrust 2 (near and long term): Explore the structure of the dark sector by producing and detecting 
unstable dark particles. 
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LHCb – Run 2 (2015-2018) and Run 3 (2022-2026)

Run 2 and Run 3 above dimuon threshold

Potential for reach in two mass ranges.

Unexpected long-lived backgrounds impacted reach.

arXiv:1603.08926 [hep-ph]

A′ → μ+μ−

Run 3 below the D⋆0-D0 mass difference

Requires upgraded vertex detector (VELO) and triggerless 
readout = full recon in real time. Backgrounds still unknown.

D⋆0 → D0A′ 

A′ → e+e−

LHCb R3 (projected)

LHCb (projected)

(actual)

LHCb R3 (projected)
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FIG. 6. Benchmark Model V1. The dark photon decay length (top left panel), its branching
fractions into hadronic and leptonic final states (bottom left panel) and FASER’s reach (right
panel). In the right panel, the gray-shaded regions are excluded by current bounds, and the
projected future sensitivities of other experiments are shown as colored contours. See the text for
details.

A. Benchmark V1: Dark Photons

The dark photon Lagrangian extends the SM Lagrangian with the following terms:

L � �
✏
0

2
Fµ⌫F

0µ⌫ +
1

2
m

02
X

2
, (9)

where Fµ⌫ and F
0
µ⌫ are the field strength tensors for the SM photon and a new gauge boson

X, respectively. After rotating to the mass basis, the dark photon–SM fermion coupling
parameter is given by ✏ = ✏

0 cos ✓W , cf. Eq. (8). (See, e.g., Appendix A of Ref. [30] for
a detailed discussion.) The kinetic mixing parameter is naturally small if it is induced by
loops of new heavy charged particles. After a field re-definition to remove the kinetic mixing
term, the dark photon A

0 emerges as a physical mass eigenstate that couples to the charged
SM fermions proportional to their charges through

L �
1
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A0A

02
� ✏ e

X

f

qf f̄ 6A
0
f . (10)

The parameter space of the model is spanned by the dark photon mass mA0 and the kinetic
mixing parameter ✏.

Production: Light dark photons are mainly produced through decays of light mesons,
⇡, ⌘ ! �A

0 and through dark bremsstrahlung. To a good approximation, these processes
are suppressed by ✏

2 relative to their SM counterparts.

Decay and Lifetime: Dark photons can decay into all kinematically accessible light
charged states, but, especially for mA0 below a few hundred MeV, they mainly decay

15

A pressure failure rendered VELO inoperable early in Run 3. 
Replacement and restart occurred this April.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.08926
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FASER 16

(a) (b)

FIG. 7. 90% confidence level exclusion contours in (a) the dark photon and (b) the B � L gauge boson
parameter space are shown. Regions excluded by previous experiments are shown in grey. The red line
shows the region of parameter space that yields the correct dark matter relic density, with the assumptions
discussed in the text.

also cosmologically relevant. Assuming a dark matter particle � with a mass in the range of
0.5⇥mA0

B�L
< m� < mA0

B�L
and a very large B�L charge, the region of parameter space favored

by thermal freeze-out includes regions of parameter space that are now excluded by the new FASER
constraint [55, 56]. Alternatively, since the B �L model necessarily includes 3 sterile neutrinos, it
is natural to consider the possibility that these sterile neutrinos are the dark matter. These sterile
neutrinos may be produced through the freeze-in mechanism, and the resulting relic density may
be significant in the regions of parameter space probed by FASER [56–58].

X. CONCLUSIONS

The first search for dark photons by the FASER experiment has been presented, providing a
proof of principle that very low background searches for long-lived particles in the very forward
region are possible at the LHC. The search applies an event selection requiring no signal in the
veto scintillator systems, two good quality reconstructed charged particle tracks and more than
500 GeV of energy deposited in the calorimeter. No events are observed passing the selection, with
an expected background of (2.3 ± 2.3) ⇥10�3 events. At the 90% confidence level, FASER excludes
the region of ✏ ⇠ 4⇥ 10�6

� 2⇥ 10�4 and mA0 ⇠ 10 MeV� 80 MeV in the dark photon parameter
space, as well as the region of gB�L ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�6

� 4 ⇥ 10�5 and mA0
B�L

⇠ 10 MeV � 50 MeV in
the B�L gauge boson parameter space. In both the dark photon and B�L gauge boson models,
these results are one of the first probes of these regions of parameter space since the 1990’s, and
they exclude previously-viable models motivated by dark matter.
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FIG. 1. A sketch presenting a side view of the FASER detector, showing the di↵erent detector systems as
well as the signature of a dark photon (A0) decaying to an electron-positron pair inside the decay volume.
The white blobs depict where measurements are taken for the A0 signal and the solid red lines represent the
reconstructed tracks produced by the e+e� pair.

due to the crossing angle in IP1, the LOS is o↵set vertically by 6.5 cm with respect to the centre
of the detector, which is properly accounted for in the simulation. The detector is described in
detail in Ref. [10]; a brief description is given here. The FASER⌫ tungsten/emulsion detector is
dedicated to neutrino measurements, and it is not used in this analysis, but the eight interaction
lengths of tungsten suppress potential backgrounds. Fig. 1 presents a sketch of the detector. In
this analysis, the detector components of interest are the 1.5 m long detector decay volume and
the tracking spectrometer, both of which are immersed in a 0.57 T dipole magnetic field, as well
as the scintillator system and the electromagnetic calorimeter. The active transverse area of the
detector is defined by the circular magnet aperture with a radius of 10 cm.

The scintillator system is composed of four stations, each consisting of multiple scintillator
counters. At the front of the detector is the VetoNu station, composed of two scintillator counters.
Further downstream is the Veto station, constructed from three scintillator counters in front of
the decay volume. Both the VetoNu and Veto stations have scintillators with a transverse size
(30 ⇥ 35 cm2 and 30 ⇥ 30 cm2 respectively) significantly larger than the active region of the
detector, which allows for the rejection of muons entering the detector at an angle with respect
to the LOS. The next scintillator station is the Timing station with two scintillator counters that
separately cover the top and bottom half of the detector (with a small overlap) installed in front of
the tracking spectrometer, used for triggering and timing measurements. Finally, the Pre-shower
station is in front of the calorimeter and constructed from two scintillator counters with both a
graphite absorber and a tungsten radiator in front of each counter.

The tracking spectrometer is built from three tracking stations, each with three layers of double-
sided silicon microstrip detectors, interleaved with two 1 m-long 0.57 T dipole magnets. The tracker
sensors are Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) barrel modules from the ATLAS experiment [15], which
have a hit position resolution of about 20 µm in the precision coordinate, and about 0.6 mm in the
other coordinate. Each tracker plane contains eight SCT modules, arranged as a 24 ⇥ 24 cm2 square
in the transverse plane. The magnets bend charged tracks in the vertical direction, corresponding
to the precision coordinate of the tracker. The FASER tracker is described in more detail in
Ref. [16].

The electromagnetic energy of particles is measured by an electromagnetic calorimeter, the
most downstream component of the detector. The calorimeter is constructed from four outer
ECAL modules from the LHCb experiment [17]. Each module is 12 ⇥ 12 cm2 in the transverse
plane, with 66 layers of interleaved 4 mm thick plastic scintillator and 2 mm thick lead plates,
corresponding to a total of 25 radiation lengths. A module has 64 wavelength-shifting fibers that
penetrate the length of the module and end in a photomultuplier tube (PMT). The readout of
the PMTs saturates for large pulses corresponding to energy deposits above 3 TeV. From July
to August 2022 the readout was set to saturate at 300 GeV for commissioning purposes, and
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• Neutral pion decay ⇡0
! A0�: This mode is accessible for mA0 < m⇡0 ' 135 MeV. The

branching fraction is B(⇡0
! A0�) = 2✏2(1�m2

A0/m2
⇡0)3B(⇡0

! ��) where B(⇡0
! ��) '

0.99 [14].
• Eta meson decay ⌘ ! A0�: This mode is open for mA0 < m⌘ ' 548 MeV. The branching

fraction is B(⌘ ! A0�) = 2✏2(1�m2
A0/m2

⌘)
3B(⌘ ! ��) where B(⌘ ! ��) ' 0.39 [14].

• Dark bremsstrahlung pp ! ppA0: In this process, a dark photon is emitted via initial or final
state radiation from colliding protons in a coherent way. This mode is open for dark photon
masses up to O(2 GeV) [5].

These processes produce a high-intensity beam of dark photons in the far-forward direction along
the beamline. Neutral pion decay is typically the leading signal contribution, but ⌘ decay can be
comparable for mA0 ⇠ 100 MeV, and dark bremsstrahlung can be comparable near the boundary
of FASER’s sensitivity [5]. Other production mechanisms include the decays of heavier mesons
(such as ⌘0 or !) and direct Drell-Yan production qq̄ ! A0, but these are subdominant and are
neglected.

Once produced, dark photons then may travel a macroscopic distance, leading to a striking
signal of high-energy particles far from the pp interaction point. FASER’s dark photon sensitivity
is largely determined by its location. For EA0 � mA0 � me, the decay length for a dark photon
with lifetime ⌧ travelling at speed � = v/c is [5]

L = c�⌧� ⇡ (80 m)


10�5

✏

�2 
EA0

TeV

� 
100 MeV

mA0

�2
. (2)

For dark photons with TeV energies, FASER can be expected to be sensitive to parameter space
with ✏ ⇠ 10�5 and mA0 ⇠ 100 MeV. For dark photon masses in the range 2me < mA0 < 2mµ '

211 MeV, dark photons decay to electrons with B(A0
! e+e�) ⇡ 100%.

In the B � L model, the properties of the B � L gauge boson A0
B�L are determined by the

Lagrangian terms [9]

L �
1

2
m2

A0
B�L

A0 2
B�L � gB�L

X

f

Qf
B�LA

0µ
B�L f̄�µf , (3)

where Qf
B�L is the B � L charge of fermion f . The parameter space of this model is defined by

the B � L gauge boson’s mass mA0
B�L

and the B � L gauge coupling gB�L.

The A0
B�L gauge boson is produced in a similar manner to the dark photon, with light meson

decays and dark bremsstrahlung the dominant production mechanisms; the production rates are
proportional to g2B�L, compared to ✏2 as in the dark photon model. The boson can decay to all
kinematically accessible states that possess B�L charge. In this analysis, the region of phase space
which FASER is sensitive to is confined to the mass range 2me < mA0

B�L
< 2mµ ' 211 MeV, where

the possible decays are to electrons, SM neutrinos, and possibly sterile neutrinos. It is assumed
that sterile neutrinos have masses greater than half the A0

B�L gauge boson mass, and so decays to
sterile neutrinos are kinematically inaccessible. The visible signal from decays to electrons therefore
has a branching fraction of B(A0

B�L ! e+e�) ⇡ 40%. If decays to sterile neutrinos are allowed,
the visible branching fraction could be as low as B(A0

B�L ! e+e�) ⇡ 25%, slightly reducing the
search sensitivity, but not to a significant extent.

III. THE FASER DETECTOR

The FASER detector, located approximately 480 m away from IP1 in the TI12 tunnel that
connects the LHC with the Super Proton Synchotron (SPS), is aligned with the IP1 LOS. However,

12

FIG. 3. The energy spectrum of dark photons in FASER produced with meson production modeled by di↵er-
ent generators (EPOS-LHC, QGSJET II-04 and SIBYLL 2.3d). Also shown is production from bremsstrahlung
with a factor of two variation in the pT cut o↵. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the di↵erent
estimates, and the parameterisation of the uncertainty as a function of energy. A representative signal model
(with mA0=50 MeV and ✏=3 ⇥ 10�5) is shown.

dominated by photon conversions initiated by high-energy muons. Only the two lowest momentum
tracks are considered when calculating the E/p since the highest momentum track is assumed to
be the muon. The reconstructed E/p peak position in data and MC simulation is consistent and
well within the 6% uncertainty across the momentum range probed, as shown in Fig. 4.

The uncertainty due to the tracking e�ciency of single tracks is assessed by comparing the
relative e�ciency for finding tracks in events with a single track segment in each of the three
tracking stations between data and MC simulation. This yields a 1.5% uncertainty per track.

The track finding procedure is more complex when there are two closely-spaced tracks, as in
the signal, in particular when the tracks share hits. The uncertainty due to this is assessed by
overlaying the raw tracker data from two di↵erent events, each of which has a single reconstructed
track. The track reconstruction is then re-run on the combined event, built from the two overlaid
events, so that the tracking e�ciency can be calculated. This is performed using both data and
simulation, shown in Fig. 5, where the ratio of the e�ciency between the two, as a function of the
distance between the two tracks at their first measurements, is used to assess the uncertainty. The
e�ciency in data is up to 7% less than in MC simulation, at track separations comparable to that
expected in the A0 signals, hence a 7% correction to the two-track tracking e�ciency is applied,
with a corresponding systematic uncertainty, assumed to be the di↵erence between the nominal

With help of private funding, FASER got an earlier start!

arXiv:2203.05090 [hep-ex]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05090
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DarkQuest

Figure 1. Top view of the proposed DarkQuest detector upgrade to the SpinQuest experiment adapted from Ref.4. Different
components of the spectrometer are drawn approximately to scale: a focusing magnet (FMag) and beam dump placed ⇡1 m
downstream the target, an open-aperture magnet (KMag) to sweep away soft SM radiation, a system of drift chambers and
scintillator hodoscopes grouped into stations that serve for tracking and triggering, respectively and an absorber placed
upstream the muon prototube station. The DarkQuest detector upgrade has an electromagnetic calorimeter (in red) to extend the
detection capability to electrons, pions and photons. The calorimeter is drawn as currently placed in the simulation (before the
absorber), but, when installed, it will require the drift chambers in Station 3 to be moved further upstream.

2 DarkQuest Science Goals and Physics Signatures
The SNOWMASS RF6 group has identified three Big Ideas that can be tested at various high-intensity experiments, corre-
sponding to probing different classes of dark sectors. These directions are organized by their main signature: (1) production of
invisible BSM states that could be responsible for the DM of the universe, (2) production of a mediator particle to the dark
sector and detection of its decay back into SM states and (3) production of mixed visibly-decaying and invisible states, signaling
the existence of a rich dark sector.

In this Section we argue that DarkQuest can test theoretical scenarios that exemplify each of these main ideas. We begin
by describing dark sector searches at fixed target experiments in general and outline the specific capabilities of DarkQuest.
We then define several specific benchmark scenarios that embody the key RF6 directions and show that DarkQuest can reach
unexplored parameter space in each case. The purely-SM signals are studied in the context of dark photon, Higgs portal scalars,
sterile neutrinos and axion-like particle models (ALPs), while the DM and rich dark sectors are captured by models of inelastic
dark matter (iDM) and Strongly Interacting Massive Particles (SIMPs). The latter models offer the possibility of explaining the
dark matter of the universe in a predictive framework with concrete experimental targets.

2.1 Dark sector searches at accelerators
In a spectrometer-based experiment such as DarkQuest, weakly coupled dark sector states with lifetimes of order 1i m, once
produced, can be detected through their displaced decays to visible SM particles. Fixed target proton beam dump experiments,
in particular, offer several key advantages in probing light dark sectors. First, enormous luminosities can be attained, allowing
access to tiny couplings. Second, light particles are typically produced with a significant boost enhancing their decay length in
the laboratory frame. This ensures that the decays of these particles can occur behind a shield that filters out SM backgrounds.
Third, in many scenarios, including those with dark photon mediators, high-intensity proton beams dumps provide the largest
production rates of dark sector particles, relative to lepton beams. Secondary fluxes of hadrons, photons, and muons produced
in the proton-target reactions can lead to production mechanisms for a variety of dark - visible sector couplings. In particular,
high-energy protons beams, such as the 120 GeV Fermilab Main Injector, offer kinematic access to heavier dark particles in the
mass range of ⇠10 GeV and below.

Fixed-target beam-dump experiments have already been used to test dark sector models. However, the sensitivity of past

4/37

DarkQuest has been awarded NSF MRI funding 
($877K) to install ECal!

The SeaQuest facility

Fixed-target muon
spectrometer, Fermilab
120 GeV proton beam
Primary program:
Drell-Yan
measurements of sea
quark distributions

I E906 (unpolarized
targets, 2012–2017),
E1039 (polarized
targets, 2019–2020)

Parasitic searches for
dark photons approved
2015 (E1067)

arXiv:1706.09990

Sho Uemura Dark Photons at SeaQuest May 30, 2018 2/ 13
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Figure 2. Comparison of the DarkQuest reach and the reach of other proposed experiments with the corresponding timescale
for models that encapsulate RF6 Big Idea 2: production and detection of an unstable dark sector mediator. Upper left panel:
visible dark photon model5. Upper right panel: Higgs portal scalar model6. Lower left panel: Right-handed neutrinos mixing
with the SM tau-neutrino6. Lower right panel: axion-like particles coupled to photons7. In gray we show the bounds from past
experiments.

Higgs Portal Scalars Perhaps the simplest extension of the SM involves a new singlet scalar field, S, that couples through the
Higgs portal. Such a dark scalar may mediate interactions with a dark sector as well as play an important role in addressing a
variety of outstanding questions, such as inflation, Higgs naturalness, etc. Dark scalars inherit the couplings of the Higgs boson
through their mixing, with interactions strengths scaled by sinq , where the q is the dark scalar-Higgs mixing angle. Thus,
dark scalars can be produced at DarkQuest through rare kaon and B meson decays, proton Bremsstrahlung, and gluon-gluon
fusion5, 6. Given that it couples to SM particles in proportion to their masses, the dark scalar typically decays to the heaviest
available final states and can be naturally long-lived. For low masses below the dimuon threshold S dominantly decays to
e+e�, while for scalar masses above the dimuon and hadronic thresholds the S branching ratio to e+e� is negligible and S
mainly decays to µ+µ�, pp , or other hadronic states. For mS & 2mµ , the scalar decay length is longer than O(1 m) provided
the mixing angle is smaller than about 10�3. This implies that searches for displaced dimuon and hadronic final states can
provide interesting sensitivity to the dark scalar model in this mass range, as is highlighted in the upper right panel of Fig. 2. It
is seen that DarkQuest will be able to explore substantial new regions of parameter space, which nicely complements the reach
of several other experiments that will take data during the next decade.

Sterile Neutrinos Sterile neutrinos are well-motivated BSM particles with no ordinary weak interactions except those induced
by the mixing with the SM neutrinos, through the neutrino portal HL̄N, where H is the SM Higgs doublet and L the SM lepton
doublet. Sterile neutrinos can be copiously produced at DarkQuest through meson and t decays. They will subsequently decay
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FIG. 1. A conceptual layout of an example DAMSA experi-
ment implemented at a RAON-like facility.

perimental scheme, named Dump-produced Aboriginal
Matter Searches at an Accelerator or DAMSA,1 for the
dark-sector investigation. For illustration purposes, we
consider a RAON-like facility [3] and study the detec-
tion prospect of ALPs as a benchmark physics case for
demonstrating capability of DAMSA in the search for
dark-sector physics and how the BRN can be evaded.

Indeed, the low-energy, high-intensity, beam facili-
ties are particularly suited for probing ALPs interact-
ing with SM photons. First of all, a highly intensi-
fied beam can produce photons copiously in the beam
dump through various production mechanisms includ-
ing bremsstrahlung of secondary charged particles [4, 5].
These photons can be converted to ALPs via the Pri-
mako↵ e↵ect, and thus an enormous flux of ALPs is gen-
erally expected. Second, since ALPs can decay into a pair
of photons which are massless, the relevant experiment
can probe even low-mass ALPs (say lower than twice the
electron mass) in the decay channel, fully exploiting the
photon flux as long as kinematics is allowed. Third, as
discussed earlier, the expected (neutrino-induced) back-
ground rates are small, compared to those utilizing a
higher-energy beam. Therefore, we expect that the
DAMSA experiment at RAON-like facilities can provide
great opportunities in terms of ALP searches.

Experimental Concept. We envision the situation
that a 660 µA, 600-MeV proton beam provided by a
RAON-like facility impinges on a 1-meter long cylindrical
tungsten target, immediately followed by a polyurethane
neutron moderator and a vacuum decay chamber whose
volume is defined by a 10-meter long cylinder and whose
wall is framed by 0.6-cm thick steel plates (see Fig. 1).
Electromagnetic particles are detected for identification
at a high-granularity, high resolution ECAL located im-
mediate downstream behind the decay chamber. We as-
sume the ECAL angular coverage ✓det to be as large as
0.5 radians to improve the ALP signal sensitivity, i.e.,
when a line emanating from the center of the top base
of the target intersects the beam axis by ✓det = 0.5 rad.

1 In Korean characters{åô⌃◆, /dA:msA/: deep thought, rumination.

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional correlation between energy and
cos ✓� of photons produced in the target of the proposed ex-
periment at a RAON-like facility. The angle is measured with
respect to the beam axis.

We further assume that the energy threshold for photons
Eth and the angular resolution ✓res should be as low as 15
MeV and 1�, respectively, not only to maximize the ALP
signal sensitivity but to achieve significant background
rejection.
Given the models of ALP interacting with photons,

it is crucial to estimate spectral information of photons
emerging in the target as precisely as possible for precise
estimates of the ALP-signal sensitivity. To this end, we
employ a dedicated detector-level simulation code pack-
age, GEANT4, with the QGSP BIC AllHP library [6]. We
deliver 106 600-MeV protons to the target and then find
⇠ 1.9⇥ 108 photons inside the target. For simplicity, we
considered the target geometry and no other components
which would be part of the target complex, expecting
that such details would make an insignificant impact on
our results.
We display the correlation between the energy and

the cos ✓� of photons produced in the target in Fig. 2.
First, soft photons dominate the energy spectrum. Nev-
ertheless, a non-negligible fraction of photons with en-
ergy greater than 100 MeV can be produced, allowing
DAMSA to be sensitive to O(100) MeV ALPs and set
the new limits for them. Second, the angular spectrum
suggests that such energetic photons move preferentially
in the forward direction. Given the fact that our detector
system covers up to ✓det = 0.5 rad in the forward region,
we find that about 7.5% of photons will move toward the
detector system.

ALP Signal. We consider models of ALPs interacting
with the SM photon for which the Lagrangian contains
Lint � �ga�� aFµ⌫ F̃µ⌫/4 where ga�� parameterizes the
e↵ective coupling strength between the ALP and the SM
photon and Fµ⌫ (F̃µ⌫) denotes the (dual) field strength
tensor of the SM photon. The presence of the above inter-
action allows a photon to convert to an ALP via the Pri-
mako↵ process [7], �+A ! a+A with A being the atomic
system of interest. Once produced, an ALP flies to the
detector and can decay into two photons inside the decay

• Beam: 300MeV e- @ FAST (Fermilab), greatly reduces neutron 
backgrounds relative to proton beams

• Target: 5cm x 5cm x 10cm W block (~28.5X0)

• Vacuum decay chamber: 10cm (r) x 30cm (L)

• Detector: 

• 6 x10cm x 10cm Si tracker

• 12cmx12cmx44cm (24.5X0) CsI ECal w/ SiPM readout

Large detector to search for ALPs with 600 MeV proton beam
• tungsten target/dump
• soft neutron shield
• very large vacuum chamber decay volume
• large area ECal
Sensibly, this concept evolved…
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cos ✓� of photons produced in the target of the proposed ex-
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respect to the beam axis.

We further assume that the energy threshold for photons
Eth and the angular resolution ✓res should be as low as 15
MeV and 1�, respectively, not only to maximize the ALP
signal sensitivity but to achieve significant background
rejection.
Given the models of ALP interacting with photons,

it is crucial to estimate spectral information of photons
emerging in the target as precisely as possible for precise
estimates of the ALP-signal sensitivity. To this end, we
employ a dedicated detector-level simulation code pack-
age, GEANT4, with the QGSP BIC AllHP library [6]. We
deliver 106 600-MeV protons to the target and then find
⇠ 1.9⇥ 108 photons inside the target. For simplicity, we
considered the target geometry and no other components
which would be part of the target complex, expecting
that such details would make an insignificant impact on
our results.
We display the correlation between the energy and

the cos ✓� of photons produced in the target in Fig. 2.
First, soft photons dominate the energy spectrum. Nev-
ertheless, a non-negligible fraction of photons with en-
ergy greater than 100 MeV can be produced, allowing
DAMSA to be sensitive to O(100) MeV ALPs and set
the new limits for them. Second, the angular spectrum
suggests that such energetic photons move preferentially
in the forward direction. Given the fact that our detector
system covers up to ✓det = 0.5 rad in the forward region,
we find that about 7.5% of photons will move toward the
detector system.

ALP Signal. We consider models of ALPs interacting
with the SM photon for which the Lagrangian contains
Lint � �ga�� aFµ⌫ F̃µ⌫/4 where ga�� parameterizes the
e↵ective coupling strength between the ALP and the SM
photon and Fµ⌫ (F̃µ⌫) denotes the (dual) field strength
tensor of the SM photon. The presence of the above inter-
action allows a photon to convert to an ALP via the Pri-
mako↵ process [7], �+A ! a+A with A being the atomic
system of interest. Once produced, an ALP flies to the
detector and can decay into two photons inside the decay

Large detector to search for ALPs with 600 MeV proton beam
• tungsten target/dump
• soft neutron shield
• very large vacuum chamber decay volume
• large area ECal
Sensibly, this concept evolved…
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6 HPS Performance Studies

We use the HPS detector simulation system based on SLAC’s org.lcsim infrastructure

for full GEANT4 simulation of the passage and interaction of charged and neutral particles

through the SVT and the ECal to the muon detector. In the SVT, the simulation creates

realistic energy deposits in the silicon microstrip detectors, accounts for dead material, sim-

ulates APV25 signal sampling every 25 ns, creates clusters, and performs track finding and

reconstruction. In the ECal, the geometry for the flange and vacuum chamber is based on

a tessellated representation imported directly from the CAD drawings. It creates energy

deposits in individual trapezoidal-shape PbWO4 crystals, simulates FADC signal time evo-

lution and sampling every 4 ns, and generates triggers based on the FPGA trigger algorithm

implementation. To maintain the chicane beamline configuration, the field strength of the

chicane magnets must scale with the beam energy. The performance studies were made us-

ing the field strength of the analyzing magnet of 0.25 Tesla at 1.1 GeV, 0.5 Tesla at 2.2 GeV,

and 1.5 Tesla at 6.6 GeV. Figure 54 shows a lcsim rendering of the HPS detector.

FIG. 54: Rendering of the HPS detector simulation.
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Could also be done with LESA beam
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Invisible Dark Photon Searches

Calorimeter

Vacuum vessel

Dipole

Target region

PADME

Missing mass: Reconstruction of  A′ mass without measurement of decay 
products yields ensitivity to both visible and invisible  mediator decays. 

e+e� ! � +X
<latexit sha1_base64="o8Fk6JoXAvKM+psZfYmJwD8a+kk=">AAACEnicbVBLSgNBEO2Jvxh/UXHlpjEIQjDMuNFl0I3LCOYDmUno6dQkTbp7hu4eIQy5hRdwqzdwJ269gBfwHHY+C5P4oODxXhVV9cKEM21c99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo4aOU0WhTmMeq1ZINHAmoW6Y4dBKFBARcmiGw7uJ33wCpVksH80ogUCQvmQRo8RYqVs8gU4ZOpfYNzH2+0QIgsu41S2W3Io7BV4l3pyU0By1bvHH78U0FSAN5UTrtucmJsiIMoxyGBf8VENC6JD0oW2pJAJ0kE3PH+Nzq/RwFCtb0uCp+nciI0LrkQhtpyBmoJe9ifif105NdBNkTCapAUlni6KUY/vrJAvcYwqo4SNLCFXM3orpgChCjU1sYUsEIymSccEG4y3HsEoaVxXPrXgPbql6O48oj07RGbpAHrpGVXSPaqiOKMrQC3pFb86z8+58OJ+z1pwznzlGC3C+fgFF5Jx2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8Fk6JoXAvKM+psZfYmJwD8a+kk=">AAACEnicbVBLSgNBEO2Jvxh/UXHlpjEIQjDMuNFl0I3LCOYDmUno6dQkTbp7hu4eIQy5hRdwqzdwJ269gBfwHHY+C5P4oODxXhVV9cKEM21c99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo4aOU0WhTmMeq1ZINHAmoW6Y4dBKFBARcmiGw7uJ33wCpVksH80ogUCQvmQRo8RYqVs8gU4ZOpfYNzH2+0QIgsu41S2W3Io7BV4l3pyU0By1bvHH78U0FSAN5UTrtucmJsiIMoxyGBf8VENC6JD0oW2pJAJ0kE3PH+Nzq/RwFCtb0uCp+nciI0LrkQhtpyBmoJe9ifif105NdBNkTCapAUlni6KUY/vrJAvcYwqo4SNLCFXM3orpgChCjU1sYUsEIymSccEG4y3HsEoaVxXPrXgPbql6O48oj07RGbpAHrpGVXSPaqiOKMrQC3pFb86z8+58OJ+z1pwznzlGC3C+fgFF5Jx2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8Fk6JoXAvKM+psZfYmJwD8a+kk=">AAACEnicbVBLSgNBEO2Jvxh/UXHlpjEIQjDMuNFl0I3LCOYDmUno6dQkTbp7hu4eIQy5hRdwqzdwJ269gBfwHHY+C5P4oODxXhVV9cKEM21c99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo4aOU0WhTmMeq1ZINHAmoW6Y4dBKFBARcmiGw7uJ33wCpVksH80ogUCQvmQRo8RYqVs8gU4ZOpfYNzH2+0QIgsu41S2W3Io7BV4l3pyU0By1bvHH78U0FSAN5UTrtucmJsiIMoxyGBf8VENC6JD0oW2pJAJ0kE3PH+Nzq/RwFCtb0uCp+nciI0LrkQhtpyBmoJe9ifif105NdBNkTCapAUlni6KUY/vrJAvcYwqo4SNLCFXM3orpgChCjU1sYUsEIymSccEG4y3HsEoaVxXPrXgPbql6O48oj07RGbpAHrpGVXSPaqiOKMrQC3pFb86z8+58OJ+z1pwznzlGC3C+fgFF5Jx2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o8Fk6JoXAvKM+psZfYmJwD8a+kk=">AAACEnicbVBLSgNBEO2Jvxh/UXHlpjEIQjDMuNFl0I3LCOYDmUno6dQkTbp7hu4eIQy5hRdwqzdwJ269gBfwHHY+C5P4oODxXhVV9cKEM21c99vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo4aOU0WhTmMeq1ZINHAmoW6Y4dBKFBARcmiGw7uJ33wCpVksH80ogUCQvmQRo8RYqVs8gU4ZOpfYNzH2+0QIgsu41S2W3Io7BV4l3pyU0By1bvHH78U0FSAN5UTrtucmJsiIMoxyGBf8VENC6JD0oW2pJAJ0kE3PH+Nzq/RwFCtb0uCp+nciI0LrkQhtpyBmoJe9ifif105NdBNkTCapAUlni6KUY/vrJAvcYwqo4SNLCFXM3orpgChCjU1sYUsEIymSccEG4y3HsEoaVxXPrXgPbql6O48oj07RGbpAHrpGVXSPaqiOKMrQC3pFb86z8+58OJ+z1pwznzlGC3C+fgFF5Jx2</latexit>

e+
<latexit sha1_base64="4UATNB6yCi6Sqn5xO+a2SbIuaZg=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIglCSLmy7K7pxWdFeoB1LJj3ThmYuJBmhDH0ENy4UcesTufNtzLQVVPSHwMf/n0POOV4shTaEfDi5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0NZRoji0eCQj1fWYBilCaBlhJHRjBSzwJHS8yWWWd+5BaRGFt2YagxuwUSh8wZmx1g3cnQ2KJVImhFBKcQa0ek4s1Ou1Cq1hmkVWJbRUc1B87w8jngQQGi6Z1j1KYuOmTBnBJcwK/URDzPiEjaBnMWQBaDedjzrDJ9YZYj9S9oUGz93vHSkLtJ4Gnq0MmBnr31lm/pX1EuPX3FSEcWIg5IuP/ERiE+FsbzwUCriRUwuMK2FnxXzMFOPGXqdgj/C1Kf4f2pUytXxNSo2L5Tny6Agdo1NEURU10BVqohbiaIQe0BN6dqTz6Lw4r4vSnLPsOUQ/5Lx9Ai/Zjbg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4UATNB6yCi6Sqn5xO+a2SbIuaZg=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIglCSLmy7K7pxWdFeoB1LJj3ThmYuJBmhDH0ENy4UcesTufNtzLQVVPSHwMf/n0POOV4shTaEfDi5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0NZRoji0eCQj1fWYBilCaBlhJHRjBSzwJHS8yWWWd+5BaRGFt2YagxuwUSh8wZmx1g3cnQ2KJVImhFBKcQa0ek4s1Ou1Cq1hmkVWJbRUc1B87w8jngQQGi6Z1j1KYuOmTBnBJcwK/URDzPiEjaBnMWQBaDedjzrDJ9YZYj9S9oUGz93vHSkLtJ4Gnq0MmBnr31lm/pX1EuPX3FSEcWIg5IuP/ERiE+FsbzwUCriRUwuMK2FnxXzMFOPGXqdgj/C1Kf4f2pUytXxNSo2L5Tny6Agdo1NEURU10BVqohbiaIQe0BN6dqTz6Lw4r4vSnLPsOUQ/5Lx9Ai/Zjbg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4UATNB6yCi6Sqn5xO+a2SbIuaZg=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIglCSLmy7K7pxWdFeoB1LJj3ThmYuJBmhDH0ENy4UcesTufNtzLQVVPSHwMf/n0POOV4shTaEfDi5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0NZRoji0eCQj1fWYBilCaBlhJHRjBSzwJHS8yWWWd+5BaRGFt2YagxuwUSh8wZmx1g3cnQ2KJVImhFBKcQa0ek4s1Ou1Cq1hmkVWJbRUc1B87w8jngQQGi6Z1j1KYuOmTBnBJcwK/URDzPiEjaBnMWQBaDedjzrDJ9YZYj9S9oUGz93vHSkLtJ4Gnq0MmBnr31lm/pX1EuPX3FSEcWIg5IuP/ERiE+FsbzwUCriRUwuMK2FnxXzMFOPGXqdgj/C1Kf4f2pUytXxNSo2L5Tny6Agdo1NEURU10BVqohbiaIQe0BN6dqTz6Lw4r4vSnLPsOUQ/5Lx9Ai/Zjbg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4UATNB6yCi6Sqn5xO+a2SbIuaZg=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIglCSLmy7K7pxWdFeoB1LJj3ThmYuJBmhDH0ENy4UcesTufNtzLQVVPSHwMf/n0POOV4shTaEfDi5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0NZRoji0eCQj1fWYBilCaBlhJHRjBSzwJHS8yWWWd+5BaRGFt2YagxuwUSh8wZmx1g3cnQ2KJVImhFBKcQa0ek4s1Ou1Cq1hmkVWJbRUc1B87w8jngQQGi6Z1j1KYuOmTBnBJcwK/URDzPiEjaBnMWQBaDedjzrDJ9YZYj9S9oUGz93vHSkLtJ4Gnq0MmBnr31lm/pX1EuPX3FSEcWIg5IuP/ERiE+FsbzwUCriRUwuMK2FnxXzMFOPGXqdgj/C1Kf4f2pUytXxNSo2L5Tny6Agdo1NEURU10BVqohbiaIQe0BN6dqTz6Lw4r4vSnLPsOUQ/5Lx9Ai/Zjbg=</latexit>

A0
<latexit sha1_base64="JKf9XOPRIFe1eH4tm1hzBxiNXUE=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJTOWtu6qblxWsA9ox5JJM21okhmTjFCG/oQbF4q49Xfc+Tdm2goqeuDC4Zx7ufeeIOZMG4Q+nKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLff0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2Z++54qzSJ5YyYx9QUeShYygo2VOue3vVgxQfuFIiqd1SpeuQJRCaGq67kZ8arl0zJ0rZKhCBZo9AvvvUFEEkGlIRxr3XVRbPwUK8MIp9N8L9E0xmSMh7RrqcSCaj+d3TuFx1YZwDBStqSBM/X7RIqF1hMR2E6BzUj/9jLxL6+bmLDmp0zGiaGSzBeFCYcmgtnzcMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrJCOsMDE2orwN4etT+D9peSXX8mtUrF8s4siBQ3AEToALqqAOrkADNAEBHDyAJ/Ds3DmPzovzOm9dchYzB+AHnLdPTGaQIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JKf9XOPRIFe1eH4tm1hzBxiNXUE=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJTOWtu6qblxWsA9ox5JJM21okhmTjFCG/oQbF4q49Xfc+Tdm2goqeuDC4Zx7ufeeIOZMG4Q+nKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLff0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2Z++54qzSJ5YyYx9QUeShYygo2VOue3vVgxQfuFIiqd1SpeuQJRCaGq67kZ8arl0zJ0rZKhCBZo9AvvvUFEEkGlIRxr3XVRbPwUK8MIp9N8L9E0xmSMh7RrqcSCaj+d3TuFx1YZwDBStqSBM/X7RIqF1hMR2E6BzUj/9jLxL6+bmLDmp0zGiaGSzBeFCYcmgtnzcMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrJCOsMDE2orwN4etT+D9peSXX8mtUrF8s4siBQ3AEToALqqAOrkADNAEBHDyAJ/Ds3DmPzovzOm9dchYzB+AHnLdPTGaQIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JKf9XOPRIFe1eH4tm1hzBxiNXUE=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJTOWtu6qblxWsA9ox5JJM21okhmTjFCG/oQbF4q49Xfc+Tdm2goqeuDC4Zx7ufeeIOZMG4Q+nKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLff0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2Z++54qzSJ5YyYx9QUeShYygo2VOue3vVgxQfuFIiqd1SpeuQJRCaGq67kZ8arl0zJ0rZKhCBZo9AvvvUFEEkGlIRxr3XVRbPwUK8MIp9N8L9E0xmSMh7RrqcSCaj+d3TuFx1YZwDBStqSBM/X7RIqF1hMR2E6BzUj/9jLxL6+bmLDmp0zGiaGSzBeFCYcmgtnzcMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrJCOsMDE2orwN4etT+D9peSXX8mtUrF8s4siBQ3AEToALqqAOrkADNAEBHDyAJ/Ds3DmPzovzOm9dchYzB+AHnLdPTGaQIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JKf9XOPRIFe1eH4tm1hzBxiNXUE=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJTOWtu6qblxWsA9ox5JJM21okhmTjFCG/oQbF4q49Xfc+Tdm2goqeuDC4Zx7ufeeIOZMG4Q+nKXlldW19dxGfnNre2e3sLff0lGiCG2SiEeqE2BNOZO0aZjhtBMrikXAaTsYX2Z++54qzSJ5YyYx9QUeShYygo2VOue3vVgxQfuFIiqd1SpeuQJRCaGq67kZ8arl0zJ0rZKhCBZo9AvvvUFEEkGlIRxr3XVRbPwUK8MIp9N8L9E0xmSMh7RrqcSCaj+d3TuFx1YZwDBStqSBM/X7RIqF1hMR2E6BzUj/9jLxL6+bmLDmp0zGiaGSzBeFCYcmgtnzcMAUJYZPLMFEMXsrJCOsMDE2orwN4etT+D9peSXX8mtUrF8s4siBQ3AEToALqqAOrkADNAEBHDyAJ/Ds3DmPzovzOm9dchYzB+AHnLdPTGaQIA==</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="Oc9IuKxjFGIr7uzIaYp5ba9fBOs=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJVNLW3dFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY2jyHJCGXoP7hxoYhb/8edf2OmraCiBy4czrmXe+8JY86MRejDW1ldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB4dtoxJNaIsornQ3xIZyJmnLMstpN9YUi5DTTji5yvzOPdWGKXlrpzENBB5JFjGCrZPa/REWAg8KRVS6qFfLlSpEJYRqftnPSLlWOa9A3ykZimCJ5qDw3h8qkggqLeHYmJ6PYhukWFtGOJ3l+4mhMSYTPKI9RyUW1ATp/NoZPHXKEEZKu5IWztXvEykWxkxF6DoFtmPz28vEv7xeYqN6kDIZJ5ZKslgUJRxaBbPX4ZBpSiyfOoKJZu5WSMZYY2JdQHkXwten8H/SLpd8x29QsXG5jCMHjsEJOAM+qIEGuAZN0AIE3IEH8ASePeU9ei/e66J1xVvOHIEf8N4+AeW8j1M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oc9IuKxjFGIr7uzIaYp5ba9fBOs=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJVNLW3dFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY2jyHJCGXoP7hxoYhb/8edf2OmraCiBy4czrmXe+8JY86MRejDW1ldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB4dtoxJNaIsornQ3xIZyJmnLMstpN9YUi5DTTji5yvzOPdWGKXlrpzENBB5JFjGCrZPa/REWAg8KRVS6qFfLlSpEJYRqftnPSLlWOa9A3ykZimCJ5qDw3h8qkggqLeHYmJ6PYhukWFtGOJ3l+4mhMSYTPKI9RyUW1ATp/NoZPHXKEEZKu5IWztXvEykWxkxF6DoFtmPz28vEv7xeYqN6kDIZJ5ZKslgUJRxaBbPX4ZBpSiyfOoKJZu5WSMZYY2JdQHkXwten8H/SLpd8x29QsXG5jCMHjsEJOAM+qIEGuAZN0AIE3IEH8ASePeU9ei/e66J1xVvOHIEf8N4+AeW8j1M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oc9IuKxjFGIr7uzIaYp5ba9fBOs=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJVNLW3dFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY2jyHJCGXoP7hxoYhb/8edf2OmraCiBy4czrmXe+8JY86MRejDW1ldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB4dtoxJNaIsornQ3xIZyJmnLMstpN9YUi5DTTji5yvzOPdWGKXlrpzENBB5JFjGCrZPa/REWAg8KRVS6qFfLlSpEJYRqftnPSLlWOa9A3ykZimCJ5qDw3h8qkggqLeHYmJ6PYhukWFtGOJ3l+4mhMSYTPKI9RyUW1ATp/NoZPHXKEEZKu5IWztXvEykWxkxF6DoFtmPz28vEv7xeYqN6kDIZJ5ZKslgUJRxaBbPX4ZBpSiyfOoKJZu5WSMZYY2JdQHkXwten8H/SLpd8x29QsXG5jCMHjsEJOAM+qIEGuAZN0AIE3IEH8ASePeU9ei/e66J1xVvOHIEf8N4+AeW8j1M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oc9IuKxjFGIr7uzIaYp5ba9fBOs=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXJVNLW3dFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY2jyHJCGXoP7hxoYhb/8edf2OmraCiBy4czrmXe+8JY86MRejDW1ldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB4dtoxJNaIsornQ3xIZyJmnLMstpN9YUi5DTTji5yvzOPdWGKXlrpzENBB5JFjGCrZPa/REWAg8KRVS6qFfLlSpEJYRqftnPSLlWOa9A3ykZimCJ5qDw3h8qkggqLeHYmJ6PYhukWFtGOJ3l+4mhMSYTPKI9RyUW1ATp/NoZPHXKEEZKu5IWztXvEykWxkxF6DoFtmPz28vEv7xeYqN6kDIZJ5ZKslgUJRxaBbPX4ZBpSiyfOoKJZu5WSMZYY2JdQHkXwten8H/SLpd8x29QsXG5jCMHjsEJOAM+qIEGuAZN0AIE3IEH8ASePeU9ei/e66J1xVvOHIEf8N4+AeW8j1M=</latexit>

(E, ✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="o4EWRvcTzdiyBz/Pi87/hIX40QM=">AAAB8XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJUkJLE0tZbUQSPFewHtqFsttt26WYTdidCCf0XXjwo4tV/481/46atoKIPBh7vzTAzz48E12DbH9bS8srq2npmI7u5tb2zm9vbb+owVpQ1aChC1faJZoJL1gAOgrUjxUjgC9byx5ep37pnSvNQ3sIkYl5AhpIPOCVgpLvC1WkXRgzISS+Xt4vn1bJbKmO7aNsVx3VS4lZKZyXsGCVFHi1Q7+Xeu/2QxgGTQAXRuuPYEXgJUcCpYNNsN9YsInRMhqxjqCQB014yu3iKj43Sx4NQmZKAZ+r3iYQEWk8C33QGBEb6t5eKf3mdGAZVL+EyioFJOl80iAWGEKfv4z5XjIKYGEKo4uZWTEdEEQompKwJ4etT/D9pukXH8Bs7X7tYxJFBh+gIFZCDKqiGrlEdNRBFEj2gJ/RsaevRerFe561L1mLmAP2A9fYJw+iQUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o4EWRvcTzdiyBz/Pi87/hIX40QM=">AAAB8XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJUkJLE0tZbUQSPFewHtqFsttt26WYTdidCCf0XXjwo4tV/481/46atoKIPBh7vzTAzz48E12DbH9bS8srq2npmI7u5tb2zm9vbb+owVpQ1aChC1faJZoJL1gAOgrUjxUjgC9byx5ep37pnSvNQ3sIkYl5AhpIPOCVgpLvC1WkXRgzISS+Xt4vn1bJbKmO7aNsVx3VS4lZKZyXsGCVFHi1Q7+Xeu/2QxgGTQAXRuuPYEXgJUcCpYNNsN9YsInRMhqxjqCQB014yu3iKj43Sx4NQmZKAZ+r3iYQEWk8C33QGBEb6t5eKf3mdGAZVL+EyioFJOl80iAWGEKfv4z5XjIKYGEKo4uZWTEdEEQompKwJ4etT/D9pukXH8Bs7X7tYxJFBh+gIFZCDKqiGrlEdNRBFEj2gJ/RsaevRerFe561L1mLmAP2A9fYJw+iQUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o4EWRvcTzdiyBz/Pi87/hIX40QM=">AAAB8XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJUkJLE0tZbUQSPFewHtqFsttt26WYTdidCCf0XXjwo4tV/481/46atoKIPBh7vzTAzz48E12DbH9bS8srq2npmI7u5tb2zm9vbb+owVpQ1aChC1faJZoJL1gAOgrUjxUjgC9byx5ep37pnSvNQ3sIkYl5AhpIPOCVgpLvC1WkXRgzISS+Xt4vn1bJbKmO7aNsVx3VS4lZKZyXsGCVFHi1Q7+Xeu/2QxgGTQAXRuuPYEXgJUcCpYNNsN9YsInRMhqxjqCQB014yu3iKj43Sx4NQmZKAZ+r3iYQEWk8C33QGBEb6t5eKf3mdGAZVL+EyioFJOl80iAWGEKfv4z5XjIKYGEKo4uZWTEdEEQompKwJ4etT/D9pukXH8Bs7X7tYxJFBh+gIFZCDKqiGrlEdNRBFEj2gJ/RsaevRerFe561L1mLmAP2A9fYJw+iQUA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o4EWRvcTzdiyBz/Pi87/hIX40QM=">AAAB8XicdVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJUkJLE0tZbUQSPFewHtqFsttt26WYTdidCCf0XXjwo4tV/481/46atoKIPBh7vzTAzz48E12DbH9bS8srq2npmI7u5tb2zm9vbb+owVpQ1aChC1faJZoJL1gAOgrUjxUjgC9byx5ep37pnSvNQ3sIkYl5AhpIPOCVgpLvC1WkXRgzISS+Xt4vn1bJbKmO7aNsVx3VS4lZKZyXsGCVFHi1Q7+Xeu/2QxgGTQAXRuuPYEXgJUcCpYNNsN9YsInRMhqxjqCQB014yu3iKj43Sx4NQmZKAZ+r3iYQEWk8C33QGBEb6t5eKf3mdGAZVL+EyioFJOl80iAWGEKfv4z5XjIKYGEKo4uZWTEdEEQompKwJ4etT/D9pukXH8Bs7X7tYxJFBh+gIFZCDKqiGrlEdNRBFEj2gJ/RsaevRerFe561L1mLmAP2A9fYJw+iQUA==</latexit>

Calorimeter

(a) PoT as a function of beam energy. (b) PoT as a function of center of mass energy.

Figure 6: Number of positrons on target collected in Run 3 as a function of beam energy and
center of mass energy respectively.

(a) Constraints for vector X17 interpretation. (b) Constraints for ALP X17 interpretation.

Figure 7: Current constraints on X17 models 7. The targeted parameter space for PADME Run
3 is shown in orange.

to an excellent invariant mass resolution. Due to the expected increase in production cross-
section on resonance, only 1010 PoT were required for each point in the scan, corresponding to
approximately 24 hours of data-taking even at this lowered multiplicty.

Figure 5: �(e+e� ! ��) measurements at
the <10 GeV scale. The measurement from
PADME Run 2 is shown in red.

1010 PoT were collected at each of 47
points around the X17 resonance, 5 points
below the resonance and 1 point above the
resonance, as shown in Figure 6. The o↵-
resonance points serve to validate the analysis
strategy before unblinding the signal region.
The X17 signal would then appear as a bump
above the SM background in the number of
events in several bins around one point of the
scan. The expected limit at PADME, given
the statistics accumulated shown in Figure 6,
is of the same density as the lower orange lines
in Figure 7, with the range of the upper orange
lines.

As of April 2023, the data has been in-
spected to assess the data quality. Figure 8
shows the energy of all clusters in the ECal

as a function of the theta angle between the cluster and the beamline, for all 5 of the below
resonance points. Due to kinematic constraints, any particles coming from vertices at the tar-
get should have a kinematic profile which lies inside the box highlighted in red . Studying the
di↵erence between time of arrival of two clusters in this box gives Figure 9. The fact that this

N.B. not a generic dark matter search since signal process is 
explicitly mediator dependent.
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Missing Mass at JLab

Experiment layout

7/25/23 PAC51                        Bogdan Wojtsekhowski slide 11

5 cm LH2

§ 50 nA positron beam on 5 cm long LH2

§ High resolution part of PRAD calorimeter

§ fADC - based DAQ with programmable trigger

Projected sensitivity and beam time request

7/25/23 PAC51                        Bogdan Wojtsekhowski slide 21

Uniqueness of the missing mass method

1. Sensitivity does not rely on specific decay 
mode of A’ : e+e-, or hadrons, or semi-dark …
100 times more sensitive than (gµ-2) 

2. Good mass resolution allows us to make a 
productive search for a signal with a 60-day run

3. Does not require new detector development
(PRAD + two traditional MWPC)

two-sigma level
Proposal for missing mass at multiple energies 
using PRAD with positron beam.

See Bogdan’s Talk!!

https://www.jlab.org/exp_prog/proposals/23/PR12+23-005.pdf

https://www.jlab.org/exp_prog/proposals/23/PR12+23-005.pdf
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NA64 with positrons
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FIG. 2. The unblinded ECAL vs HCAL energy distribution
for events satisfying all analysis cuts. The unblinded signal
region is also reported – for better visualization, it has been
expanded by a factor ⇥3 along the vertical axis.

the HCAL. Summing up all these contributions, a total
background yield of B = (0.09±0.03) events is expected.

The ECAL vs HCAL energy distribution for the events
satisfying all analysis cuts is reported in Fig. 2. The
diagonal band corresponds to events from the reaction
e
+
N ! e

+
X in the ECAL, with final state hadrons in-

teracting with the HCAL. After unblinding, no events
have been observed in the signal region. Based on this
result, we derived the upper limit on the A

0 coupling
" as a function of mA0 . We adopted a frequentist ap-
proach, considering the 90% Confidence Level (CL) of a
one-sided profile-likelihood test statistics [31]. The like-
lihood model was built assuming a Poisson PDF for the
number of events in the signal region, with mean value
µ = S +B = ("/"0)2S0 +B, where S0 is the signal yield
for the nominal coupling value "0 obtained from Monte
Carlo.

The systematic uncertainties were accounted for in the
statistical procedure by introducing, for each contribu-
tion, an additional log-normal PDF term in the Likeli-
hood, taking the measured value as the observed one, and
handling the expected value as a nuisance parameter [31].
The uncertainty on the number of expected background
events (30%) and that on the signal yield from the num-
ber of e+OT (0.1%), from the tracking, SRD, VETO, and
HCAL cuts (' 1%), and from the overall normalization
as obtained from the di-muons analysis (4.8%) are the
same for all mA0 values. In contrast, the systematic un-
certainty arising from the ECAL energy calibration, and
thus a↵ecting the pre-shower and missing energy thresh-
olds, result in a mA0 -dependent e↵ect. For the missing-
energy threshold, we estimated �E/E ' 1.5% by measur-

10
10
10
10

1 1010 10 10
𝑚 /𝑚 = 3𝛼 = 0.1

𝜖
𝑚 , 𝐺𝑒𝑉

BaBar
𝑎𝑎 favored

𝑎 NA64-𝑒
NA64-𝑒 𝑒 beam

𝑒 beam𝑒 beam, low-E

FIG. 3. The new exclusion limits from the positron-beam,
missing energy measurement presented in this work in the "

vs mA0 space, considering fermionic LDM for ↵D = 0.1. The
most stringent LDM exclusion limits from BaBar [32] and
NA64 [33] are also shown, as well as the favored area from the
muon g � 2 anomaly [34, 35] (red lines). The green dashed
lines reports the sensitivity for a future positron-beam e↵ort
at lower energy, as described in the text. For a full review on
other exclusion limits and planned measurements see Ref. [13–
18].

ing the position of the full-energy peak in the calorimeter
across the di↵erent runs. For the pre-shower threshold,
instead, we evaluated �E/E ' 1.0% from the analysis of
di-muon events. To evaluate the impact of �E/E on S0,
first we computed the signal yield for the nominal thresh-
old values. Then, we randomly sampled these multiple
times from two Gaussian distributions with µ = 50 GeV
and � = 0.75 GeV and � = 0.5 GeV, respectively, com-
puting S0 for each configuration and then taking the
RMS of all results as the systematic uncertainty. The
largest systematic uncertainty, ' 25%, is observed for
the dark photon resonant production at mA0 ' 225 MeV,
since in this case the resonant energy is close to the miss-
ing energy threshold.

The obtained upper limit on " as a function of mA0 is
shown in Fig. 3 for fermionic LDM, with ↵D = 0.1 and
mA0 = 3m�. In the same figure, the combined projection
for a future measurement program at two di↵erent beam
energies - 60 GeV and 40 GeV - is presented. For both
measurements, a statistics of 1011 e

+OT was considered,
assuming a missing energy threshold corresponding to
half the energy of the beam and a 50% signal e�ciency, in
analogy with the strategy adopted for the 100 GeV data
analysis. Limits were evaluated considering no expected
background events; this assumption is corroborated by
the fact that the main background source for such mea-
surements comes from the hadronic contaminant fraction

3

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the NA64 setup to search for invisible decays of the A0s resonantly produced by the annihilation
of the 100 GeV impinging e

+ with the atomic electrons of the active ECAL target.

with that expected for the A
0 signal [29]. Finally, the

EECAL < 50 GeV, EHCAL < 1 GeV signal region condi-
tions were applied.

The LDM yield in the signal window was estimated
through a full Geant4-based simulation of the NA64
setup, using the DMG4 package [30]. The signal e�-
ciency was evaluated using data, by applying the anal-
ysis cuts on tracking, SRD, VETO, and HCAL to mea-
sured 100 GeV e

+ events. The ECAL shower-shape cut
was optimized to obtain a 95% e�ciency on measured
events where a high-energy µ

+
µ
� pair is produced in

the ECAL mainly from one of the two following pro-
duction channels: (I) the radiative production, i.e. a
Bremsstrahlung photon converting in the EM field of a
nucleus, �N ! µ

+
µ
�
N ; (II) the atomic annihilation

production, e
+
e
� ! µ

+
µ
�. These “di-muon” events,

given the MIP nature of high-energy muons, feature a
signal-like topology from the point of view of the en-
ergy deposition in the di↵erent cells of the ECAL. An
additional correction factor, obtained from Monte Carlo
(MC), was introduced for each mA0 value to account for
residual kinematic di↵erences between signal events and
di-muon events. Di-muon events were also used to as-
sess the overall data normalization: the ratio of the ob-
served di-muon absolute yield to the MC-predicted one
was Fµµ = (0.84 ± 0.04). In the analysis, we added this
as an additional global e�ciency factor for the A

0 signal.
Overall, the average signal e�ciency was ⇠ ' (55± 1)%,
with a ' 20% dependency on mA0 due to the shower-
shape cut. The ⇠ uncertainty was evaluated by varying
the cuts used to identify the impinging e

+ and assessing
the variation of the obtained e�ciency.

Background events can originate from di↵erent
sources, summarized in Tab. I. The dominant contribu-
tion is from the K

+ ! e
+
⇡
0
⌫e decay of a kaon contam-

inant upstream w.r.t. the ECAL, if the neutrino energy
is larger than 50 GeV and the e

+
�� particles produce a

single low-energy EM shower in the calorimeter. The K+

can be misidentified by the SRD cut if a �-ray is emit-
ted from the K

+ through the interaction with upstream

Background source Background, nb

(i) ⇡, K decays (0.06± 0.03)
(ii) e+ hadronic interactions in the beam line (0.011± 0.007)
(iii) di-muons  0.017
(iv) µ decays (1.2± 0.2)⇥ 10�3

(v) e+ hadronic interactions in the target ⌧ 10�3

(vi) hadrons interactions in the target ⌧ 10�3

Total nb (conservatively) (0.09± 0.03)

TABLE I. Expected backgrounds for Ne+OT = (10.1± 0.1)⇥
109 e

+
OT .

beamline materials and then impinges on the SRD de-
tector, or if the K

+ is superimposed in time with a low-
energy e

+ from the beam tail, that emits enough SR
and is then deflected away by the magnets. A lesser
contribution comes from the branching-ratio suppressed
⇡
+ ! e

+
⌫e decay. These backgrounds, evaluated from

data, are potentially critical for a positron measurement
at the H4 line, since the hadronic contamination is sig-
nificantly larger when compared to the electron beam
case [26]. The second most intense background channel
is the upstream hadrons production by the e

+ interac-
tion with beamline materials [19], when the low-energy
positron is measured by the ECAL, and one or more high-
energy neutral hadrons escape detection. We estimated
this contribution from a larger dataset collected by NA64
in 2022 using a 100 GeV electron beam, with the same
detector configuration and reversed beamline optics, fol-
lowing the method described in Ref. [29]. The remaining
sub-dominant background sources include: (III) the loss
of di-muon events, evaluated mainly from data by ac-
counting for the VETO ine�ciency (' 1.4%) and for the
probability of the di-muons deposited HCAL energy to
fall below 1 GeV (' 5⇥10�6); (IV) the in-flight decay of
a muon contaminant, evaluated from Monte Carlo simu-
lations; and (V - VI) the probability for a positron or a
hadron contaminant to undergo a hard interaction in the
ECAL, depositing therein less than 50 GeV and produc-
ing final-state particles all undetected by the VETO and

This is a missing energy, not missing mass search, 
but is still mediator dependent!

arXiv:2308.15612 [hep-ex]
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FIG. 4. The new NA64 positron-beam exclusion limit in the (m�, y) plane, for ↵D = 0.1 (left) and ↵D = 0.5 (right). The other
curves and shaded areas report already-existing limits in the same parameter space from NA64 in electron-beam mode [33],
COHERENT [36], and BaBar [32]. The black lines show the favoured parameter combinations for the observed DM relic density
for di↵erent model variations [12]. In each panel, the green dashed line shows the sensitivity for a future positron-beam e↵ort
at lower energy.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.15612
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Freeze-out Thermal Relics

One broad and important class of thermal DM, for which we can make clear predictions regarding where to look, e−/q

e+/q̄

Start with a simple ansatz 
for DM-SM interactions:

<latexit sha1_base64="1gXj3vdVilXQjuvhgOsrrlFsAS4=">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</latexit>

e�/q

e+/q̄

�

�̄
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Accelerator Experiments and Freeze-out Thermal Relics
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<latexit sha1_base64="F8xUximr5pBW/i4NY1Vgh+CeoXY=">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</latexit>

at freeze-out,
sfo ⇡ (2m�)2

�v = 3 · 10�26cm3/s
<latexit sha1_base64="/YlBShgVzzyytP3LQ7xS5lfWkok=">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</latexit>

) |M̄(sfo)|2 = 10�6m2
�/GeV2

at freeze-out:

cosmological production
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<latexit sha1_base64="VNTg+6KzvoyB95Jkho0xXByl5r0=">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</latexit>

e�

e+

�

�̄

<latexit sha1_base64="zpDP7qK4RsEt+CWosTtXkibf4qw=">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</latexit>

�v =
1

16⇡2

M̄(s)

s
<latexit sha1_base64="F8xUximr5pBW/i4NY1Vgh+CeoXY=">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</latexit>

at freeze-out,
sfo ⇡ (2m�)2

�v = 3 · 10�26cm3/s
<latexit sha1_base64="/YlBShgVzzyytP3LQ7xS5lfWkok=">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</latexit>

) |M̄(sfo)|2 = 10�6m2
�/GeV2

at freeze-out:

cosmological production

<latexit sha1_base64="0TlnCsfT/7BJehpGgJ/l15dvDK8=">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</latexit>

���̄

�brem
⇡ |M|2

e2
1

48⇡2

(2m�)�2

m�2
e

fcoh ⇡ 2 · 10�15fcoh

for production at :s ≈ sfo

<latexit sha1_base64="cNO12rIh557LmKcCeyuYMfYKYfU=">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</latexit>

where fcoh is O(1) for m� . 100 MeV

<latexit sha1_base64="Yp1AOVEjm0AuXm0xbwMVMMoZgxI=">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</latexit>

e�

�̄

�

e�

<latexit sha1_base64="r9aKmFih0dfMfU3qTBvDM8064yM=">AAACGnicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuykzBx7LoxmUF+4B2KJn0ThuaSYYkIwxDP8Kt+jXuxK0bf0ZM21nY1gOBw7n35t5zwoQzbTzv21lb39jc2i7tuLt7+weH5aPjlpapotCkkkvVCYkGzgQ0DTMcOokCEocc2uH4blpvP4HSTIpHkyUQxGQoWMQoMVZqi5RySHW/XPGq3gx4lfgFqaACjX75pzeQNI1BGMqJ1l3fS0yQE2WY/XDi9lINCaFjMoSupYLEoIN8du4En1tlgCOp7BMGz9S/EzmJtc7i0HbGxIz0cm0q/lfrpia6CXImktSAoPNFUcqxkXjqHQ+YAmp4ZgmhitlbMR0RRaixCS1sodYYKCHNgpU8gkzEycR1bWD+cjyrpFWr+lfVy4dapX5bRFdCp+gMXSAfXaM6ukcN1EQUjdEzekGvzpvz7nw4n/PWNaeYOUELcL5+Ad8Woig=</latexit>

nucleus

accelerator production

Since smaller cross sections result in DM overabundance, an accelerator experiment  
with ~1016 electrons has generic ability to produce sub-GeV freeze-out thermal relics.
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Introduction Experimental setup Background Experiment reach Conclusions

A fixed target LDM experiment

Beam Dump eXperiment: LDM direct detection in a e≠ beam, fixed-target setup1

‰ production
• High-energy, high-intensity e≠ beam impinging on a

dump
• ‰ particles pair-produced radiatively, trough AÕ emission

(both on-shell or o�-shell).

‰ detection
• Detector placed behind the dump, O(10m)
• Neutral-current ‰ scattering trough AÕ exchange,recoil

releasing visible energy
• Di�erent signals depending on the interaction (e≠

elastic, p quasi-elastic,. . . )

Number of events scales as (on-shell): N Ã –DÁ4

m4
A

1For a comprehensive introduction: E. Izaguirre et al, Phys. Rev. D 88, 114015
3 / 25

e-, p+, …

Beam Dumps: Produce and re-scatter DM

• new sensitivity with ~1021 particles
• covers thermal targets with ~1028 particles
• re-scattering adds model dependence
Requirements:
• most powerful and energetic beam available
• most massive detector available
• key backgrounds: neutrinos, cosmics

<latexit sha1_base64="Yp1AOVEjm0AuXm0xbwMVMMoZgxI=">AAADznicbZJti9NAEMfT1oezPvX0pS8M9oRTciVJ6ekb4VAEX2kFe3fQ1rLZbJLlNtmwu2kpy+JbP5JfxS8jTtLYR4cEJr+Z/e/MZIKcUalc93ej2bp1+87do3vt+w8ePnrcOX5yKXkhMBlhzri4DpAkjGZkpKhi5DoXBKUBI1fBzYcyfjUnQlKefVPLnExTFGc0ohgpQLPjxq9JQGKa6SiNIsqI0RFZZrFAeWLs9iZWkdfm1PNd59x9BSGAuBBzElYuI5HS1DPVh6BxojT3HO47vL9iAVeKp5r6pg1WErhJpFCEo0hW1vduYEDBmcPjm50Mo+cbIR0imRBpSv114pr5G7agccyWoAkMCltVwXige/6iVKxRxGGS2ls4vX5Sipo9Oiipv017/YXjJqbupeoeBYTpE/L97MSsp1DDSYDEBCf0ZCP+L1JT3xyKVN2SLNyavb0G1Y+adbpuz63MPnS82ulatQ1nnT+TkOMiJZnCDEk59txcTTUSimLQa08KSXKEb1BMxuBmKCVyqqsVM/ZLIKEN/cObKbui2yc0SqVcpgFkpkglcj9Wwv/FxoWK3k41zfIC1gCvLooKZitul/tqh1QQrNgSHIQFhVptnCCBsIKt3rkFQ2NEZFzttFLtc5rDn4KBefvjOXQu/Z533ht89bsX7+vRHVnPrBfWqeVZb6wL65M1tEYWbj5vfmx+bn5pDVvzlmn9WKU2G/WZp9aOtX7+BTDjPAQ=</latexit>

e�

�̄

�

e�

<latexit sha1_base64="PuqH2FKJXZS5UIfMLkwlzkul86o=">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</latexit>� �

• new sensitivity for ~1012 electrons
• covers thermal targets for ~1016 electrons
• electron production is extremely generic
Requirements: 
• high rate beam at ~1 /bunch (1 year = 3×1016 ns)
• fast, sensitive, detector systems 
• key backgrounds: 

e−

e− → e− + γ, γN → hadrons

<latexit sha1_base64="Yp1AOVEjm0AuXm0xbwMVMMoZgxI=">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</latexit>

e�

�̄

�

e�

<latexit sha1_base64="PuqH2FKJXZS5UIfMLkwlzkul86o=">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</latexit>� �
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FIG. 1: Sensitivity projection for a Tungsten-based missing
energy-momentum experiment in a JLab-style setup with an
11 GeV electron beam (red curves, color online) for variations
of Scenario B described in Sec. V and illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 2b. The upper-most curve labeled I (red, solid)
represents the 90 % confidence exclusion (2.3 event yield with
zero background) of an experiment with target thickness of
10�2X0 and 1015 EOT, the middle curve labeled II (red,
dashed) represents the same exclusion for an upgraded ex-
periment with 1016 EOT and a thicker target of 10�1X0 with
varying PT cuts on the recoiling electron in di↵erent kine-
matic regions (see Sec. V for details), and the lowest curve
labeled III (red, dotted) represents an ultimate target for this
experimental program assuming 3 ⇥ 1016 EOT and imposing
the highest signal-acceptance PT cuts on the recoiling elec-
tron. Here X0 is the radiation length of the target material.
The dotted magenta curve labeled IV is identical to curve
III, only with 1018 EOT, at which one event is expected from
the irreducible neutrino trident background. Also plotted are
the projections for an SPS style setup [20] using our Monte
Carlo for 109 and 1012 EOT. The black curve is the region
for which the � has a thermal-relic annihilation cross-section
for mA0 = 3m� assuming the aggressive value ↵D = 1; for
smaller ↵D and/or larger mA0/m� hierarchy the curve moves
upward. Below this line, � is generically overproduced in
the early universe unless it avoids thermal equilibrium with
the SM. The kinks in the black curves correspond to thresh-
olds where muonic and hadronic annihilation channels become
open; data for hadronic annihilation is taken from [21]. Com-
bined with the projected sensitivity of Belle-II with a mono-
photon trigger [22], the missing energy-momentum approach
can decisively probe a broad class of DM models. With-
out making further assumptions about dark sector masses or
coupling-constants, this parameter space is only constrained
by (g � 2)e [23, 24], and (g � 2)µ [25]. If m0

A � m�, there are
additional constraints from on-shell A0 production in associ-
ation with SM final states from BaBar [22, 24], BES (J/ )
[26], E787 (K+) [27], and E949 (K+) [28].

proposal of [20]) and has sensitivity that extends beyond
any existing or planned experiment by several orders of
magnitude, in a manner largely insensitive to model de-
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e�
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�̄A0

FIG. 2: a) Schematic diagram of Scenario A described in
Sec. IV. Here a single electron first passes through an up-
stream tagger to ensure that it carries high momentum. It
then enters the target/calorimeter volume, and radiatively
emits an A0, which carries away most of the beam energy
and leaves behind a feeble electron in the final state. b)
Schematic diagram of Scenario B described in Sec. V. In this
scenario, the target is thin to reduce straggling and charged-
current neutrino reaction backgrounds, the calorimeter is spa-
tially separated from the target itself to allow clean identifi-
cation of single charged particle final states. Additionally,
the energy-momentum measurement of the recoil electron is
used for signal discrimination, to reduce backgrounds associ-
ated with hard bremsstrahlung and virtual photon reactions,
and to measure residual backgrounds in situ with well-defined
data-driven control regions. For both scenarios, the produc-
tion mechanism in the target is depicted in Fig. 3.

tails.

Section II summarize our benchmark model for light
dark matter interacting with the standard model through
its coupling to a new gauge boson (“dark photon”) that
kinetically mixes with the photon, and summarizes ex-
isting constraints. Section III summarizes the essential
kinematic features of dark photon and light DM produc-
tion. Section IV evaluates the ultimate limits of a fixed-
target style missing energy-momentum approach based
on calorimetry alone, and in particular identifies impor-
tant physics and instrumental backgrounds. Section V
describes our proposal for a missing energy-momentum
experiment that can mitigate backgrounds using kine-
matic information and near-target tracking. Section VI
summarizes our findings and highlights important direc-
tions for future work.

<1 X0

Missing Momentum: Detect DM production

Both approaches work, but only missing momentum feasibly covers all thermal targets

~pin
~pout

~pDM

~pin = ~pout + ~pDM
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PIP-2 BD

6

FIG. 4. Rendering of the baseline liquid argon detector considered for the PIP2-BD experiment. The inner 4.5 m diameter,
4.5 m height cylindrical volume is enclosed within a 6x6x6 m3 LAr cryostat. The fiducial mass of this detector is 100 tonnes.

teflon layer is set to have a 99% reflectivity for visible wavelengths and to completely absorb any LAr scintillation
light. The PMTs are not sensitive to 128 nm light but have an ⇠ 18% quantum e�ciency at ⇠ 400 nm wavelengths.
The 1 kHz PMT dark rate expected at LAr temperatures is also included in a post-processing stage and added to
simulated events. The LAr Rayleigh scattering length is wavelength-dependent and taken from Ref. [22] with the
values scaled such that the scattering length at 128 nm agrees with the measurement of 99.9 cm from Ref. [23]. The
refractive index of the LAr is also taken from Ref. [22] and is also wavelength-dependent. The absorption length for
all wavelengths is set to 20 m, representing the need for very high LAr purity as impurities decrease the absorption
length from this nominal value. Fig. 5 shows the light yield for electrons simulated at the center of the detector as a
function of absorption length to illustrate this e↵ect.

VI. SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND GENERATION

A. CEvNS

We simulate CEvNS events throughout the detector for ⌫µ, ⌫e, and ⌫̄µ produced in ⇡+
! µ+ + ⌫µ and subsequent

µ+
! e+ + ⌫e + ⌫̄µ decay. The ⌫µ are simulated with an energy of 29.8 MeV, while the energy spectra for the ⌫e and

⌫̄µ are sampled from the Michel spectra [24, 25]

f(E⌫e) =
96

m4
µ

E2
⌫e

(mµ � 2E⌫e)dE⌫e

f(E⌫̄µ) =
16

m4
µ

E2
⌫̄µ

(3mµ � 4E⌫̄µ)dE⌫̄µ

(1)

with 0  E⌫ 
mµ

2 = 52.8 MeV. Neutrino generation times are drawn according to the beam time structure and
the 26 ns and 2.2 µs lifetimes of the ⇡+ and µ+, and the neutrino generation positions within the source are drawn
according to a Gaussian distribution with a 30 cm width in each dimension.
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FIG. 9. The 90% C.L. sensitivity to the vector portal DM model for the three accumulator ring scenarios. Both RCS-SR and
C-PAR are able to search a large parameter space reaching the expected thermal relic density for both scalar and fermion DM.

2. Leptophobic model

Leptophobic DM is an example of a class of dark sector models that couples preferentially to quarks rather than
leptons, leading to a phenomenology that is similar but complementary to the above scenario and is subject to a
di↵erent set of existing experimental limits.

In this model, baryon number is gauged rather than introducing a new U(1)0 gauge symmetry giving the following
terms in the Lagrangian

LB � �Aµ
B(gBJB

µ + g�J�
µ + "BeJEM

µ ), (6)

where JB
µ ⌘

1
3

P
i q̄i�µqi is the SM baryonic current, J�

µ is the dark sector current, and JEM
µ is the SM electromagnetic

current. A thermal relic density target can also be defined for this model assuming ↵B = egB/(4⇡)2.

This model predicts the same DM nuclear recoil energy distributions as the minimal vector portal model but with a
rate that scales as ↵�↵2

B rather than ↵D✏4. We can therefore use signal rate predictions for leptophobic DM scattering
from BdNMC to re-interpret the minimal vector portal sensitivities computed above in terms of ↵B rather than Y .
Fig. 10 shows the 90% C.L. sensitivities we obtain for all 3 accumulator ring scenarios for 5 years of running, compared
to existing limits.

3. Inelastic dark matter

Interesting new phenomenology appears if the minimal vector portal scenario is extended to include two DM
particles, �1 and �2 with � = (m�2 � m�1)/m�1 > 0. Depending on the parameters of the model, �2 may be
su�ciently long-lived to propagate to the detector and then be observed through �2 ! �1e+e� decay. If this process
is not kinematically allowed, the DM may instead be observed through its up- or down-scattering o↵ of electrons in
the detector.

arXiv:2203.08079 [hep-ex]
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DM number density froze out at the value when equilibrium
was lost. In this scenario, the existence of a new interaction
between the χ and the standard model (SM) is required to
accommodate the relic DM density [1,2]. In one of the most
interesting cases, this interaction could be transmitted by a
new vector boson, called the dark photon (A0). The A0 could
have a mass in the sub-GeV mass range, and coupling to
photon via the kinetic mixing term ðϵ=2ÞF0

μνFμν. Here, Fμν

and F0
μν are the stress tensors of the photon and dark photon

fields and ϵ is the mixing strength [3–6]. The massive A0
μ

field, associated with the spontaneously broken UDð1Þ
gauge group, has the dark coupling strength eD [of the
UDð1Þ gauge interactions] to χ, which is given by
Lint ¼ −eDA0

μJ
μ
D, where JD is the dark matter current.

The mixing term results in the interaction Lint ¼ ϵeA0
μJ

μ
em

of the A0 with the electromagnetic (em) current Jμem with a
strength ϵe, where e is the em coupling and ϵ ≪ 1 [7–9].
If the A0 is the lightest state in the dark sector, then it

would decay mostly to a visible state, i.e., to SM leptons or
hadrons [10–18]. However, if the decay A0 → χχ is kine-
matically allowed, the A0 would dominantly decay invisibly
into χ’s provided mχ < mA0=2 and eD > ϵe. Various LDM
models motivate the existence of sub-GeV χ’s which could
be either scalar, Majorana, or pseudo-Dirac particles
coupled to the A0 [19–25]. Models introducing the invisible
A0, i.e., that invisible decay mode is dominant,
ΓðA0 → χ̄χÞ=Γtot ≃ 1, are subject to various experimental
probes leaving, however, a large parameter area still to be
explored.
Imposing the thermal freeze-out condition of DM

annihilation into visible sector through γ − A0 mixing
allows one to predict values of the parameter

y ¼ αDϵ2
!
mχ

mA0

"
4

; ð1Þ

which defines the annihilation cross section and hence the
relic DM density, and also relates the dark coupling αD ¼
e2D=4π and mixing ϵ by

αD ≃ 0.02f
!
10−3

ϵ

"
2
!

mA0

100 MeV

"
4
!
10 MeV

mχ

"
2

; ð2Þ

where the parameter f depends on mA0 and mχ [1]. For
ðmA0=mχÞ ¼ 3, f ≲ 10 for the scalar [21], and f ≲ 1 for the
fermion case [22]. The accessibility of the predicted y and
αD values in direct searches and at accelerator experiments
motivates a worldwide effort towards study of dark forces
and other portals between the visible and dark sectors; see,
e.g., Refs. [21,26–52].
In this Letter, we report new results on the search for the

invisible A0 mediator and light-dark matter in the fixed-
target experiment NA64 at the CERN SPS [53,54],
obtained from the combined statistics of 2016-2022 runs.
The search method, proposed in Refs. [55,56], is based on
the detection of missing energy, arising from prompt
decays A0 → χχ of the hard bremsstrahlung A0 produced
in the process e−Z → e−ZA0 of high-energy electrons
scattering in the active beam dump target. Another A0

production mechanism considered in this work allowing a
large increase in the sensitivity, in particular, for the high-
mass region,mA0 ≳mμ, is through the resonant annihilation
of secondary positrons from the em shower developed in
the target with its atomic electrons, eþe− → A0 → χχ
[57,58]. The advantage of the NA64 approach compared
to a classical beam dump experiment [21,22,40,43,59,60] is
that its sensitivity is proportional to ϵ2, while in the latter
case, it is proportional to ϵ4αD [55].
The NA64 detector upgraded for a more sensitive LDM

search in 2021–2022 runs is schematically shown in Fig. 1.
It employs the optimized H4 100 GeVelectron beam at the
CERN SPS, which has a maximal intensity ≃107 electrons
per SPS spill of 4.8 s [61]. The beam is defined by the
scintillator (Sc) counters S1−3 and a veto counter V1. A
magnetic spectrometer is used to reconstruct the momen-
tum of the incoming e−’s with the precision δp=p ≃ 1%
[62]. The spectrometer consists of two consecutive dipole
magnets MBPL1;2 with the total magnetic field of ≃7 T · m
and a low-material-budget tracker composed of a set of
two upstream Micromegas (MM1;2) and two straw-tube

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0 → invisible decays of the bremsstrahlung A0s produced in the reaction
eZ → eZA0 of 100 GeV e− incident on the active ECAL target in 2021–2022 runs.
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chambers (ST1;2) and two downstream MM3–4, ST3;4, and
gas electron multiplier (GEM1;2) stations. The synchrotron
radiation (SR) emitted in the MBPL magnetic field and
detected with an SR detector (SRD) was used for electron
identification. The SRD is an array of a PbSc sandwich
calorimeter of a fine segmentation [55,63]. With this
technique the initial admixture of the hadron contamina-
tion in the beam π=e− ≲ 10−2 was further suppressed to
≃2 × 10−5 [64]. Downstream the setup was equipped with
an active dump target, an em calorimeter (ECAL), for
measurement of the recoil electron energy EECAL and the
transverse and longitudinal shape of the corresponding em
shower. The ECAL was a matrix of 5 × 6 Shashlik-type
modules assembled from Pb and Sc plates of ≃40 radiation
lengths (X0), with the first 4X0 serving as a preshower
detector. Finally, the ECAL is followed by a high-efficiency
veto counter VETO, and a massive, hermetic hadronic
calorimeter (HCAL) of three modules HCAL1−3, ∼30
nuclear interaction lengths in total to veto muons or
hadronic secondaries produced in the e− nuclei interactions
in the target. A zero-degree HCAL4 is used to reject beam
electrons accompanied by neural secondaries.
Our data were collected during two periods with the

trigger requiring the ECAL energy EECAL ≲ 90 GeV. The
first period of 2016-2018 runs (hereafter called, respec-
tively, runs I–III) had 2.83 × 1011 electrons on target (EOT)
[47,48]. The second, the 2021 (run IV) [65] and 2022
(run V) runs, had 6.54 × 1011 EOT collected with the beam
intensity in the range ≃ð5–7Þ × 106 e− per spill. Data with
a total of 9.37 × 1011 EOT from these five runs were
processed with selection criteria and combined as
described below.
A GEANT4 [66,67] based Monte Carlo (MC) simulation

package DMG4 [68] is used to study the performance of the
detector, selection of cuts, signal acceptance, and back-
ground level. To maximize the signal acceptance and to
minimize background, the following selection criteria were
used: (i) The incoming track should have the momentum
100# 10 GeV. (ii) The deflected track angle should be
within 3 mrad to reject events from the upstream e−

interactions. (iii) The detected SR energy should be within
the range ≃1–100 MeV emitted by e−s and in time with the
trigger. (iv) The longitudinal and lateral shape of the ECAL
cluster should be consistent with the one expected for the
signal event [69]. (v) There should be no multiple hits in the
ST3;4 chambers and no activity in VETO. This was an
effective cut against the electroproduction of charged
secondaries in the upstream beam material. The measured
distribution of ≃9.6 × 105 events in the (EECAL;EHCAL)
plane that passed these criteria from combined runs IV
and V is shown in Fig. 2. An event was considered as a
candidate for the signal if it had the missing energy
Emiss ≳ 50 GeV, here Emiss ¼ E − EECAL − EHCAL, and E

is the energy of the incoming track. The optimal boundary of
the signal box (EECAL < Esb

ECAL;EHCAL < Esb
HCAL) for the

ECAL, Esb
ECAL ¼ 47–50 GeV, was defined based on the

energy spectrum calculations for A0s emitted by e# from the
e-m shower generated by the primary e−s in the target
[69,70] and the expected background level for each par-
ticular run, as described below. The optimal cut Esb

HCAL ¼
1 GeV for all runs was determined by the HCAL noise.
Events originated from the rare QED dimuon production in
the target were used as a reference reaction allowing us to
verify the MC simulation, and cross-check systematic
uncertainties and background estimate [47,48]. The A0

acceptance was evaluated from simulations and e− data
sample taking into account the selection efficiency for the
longitudinal and transverse em shower shape in the target
arising from signal events [69]. The energy corrections were
obtained from ECAL spectra of recoil e− from dimuon
events. The A0 production cross section for the bremsstrah-
lung reaction were calculated in Ref. [70] with uncertainty
≃10% [47,48], while for the resonant process was obtained
as described in Ref. [58].
Several processes shown in Table I contribute to back-

ground: (i) Dimuon losses due to their inefficient detection
or decays in the target. It was estimated from the measure-
ments of the single muon efficiency. (ii) Decays of mis-
tagged μ, π, K. It was evaluated from the simulations and
measurements of the beam composition [64]. (iii) Escaping
neutrals from the electroproduction in the beam line due to
insufficient HCAL coverage. Compared to the first period of
data taking, this background was significantly reduced by
increasing the HCAL acceptance by moving it ≃3 m
upstream, and by decreasing the amount of dead material
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FIG. 2. The measured distribution of events in the
(EECAL;EHCAL) plane after applying all selection criteria. The
shaded area is the signal box, with the size along the EHCAL axis
increased for illustration purposes. The side bands A andC are the
ones used for the background estimate inside the signal region.
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In summary, using the pioneering approach with the
combined statistics of the 2016–2022 runs, NA64 has
started probing the well-motivated region of the LDM
parameter space. The world-leading bounds on ϵ; y; αD in
the mass range 0.001≲mA0 ≲ 0.35 GeV are placed [10],
allowing to exclude scalar and Majorana dark matter with
the χ − A0 coupling αD ≤ 0.1 for masses 0.001≲mχ ≲
0.1 GeV and 3mχ ≤ mA0 .
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FIG. 4. The top row shows the NA64 limits in the (y;mχ) plane obtained for αD ¼ 0.1 (left panel) and αD ¼ 0.5 (right panel) assuming
mA0 ¼ 3mχ , from the full 2016–2022 dataset. The bottom row shows the NA64 constraints in the (αD;mχ) plane on the pseudo-Dirac
(left panel) and Majorana (right panel) DM. The limits are shown in comparison with bounds obtained in Refs. [22–24,28,29] from the
results of the LSND [21,43], E137 [44], MiniBooNE [46], BABAR [49], COHERENT [81], and direct detection [82] experiments. The
favored parameters to account for the observed relic DM density for the scalar, pseudo-Dirac, and Majorana type of light DM are shown
as the lowest solid line in top plots; see, e.g., [38].
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Figure 4: The NA64 90% C.L. current (solid) [19] and expected (dotted light blue) exclu-

sion bounds for 5 ⇥ 1012 EOT in the (m�, y) and (m�,↵D) planes. The combined limits

from NA64e and NA64µ are also shown for 1013 EOT plus 2⇥ 1013 MOT (dashed blue).

The black solid curves show the favoured parameters to account for the observed DM

relic density for the scalar, pseudo-Dirac and Majorana type of light thermal DM, see e.g.

Ref. [12]. The limits are calculated for ↵D = 0.1 and 0.5, and mA0 = 3m�. The results are

also shown in comparison with bounds obtained from the results of the LSND [43, 44, 45],

E137 [46], BaBar [47] and MiniBooNE [48] experiments.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we considered the NA64 discovery perspectives of sub-GeV thermal dark

matter by running the experiment in electron and muon modes at the CERN SPS. Re-
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where mZ0 > m� (away from the near on-shell resonant
enhancement mZ0 ' 2m�), the relic density is driven
by �̄�(! Z(⇤)0

!)f̄f , f = µ, ⌧, ⌫, with the relevant
s�channel annihilation cross-section scaling as [21, 26]
h�vi / (g�gZ0)2m2

�/m4

Z0 = ym�2
� . Below the resonance,

mZ0 < 2m�, the t�channel annihilation is �̄� ! Z 0Z 0,
with h�vi / g4

�/m2
�.

Within this framework, the discrepancy between the
experimental [28] and SM predicted [29–47] (g � 2)µ val-
ues can also be explained through loop corrections [5, 48–
53]. The current bounds for mZ0 > 2mµ arise from direct
searches, sensitive to the kinematically allowed visible de-
cay channel Z 0

! µ+µ� [54–57]. Neutrino scattering ex-

periments [58, 59] and missing energy searches through
Z 0

! �̄� [60, 61] provide constraints for mZ0 < 2mµ.
The lower bound is set through the Z 0 contribution to
the radiation density of the Universe through �Ne↵, with
its value being defined from both the CMB spectrum [27]
and the Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) [57, 62, 63] to
mZ0 > 3 � 10 MeV [64] and gZ0 ⇠ 10�4

� 10�3.
In this Letter, we report on the first results of the NA64

experiment muon program, dubbed NA64µ, looking for
Dark Sectors weakly coupled to muons. The experimen-
tal set-up and working principle are schematically shown
in Fig. 1.
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S0
<latexit sha1_base64="sFM0Bx0W8MYhmE0GbaRiw6g9zTc=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIpp4IrtookcSLx4xyiPChswOA0yYnd3M9BrJhr/w4kFjvPo33vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTndXEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omCjRjNdZJCPdCqjhUiheR4GSt2LNaRhI3gxG11O/+ci1EZG6x3HM/ZAOlOgLRtFKDx3kT5jeTbput1hyy+4MZJl4GSlBhlq3+NXpRSwJuUImqTFtz43RT6lGwSSfFDqJ4TFlIzrgbUsVDbnx09nFE3JqlR7pR9qWQjJTf0+kNDRmHAa2M6Q4NIveVPzPayfYv/JToeIEuWLzRf1EEozI9H3SE5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0IZUsCF4iy8vk0al7J2XK7cXpepJFkcejuAYzsCDS6jCDdSgDgwUPMMrvDnGeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH5CzkL8=</latexit>

S1
<latexit sha1_base64="beSmcw85l+l7i2HiCRHdkqOeayA=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIpp4IrtookcSLx4xyiPChswOA0yYnd3M9BrJhr/w4kFjvPo33vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTndXEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omCjRjNdZJCPdCqjhUiheR4GSt2LNaRhI3gxG11O/+ci1EZG6x3HM/ZAOlOgLRtFKDx3kT5jeTbpet1hyy+4MZJl4GSlBhlq3+NXpRSwJuUImqTFtz43RT6lGwSSfFDqJ4TFlIzrgbUsVDbnx09nFE3JqlR7pR9qWQjJTf0+kNDRmHAa2M6Q4NIveVPzPayfYv/JToeIEuWLzRf1EEozI9H3SE5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0IZUsCF4iy8vk0al7J2XK7cXpepJFkcejuAYzsCDS6jCDdSgDgwUPMMrvDnGeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH5I3kMA=</latexit>

V1
<latexit sha1_base64="p13WDeRYbA738Me+r0MjACW+efU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSp4KkkV9Fjw4rGC/cA2lM120i7dbMLuRCyh/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk41hwaPZazbATMghYIGCpTQTjSwKJDQCkY3U7/1CNqIWN3jOAE/YgMlQsEZWumhi/CEWXPS83qlsltxZ6DLxMtJmeSo90pf3X7M0wgUcsmM6Xhugn7GNAouYVLspgYSxkdsAB1LFYvA+Nns4gk9s0qfhrG2pZDO1N8TGYuMGUeB7YwYDs2iNxX/8zophtd+JlSSIig+XxSmkmJMp+/TvtDAUY4tYVwLeyvlQ6YZRxtS0YbgLb68TJrVindRqd5dlmuneRwFckxOyDnxyBWpkVtSJw3CiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj3nripPPHJE/cD5/AJbMkMM=</latexit>

GEM1
<latexit sha1_base64="mQTAM8PxvkULqVhq4imXnyfOOSk=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBQ8hd0o6DEgohchgnlAdgmzk9lkyOyDmV4xLPkNLx4U8erPePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+4uP5FCo21/W0vLK6tr64WN4ubW9s5uaW+/qeNUMd5gsYxV26eaSxHxBgqUvJ0oTkNf8pY/vJr4rUeutIijBxwl3AtpPxKBYBSN5LrInzC7ub4bd51uqWxX7CnIInFyUoYc9W7py+3FLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCST4uuqnmCWVD2ucdQyMacu1l05vH5MQoPRLEylSEZKr+nshoqPUo9E1nSHGg572J+J/XSTG49DIRJSnyiM0WBakkGJNJAKQnFGcoR4ZQpoS5lbABVZShialoQnDmX14kzWrFOatU78/LteM8jgIcwhGcggMXUINbqEMDGCTwDK/wZqXWi/Vufcxal6x85gD+wPr8Aa7pkVo=</latexit>

GEM2
<latexit sha1_base64="asj+cEoAnXxikiw6XbyfAbWJTkk=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBQ8hd0o6DEgohchgnlAdgmzk95kyOyDmV4xLPkNLx4U8erPePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+4uP5FCo21/W0vLK6tr64WN4ubW9s5uaW+/qeNUcWjwWMaq7TMNUkTQQIES2okCFvoSWv7wauK3HkFpEUcPOErAC1k/EoHgDI3kughPmN1c34271W6pbFfsKegicXJSJjnq3dKX24t5GkKEXDKtO46doJcxhYJLGBfdVEPC+JD1oWNoxELQXja9eUxPjNKjQaxMRUin6u+JjIVaj0LfdIYMB3rem4j/eZ0Ug0svE1GSIkR8tihIJcWYTgKgPaGAoxwZwrgS5lbKB0wxjiamognBmX95kTSrFeesUr0/L9eO8zgK5JAckVPikAtSI7ekThqEk4Q8k1fyZqXWi/Vufcxal6x85oD8gfX5A7BtkVs=</latexit>

GEM3,4
<latexit sha1_base64="NZ2btW4/2HIKVsseGeflhjVGWwc=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAoupCRtQZcFEd0IFewD2hAm00k7dPJg5qZYQv7EjQtF3Pon7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3Hi8WXIFlfRsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7evnlw2FJRIilr0khEsuMRxQQPWRM4CNaJJSOBJ1jbG11P/faYScWj8BEmMXMCMgi5zykBLbmm2QP2BOntzX3mptWLWuaaJatszYCXiZ2TEsrRcM2vXj+iScBCoIIo1bWtGJyUSOBUsKzYSxSLCR2RAetqGpKAKSedXZ7hM630sR9JXSHgmfp7IiWBUpPA050BgaFa9Kbif143Af/KSXkYJ8BCOl/kJwJDhKcx4D6XjIKYaEKo5PpWTIdEEgo6rKIOwV58eZm0KmW7Wq481Er10zyOAjpGJ+gc2egS1dEdaqAmomiMntErejNS48V4Nz7mrStGPnOE/sD4/AHbm5MN</latexit>

ST2
<latexit sha1_base64="h7aQzOdhWHPEG9nufx0KVPAFj/A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIpp4IrtookcSLx4x8kpgQ2aHBibMPpzpJZLNfocXDxrj1Y/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uru8SAqNtv1t5dbWNza38tuFnd29/YPi4VFTh7Hi0OChDFXbYxqkCKCBAiW0IwXM9yS0vPHtzG9NQGkRBnWcRuD6bBiIgeAMjeR2EZ4weainvaSS9oolu2zPQVeJk5ESyVDrFb+6/ZDHPgTIJdO649gRuglTKLiEtNCNNUSMj9kQOoYGzAftJvOjU3pulD4dhMpUgHSu/p5ImK/11PdMp89wpJe9mfif14lxcOMmIohihIAvFg1iSTGkswRoXyjgKKeGMK6EuZXyEVOMo8mpYEJwll9eJc1K2bksV+6vStWzLI48OSGn5II45JpUyR2pkQbh5JE8k1fyZk2sF+vd+li05qxs5pj8gfX5AwdRkis=</latexit>

ST1
<latexit sha1_base64="k3uCXwu1f/MOAiALhiZaap5Wl04=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BKvgqSRV0GPBi8eK/YI2lM122i7dbOLupFhCfocXD4p49cd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJnnR4JrdJxvK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD4+aOowVgwYLRajaPtUguIQGchTQjhTQwBfQ8se3M781AaV5KOs4jcAL6FDyAWcUjeR1EZ4weainvcRNe8WSU3bmsFeJm5ESyVDrFb+6/ZDFAUhkgmrdcZ0IvYQq5ExAWujGGiLKxnQIHUMlDUB7yfzo1D43St8ehMqURHuu/p5IaKD1NPBNZ0BxpJe9mfif14lxcOMlXEYxgmSLRYNY2BjaswTsPlfAUEwNoUxxc6vNRlRRhianggnBXX55lTQrZfeyXLm/KlXPsjjy5ISckgvikmtSJXekRhqEkUfyTF7JmzWxXqx362PRmrOymWPyB9bnDwXMkio=</latexit>

MM5�7
<latexit sha1_base64="17FgD29ZCtqXm1sdyQkJ+d5OwUo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69BKvgxZJUpR4LXrwUKtgPaEPYbDft0s0m7E7EGvJLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTIFtfxsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu5eydw/aKsokYS2SMQj2fWxopwJ2gIGnHZjSXHoc9rxxzdTv/NApWKRuIdJTN0QDwULGMGgJc8s9YE+QtpoZF56dV7LPLNsV+wZrGXi5KSMcjQ986s/iEgSUgGEY6V6jh2Dm2IJjHCaFfuJojEmYzykPU0FDqly09nhmXWqlYEVRFKXAGum/p5IcajUJPR1Z4hhpBa9qfif10sguHZTJuIEqCDzRUHCLYisaQrWgElKgE80wUQyfatFRlhiAjqrog7BWXx5mbSrFeeiUr27LNdP8jgK6AgdozPkoBqqo1vURC1EUIKe0St6M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhj5zCH6A+PzB1tIkso=</latexit>

MS2
<latexit sha1_base64="cyv+KdrJtke66vOwAhNh/M4kEJI=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBQ8hd0o6DHgxYsQ0TwwWcLsZJIMmZ1dZnrFsOQvvHhQxKt/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glgKg6777Swtr6yurec28ptb2zu7hb39uokSzXiNRTLSzYAaLoXiNRQoeTPWnIaB5I1geDXxG49cGxGpexzF3A9pX4meYBSt9NBG/oTpzV153CkU3ZI7BVkkXkaKkKHaKXy1uxFLQq6QSWpMy3Nj9FOqUTDJx/l2YnhM2ZD2ectSRUNu/HR68ZicWKVLepG2pZBM1d8TKQ2NGYWB7QwpDsy8NxH/81oJ9i79VKg4Qa7YbFEvkQQjMnmfdIXmDOXIEsq0sLcSNqCaMrQh5W0I3vzLi6ReLnlnpfLtebFynMWRg0M4glPw4AIqcA1VqAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+dj1rrkZDMH8AfO5w934JCv</latexit>

HCAL1,2
<latexit sha1_base64="u/VDbOVBcshHRbj2njBil2hH2Dk=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16CVbBg5SkCnqs9NKDhwr2A9oQNtttu3SzCbsTtcT8FC8eFPHqL/Hmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wM8+POFNg299GbmV1bX0jv1nY2t7Z3TOL+y0VxpLQJgl5KDs+VpQzQZvAgNNOJCkOfE7b/rg29dv3VCoWijuYRNQN8FCwASMYtOSZxR7QR0jqteub1Eucs0rqmSW7bM9gLRMnIyWUoeGZX71+SOKACiAcK9V17AjcBEtghNO00IsVjTAZ4yHtaipwQJWbzE5PrROt9K1BKHUJsGbq74kEB0pNAl93BhhGatGbiv953RgGV27CRBQDFWS+aBBzC0JrmoPVZ5IS4BNNMJFM32qREZaYgE6roENwFl9eJq1K2TkvV24vStXjLI48OkRH6BQ56BJVUR01UBMR9ICe0St6M56MF+Pd+Ji35oxs5gD9gfH5A19Qk1I=</latexit>

VHCAL
<latexit sha1_base64="L7T8LSgvUSWN1D0xsTgQfV59cHs=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BKvgqSRV0GOllx48VLAf0ISy2W7bpZtN2J2IJfRvePGgiFf/jDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEsuEbH+bZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKWjRFHWpJGIVCcgmgkuWRM5CtaJFSNhIFg7GNdmfvuRKc0j+YCTmPkhGUo+4JSgkTwP2ROmrXrt9m7aK5acsjOHvUrcjJQgQ6NX/PL6EU1CJpEKonXXdWL0U6KQU8GmBS/RLCZ0TIasa6gkIdN+Or95ap8bpW8PImVKoj1Xf0+kJNR6EgamMyQ40sveTPzP6yY4uPFTLuMEmaSLRYNE2BjZswDsPleMopgYQqji5labjogiFE1MBROCu/zyKmlVyu5luXJ/VaqeZXHk4QRO4QJcuIYq1KEBTaAQwzO8wpuVWC/Wu/WxaM1Z2cwx/IH1+QO2K5Ff</latexit>

VETO
<latexit sha1_base64="FuONsqLb1adpDHtKfDYC1SESmrQ=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBU8ld0q6LEggjcr9Au2S8mm2TY0myzJrFiW/gwvHhTx6q/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ34Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmawEGwTqIZiUPB2uHoZuq3H5k2XMkGjBMWxGQgecQpASv5XWBPkLVuG/eTXqnsVtwZ8DLxclJGOeq90le3r2gaMwlUEGN8z00gyIgGTgWbFLupYQmhIzJgvqWSxMwE2ezkCT6zSh9HStuSgGfq74mMxMaM49B2xgSGZtGbiv95fgrRdZBxmaTAJJ0vilKBQeHp/7jPNaMgxpYQqrm9FdMh0YSCTaloQ/AWX14mrWrFu6hUHy7LtdM8jgI6RifoHHnoCtXQHaqjJqJIoWf0it4ccF6cd+dj3rri5DNH6A+czx9EkJEl</latexit>

ECAL
<latexit sha1_base64="ehUE5fNn/2c4lvr4y95BqMbLPbo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKexGQY+RIHjwEME8YLOE2clsMmR2ZpnpFcOSz/DiQRGvfo03/8bJ46CJBQ1FVTfdXWEiuAHX/XZyK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oGlUqilrUCWUbofEMMElawAHwdqJZiQOBWuFw9rEbz0ybbiSDzBKWBCTvuQRpwSs5HeAPUF2U7u+G3eLJbfsToGXiTcnJTRHvVv86vQUTWMmgQpijO+5CQQZ0cCpYONCJzUsIXRI+sy3VJKYmSCbnjzGp1bp4UhpWxLwVP09kZHYmFEc2s6YwMAsehPxP89PIboKMi6TFJiks0VRKjAoPPkf97hmFMTIEkI1t7diOiCaULApFWwI3uLLy6RZKXvn5cr9Ral6Mo8jj47QMTpDHrpEVXSL6qiBKFLoGb2iNwecF+fd+Zi15pz5zCH6A+fzBwX5kPw=</latexit>

ST11
<latexit sha1_base64="GdR9OZ6K3NrbNoxomF471SEsiJA=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BKvgqSRV0GPBi8eK/YI2ls122y7dbMLuRC0h/8OLB0W8+l+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMzzI8E1Os63lVtZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wdNHcaKsgYNRajaPtFMcMkayFGwdqQYCXzBWv74euq3HpjSPJR1nETMC8hQ8gGnBI1030X2hMldPe0lrpv2iiWn7MxgLxM3IyXIUOsVv7r9kMYBk0gF0brjOhF6CVHIqWBpoRtrFhE6JkPWMVSSgGkvmV2d2qdG6duDUJmSaM/U3xMJCbSeBL7pDAiO9KI3Ff/zOjEOrryEyyhGJul80SAWNob2NAK7zxWjKCaGEKq4udWmI6IIRRNUwYTgLr68TJqVsntertxelKonWRx5OIJjOAMXLqEKN1CDBlBQ8Ayv8GY9Wi/Wu/Uxb81Z2cwh/IH1+QN6CJJl</latexit>

S4
<latexit sha1_base64="3aXGwpErnQsfjpO6aMTQyIRCAsQ=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BKvgqSS1oMeCF48V7Qc0oWy203bpZhN2J2IJ+RtePCji1T/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAuu0XG+rcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6yhRDFosEpHqBlSD4BJayFFAN1ZAw0BAJ5jczPzOIyjNI/mA0xj8kI4kH3JG0Uieh/CE6X3WT+tZv1xxqs4c9ipxc1IhOZr98pc3iFgSgkQmqNY914nRT6lCzgRkJS/REFM2oSPoGSppCNpP5zdn9rlRBvYwUqYk2nP190RKQ62nYWA6Q4pjvezNxP+8XoLDaz/lMk4QJFssGibCxsieBWAPuAKGYmoIZYqbW202pooyNDGVTAju8surpF2rupfV2l290jjL4yiSE3JKLohLrkiD3JImaRFGYvJMXsmblVgv1rv1sWgtWPnMMfkD6/MHYW+Rzw==</latexit>

Sµ
<latexit sha1_base64="DcCwjuW2inp2jRZCHemqdcap94g=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBU8ld0q6LHgxWNF+wHtWrJptg1Nsksyq5Zl/4cXD4p49b9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIIbcN1vZ2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e03TZRoyho0EpFuB8QwwRVrAAfB2rFmRAaCtYLR1cRvPTBteKTuYBwzX5KB4iGnBKx03wX2BOlt1ku7Msl6pbJbcafAi8TLSRnlqPdKX91+RBPJFFBBjOl4bgx+SjRwKlhW7CaGxYSOyIB1LFVEMuOn06szfGKVPg4jbUsBnqq/J1IijRnLwHZKAkMz703E/7xOAuGln3IVJ8AUnS0KE4EhwpMIcJ9rRkGMLSFUc3srpkOiCQUbVNGG4M2/vEia1Yp3VqnenJdrx3kcBXSIjtAp8tAFqqFrVEcNRJFGz+gVvTmPzovz7nzMWpecfOYA/YHz+QNJZpLt</latexit>

”0”
<latexit sha1_base64="qTAvrP6/DMqL+Zgt20hutC6hrbo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpVXwVJIq6LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj25nffuLaiFg94iThfkSHSoSCUbTSQ9kt90sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0S1+9QczSiCtkkhrT9dwE/YxqFEzyabGXGp5QNqZD3rVU0YgbP5ufOiXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfF8MbPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2d9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2naEPwll9eJa1a1bus1u6vKvWzPI4CnEIZLsCDa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gAivozy</latexit>

µin
<latexit sha1_base64="wBFaVmMsj25AXJlYJorztKbYgCI=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfRY8OKxgv2A7lKyabYNTbJrMlssS3+HFw+KePXHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaCG3Ddb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNYGDYJ1EMyJDwdrh6Hbmt8dMGx6rB5gkLJBkoHjEKQErBb5Mez6wJ8i4mvbKFbfqzoFXiZeTCsrR6JW//H5MU8kUUEGM6XpuAkFGNHAq2LTkp4YlhI7IgHUtVUQyE2Tzo6f4zCp9HMXalgI8V39PZEQaM5Gh7ZQEhmbZm4n/ed0UopvA/pOkwBRdLIpSgSHGswRwn2tGQUwsIVRzeyumQ6IJBZtTyYbgLb+8Slq1qndZrd1fVeoXeRxFdIJO0Tny0DWqozvUQE1E0SN6Rq/ozRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH6A+fzB3Cyknc=</latexit>

µout
<latexit sha1_base64="Cwz1hbgonHr48sjyCwuqRzFeeIE=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfRY8OKxgv2A7lqyabYNzWaXZKKWpf/DiwdFvPpfvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBNbjut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHLZ0YRVmTJiJRnZBoJrhkTeAgWCdVjMShYO1wdD312w9MaZ7IOxinLIjJQPKIUwJWuvdj0/OBPUGWGJj0yhW36s6Al4mXkwrK0eiVv/x+Qk3MJFBBtO56bgpBRhRwKtik5BvNUkJHZMC6lkoSMx1ks6sn+MQqfRwlypYEPFN/T2Qk1noch7YzJjDUi95U/M/rGoiugozL1ACTdL4oMgJDgqcR4D5XjIIYW0Ko4vZWTIdEEQo2qJINwVt8eZm0alXvvFq7vajUz/I4iugIHaNT5KFLVEc3qIGaiCKFntErenMenRfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/YHz+QNe5ZMC</latexit>

BMS1,5
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the 2022 setup for the search of a Z0 vector boson produced in the bremsstrahlung-like
reaction µN ! µN(Z0 ! invisible) of 160 GeV/c incident muons on the ECAL target. The upstream region for identifying
incoming muons with momentum pin ' 160 GeV/c is shown on the left-hand side of the figure, whereas the downstream part
where the Z0 boson is produced is shown on the right-hand side. For illustrative purposes, the trigger scheme on the outgoing
muon (S4 ⇥ Sµ) is shown (see text).

174

A detailed GEANT4-based [60, 61] Monte Carlo (MC) sim-175

ulation is performed to study, together with the main176

background sources, the response of the detectors and the177

propagation of the muon upstream of the target. In the178

latter case, the full beam optics developed by the CERN179

BE-EA beam department is encompassed in the simu-180

lation framework using separately both the TRANSPORT,181

HALO and TURTLE programs [62–64] to transport the par-182

ticles at the entrance of the set-up, as well the GEANT4183

compatible beam delivery simulation (BDSIM) program184

[65–67] to simulate secondaries interactions in the beam-185

line material. The signal acceptance is carefully studied186

using the GEANT4 interface DMG4 package [68], including187

the latest light mediators production cross-sections com-188

putations through muon bremsstrahlung [57]. As such,189

the trigger system is optimized to compensate for the190

low signal yield at high masses, �Z0 ⇠ g2

Z0↵Z2/m2

Z0 ,191

with ↵ the fine structure constant, through angular ac-192

ceptance being maximized for a scattered muon angle193

 0
µ ⇠ 10�2 rad after ECAL. In addition, the trigger194

counters downstream of MS2 account for the expected195

160 GeV/c mean deflected position at the level of S4,196

estimated at h�xi ' �12.0 mm from a detailed GenFit-197

based [69, 70] Runge-Kutta (RK) extrapolation scheme.198

The analysis is carried out blindly in the optic of op-199

timizing the signal sensitivity. The signal box is thus200

defined based on the minimization of Sup/✏Z0 , with ✏Z0201

the signal e�ciency and Sup ' 2.3 + 1.5
�

B the average202

90% upper limits under the null hypothesis H0 (no DM203

is observed) with background level B. The optimal value204

is extracted from detailed signal simulations and data. It205

is found to be pcut
out

 80 GeV/c. The corresponding cut206

on the total energy deposit in the calorimeters, Ecut

CAL
,207

is derived from the sum of the minimum ionizing parti-208

cle (MIP) peaks of the related energy spectra and set to209

 12 GeV.210

To minimize the background, the following set of selec-211

tion criteria is used. (i) The incoming momentum should212

be in the momentum range 160 ± 20 GeV/c. (ii) A sin-213

gle track is reconstructed in each magnetic spectrometer214

(BEND6 and MS2). This criterion ensures that a sin-215

gle muon traverses the full set-up. (iii) At most one hit216

is reconstructed in MM5�7 and ST1 (no multiple hit)217

and the corresponding extrapolated track to the HCAL218

face is compatible with a MIP energy deposit in the tar-219

geted cell. This cut verifies that no energetic enough sec-220

ondaries from interactions upstream MS2 arrive at the221

HCAL. (vi) The energy deposit in the calorimeters and222

the veto should be compatible with a MIP. This cut en-223

forces the selection of events with no muon nuclear in-224

teractions in the calorimeters. The resulting surviving225

events that pass the aforementioned cutflow analysis are226

shown in Fig. 2 in the outgoing muon momentum and227

total energy deposit plane, (pout, ECAL), together with228

the initial event distribution before calorimetry cuts. In229

the aforementioned phase space, region A is inherent in230

events with MIP-compatible energy deposits in all of the231

calorimeters, resulting in pin ' pout ' 160 GeV/c. While232

the beam muons do not necessarily pass through the S4233

and Sµ counters, su�ciently energetic residual ionization234

µN ! µN + �e in the downstream trackers MM5�7 or235

last HCAL2 layers does. The accumulation of events in236

regions B and C are respectively associated with large en-237

ergy deposits in the ECAL and HCAL, and solely in the238

HCAL modules. The diagonal from region A to B is the239

product of energy-momentum conservation through in-240

teractions in the ECAL. The observed attenuation above241

pout � 50 GeV/c up to pout  100 GeV/c is the result242

of the trigger acceptance on hard muon bremsstrahlung243

events, µN ! µN + �, with  0
µ ⌧ 10�2 rad. This bi-244

product has been carefully cross-checked against MC sim-245

ulations and the related GEANT4 single-event verbose. A246

similar study is performed to extract the nature of the247

events in the region D. Those are associated with muon248

nuclear interactions in the ECAL, µN ! µ + X, with X249

containing any combination of ⇡0s, K, p, n..., with low-250
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<latexit sha1_base64="beSmcw85l+l7i2HiCRHdkqOeayA=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIpp4IrtookcSLx4xyiPChswOA0yYnd3M9BrJhr/w4kFjvPo33vwbB9iDgpV0UqnqTndXEEth0HW/ndzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9omCjRjNdZJCPdCqjhUiheR4GSt2LNaRhI3gxG11O/+ci1EZG6x3HM/ZAOlOgLRtFKDx3kT5jeTbpet1hyy+4MZJl4GSlBhlq3+NXpRSwJuUImqTFtz43RT6lGwSSfFDqJ4TFlIzrgbUsVDbnx09nFE3JqlR7pR9qWQjJTf0+kNDRmHAa2M6Q4NIveVPzPayfYv/JToeIEuWLzRf1EEozI9H3SE5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0IZUsCF4iy8vk0al7J2XK7cXpepJFkcejuAYzsCDS6jCDdSgDgwUPMMrvDnGeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPH5I3kMA=</latexit>

V1
<latexit sha1_base64="p13WDeRYbA738Me+r0MjACW+efU=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSp4KkkV9Fjw4rGC/cA2lM120i7dbMLuRCyh/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk41hwaPZazbATMghYIGCpTQTjSwKJDQCkY3U7/1CNqIWN3jOAE/YgMlQsEZWumhi/CEWXPS83qlsltxZ6DLxMtJmeSo90pf3X7M0wgUcsmM6Xhugn7GNAouYVLspgYSxkdsAB1LFYvA+Nns4gk9s0qfhrG2pZDO1N8TGYuMGUeB7YwYDs2iNxX/8zophtd+JlSSIig+XxSmkmJMp+/TvtDAUY4tYVwLeyvlQ6YZRxtS0YbgLb68TJrVindRqd5dlmuneRwFckxOyDnxyBWpkVtSJw3CiSLP5JW8OcZ5cd6dj3nripPPHJE/cD5/AJbMkMM=</latexit>

GEM1
<latexit sha1_base64="mQTAM8PxvkULqVhq4imXnyfOOSk=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBQ8hd0o6DEgohchgnlAdgmzk9lkyOyDmV4xLPkNLx4U8erPePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+4uP5FCo21/W0vLK6tr64WN4ubW9s5uaW+/qeNUMd5gsYxV26eaSxHxBgqUvJ0oTkNf8pY/vJr4rUeutIijBxwl3AtpPxKBYBSN5LrInzC7ub4bd51uqWxX7CnIInFyUoYc9W7py+3FLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCST4uuqnmCWVD2ucdQyMacu1l05vH5MQoPRLEylSEZKr+nshoqPUo9E1nSHGg572J+J/XSTG49DIRJSnyiM0WBakkGJNJAKQnFGcoR4ZQpoS5lbABVZShialoQnDmX14kzWrFOatU78/LteM8jgIcwhGcggMXUINbqEMDGCTwDK/wZqXWi/Vufcxal6x85gD+wPr8Aa7pkVo=</latexit>

GEM2
<latexit sha1_base64="asj+cEoAnXxikiw6XbyfAbWJTkk=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBQ8hd0o6DEgohchgnlAdgmzk95kyOyDmV4xLPkNLx4U8erPePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+4uP5FCo21/W0vLK6tr64WN4ubW9s5uaW+/qeNUcWjwWMaq7TMNUkTQQIES2okCFvoSWv7wauK3HkFpEUcPOErAC1k/EoHgDI3kughPmN1c34271W6pbFfsKegicXJSJjnq3dKX24t5GkKEXDKtO46doJcxhYJLGBfdVEPC+JD1oWNoxELQXja9eUxPjNKjQaxMRUin6u+JjIVaj0LfdIYMB3rem4j/eZ0Ug0svE1GSIkR8tihIJcWYTgKgPaGAoxwZwrgS5lbKB0wxjiamognBmX95kTSrFeesUr0/L9eO8zgK5JAckVPikAtSI7ekThqEk4Q8k1fyZqXWi/Vufcxal6x85oD8gfX5A7BtkVs=</latexit>

GEM3,4
<latexit sha1_base64="NZ2btW4/2HIKVsseGeflhjVGWwc=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAoupCRtQZcFEd0IFewD2hAm00k7dPJg5qZYQv7EjQtF3Pon7vwbp20W2nrgwuGce7n3Hi8WXIFlfRsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7evnlw2FJRIilr0khEsuMRxQQPWRM4CNaJJSOBJ1jbG11P/faYScWj8BEmMXMCMgi5zykBLbmm2QP2BOntzX3mptWLWuaaJatszYCXiZ2TEsrRcM2vXj+iScBCoIIo1bWtGJyUSOBUsKzYSxSLCR2RAetqGpKAKSedXZ7hM630sR9JXSHgmfp7IiWBUpPA050BgaFa9Kbif143Af/KSXkYJ8BCOl/kJwJDhKcx4D6XjIKYaEKo5PpWTIdEEgo6rKIOwV58eZm0KmW7Wq481Er10zyOAjpGJ+gc2egS1dEdaqAmomiMntErejNS48V4Nz7mrStGPnOE/sD4/AHbm5MN</latexit>

ST2
<latexit sha1_base64="h7aQzOdhWHPEG9nufx0KVPAFj/A=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlIpp4IrtookcSLx4x8kpgQ2aHBibMPpzpJZLNfocXDxrj1Y/x5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3uru8SAqNtv1t5dbWNza38tuFnd29/YPi4VFTh7Hi0OChDFXbYxqkCKCBAiW0IwXM9yS0vPHtzG9NQGkRBnWcRuD6bBiIgeAMjeR2EZ4weainvaSS9oolu2zPQVeJk5ESyVDrFb+6/ZDHPgTIJdO649gRuglTKLiEtNCNNUSMj9kQOoYGzAftJvOjU3pulD4dhMpUgHSu/p5ImK/11PdMp89wpJe9mfif14lxcOMmIohihIAvFg1iSTGkswRoXyjgKKeGMK6EuZXyEVOMo8mpYEJwll9eJc1K2bksV+6vStWzLI48OSGn5II45JpUyR2pkQbh5JE8k1fyZk2sF+vd+li05qxs5pj8gfX5AwdRkis=</latexit>

ST1
<latexit sha1_base64="k3uCXwu1f/MOAiALhiZaap5Wl04=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BKvgqSRV0GPBi8eK/YI2lM122i7dbOLupFhCfocXD4p49cd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJnnR4JrdJxvK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD4+aOowVgwYLRajaPtUguIQGchTQjhTQwBfQ8se3M781AaV5KOs4jcAL6FDyAWcUjeR1EZ4weainvcRNe8WSU3bmsFeJm5ESyVDrFb+6/ZDFAUhkgmrdcZ0IvYQq5ExAWujGGiLKxnQIHUMlDUB7yfzo1D43St8ehMqURHuu/p5IaKD1NPBNZ0BxpJe9mfif14lxcOMlXEYxgmSLRYNY2BjaswTsPlfAUEwNoUxxc6vNRlRRhianggnBXX55lTQrZfeyXLm/KlXPsjjy5ISckgvikmtSJXekRhqEkUfyTF7JmzWxXqx362PRmrOymWPyB9bnDwXMkio=</latexit>

MM5�7
<latexit sha1_base64="17FgD29ZCtqXm1sdyQkJ+d5OwUo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69BKvgxZJUpR4LXrwUKtgPaEPYbDft0s0m7E7EGvJLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTIFtfxsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu5eydw/aKsokYS2SMQj2fWxopwJ2gIGnHZjSXHoc9rxxzdTv/NApWKRuIdJTN0QDwULGMGgJc8s9YE+QtpoZF56dV7LPLNsV+wZrGXi5KSMcjQ986s/iEgSUgGEY6V6jh2Dm2IJjHCaFfuJojEmYzykPU0FDqly09nhmXWqlYEVRFKXAGum/p5IcajUJPR1Z4hhpBa9qfif10sguHZTJuIEqCDzRUHCLYisaQrWgElKgE80wUQyfatFRlhiAjqrog7BWXx5mbSrFeeiUr27LNdP8jgK6AgdozPkoBqqo1vURC1EUIKe0St6M56MF+Pd+Ji3rhj5zCH6A+PzB1tIkso=</latexit>

MS2
<latexit sha1_base64="cyv+KdrJtke66vOwAhNh/M4kEJI=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBQ8hd0o6DHgxYsQ0TwwWcLsZJIMmZ1dZnrFsOQvvHhQxKt/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glgKg6777Swtr6yurec28ptb2zu7hb39uokSzXiNRTLSzYAaLoXiNRQoeTPWnIaB5I1geDXxG49cGxGpexzF3A9pX4meYBSt9NBG/oTpzV153CkU3ZI7BVkkXkaKkKHaKXy1uxFLQq6QSWpMy3Nj9FOqUTDJx/l2YnhM2ZD2ectSRUNu/HR68ZicWKVLepG2pZBM1d8TKQ2NGYWB7QwpDsy8NxH/81oJ9i79VKg4Qa7YbFEvkQQjMnmfdIXmDOXIEsq0sLcSNqCaMrQh5W0I3vzLi6ReLnlnpfLtebFynMWRg0M4glPw4AIqcA1VqAEDBc/wCm+OcV6cd+dj1rrkZDMH8AfO5w934JCv</latexit>

HCAL1,2
<latexit sha1_base64="u/VDbOVBcshHRbj2njBil2hH2Dk=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16CVbBg5SkCnqs9NKDhwr2A9oQNtttu3SzCbsTtcT8FC8eFPHqL/Hmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wM8+POFNg299GbmV1bX0jv1nY2t7Z3TOL+y0VxpLQJgl5KDs+VpQzQZvAgNNOJCkOfE7b/rg29dv3VCoWijuYRNQN8FCwASMYtOSZxR7QR0jqteub1Eucs0rqmSW7bM9gLRMnIyWUoeGZX71+SOKACiAcK9V17AjcBEtghNO00IsVjTAZ4yHtaipwQJWbzE5PrROt9K1BKHUJsGbq74kEB0pNAl93BhhGatGbiv953RgGV27CRBQDFWS+aBBzC0JrmoPVZ5IS4BNNMJFM32qREZaYgE6roENwFl9eJq1K2TkvV24vStXjLI48OkRH6BQ56BJVUR01UBMR9ICe0St6M56MF+Pd+Ji35oxs5gD9gfH5A19Qk1I=</latexit>

VHCAL
<latexit sha1_base64="L7T8LSgvUSWN1D0xsTgQfV59cHs=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BKvgqSRV0GOllx48VLAf0ISy2W7bpZtN2J2IJfRvePGgiFf/jDf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEsuEbH+bZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKWjRFHWpJGIVCcgmgkuWRM5CtaJFSNhIFg7GNdmfvuRKc0j+YCTmPkhGUo+4JSgkTwP2ROmrXrt9m7aK5acsjOHvUrcjJQgQ6NX/PL6EU1CJpEKonXXdWL0U6KQU8GmBS/RLCZ0TIasa6gkIdN+Or95ap8bpW8PImVKoj1Xf0+kJNR6EgamMyQ40sveTPzP6yY4uPFTLuMEmaSLRYNE2BjZswDsPleMopgYQqji5labjogiFE1MBROCu/zyKmlVyu5luXJ/VaqeZXHk4QRO4QJcuIYq1KEBTaAQwzO8wpuVWC/Wu/WxaM1Z2cwx/IH1+QO2K5Ff</latexit>

VETO
<latexit sha1_base64="FuONsqLb1adpDHtKfDYC1SESmrQ=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBU8ld0q6LEggjcr9Au2S8mm2TY0myzJrFiW/gwvHhTx6q/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ34Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmawEGwTqIZiUPB2uHoZuq3H5k2XMkGjBMWxGQgecQpASv5XWBPkLVuG/eTXqnsVtwZ8DLxclJGOeq90le3r2gaMwlUEGN8z00gyIgGTgWbFLupYQmhIzJgvqWSxMwE2ezkCT6zSh9HStuSgGfq74mMxMaM49B2xgSGZtGbiv95fgrRdZBxmaTAJJ0vilKBQeHp/7jPNaMgxpYQqrm9FdMh0YSCTaloQ/AWX14mrWrFu6hUHy7LtdM8jgI6RifoHHnoCtXQHaqjJqJIoWf0it4ccF6cd+dj3rri5DNH6A+czx9EkJEl</latexit>

ECAL
<latexit sha1_base64="ehUE5fNn/2c4lvr4y95BqMbLPbo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBqPgKexGQY+RIHjwEME8YLOE2clsMmR2ZpnpFcOSz/DiQRGvfo03/8bJ46CJBQ1FVTfdXWEiuAHX/XZyK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oGlUqilrUCWUbofEMMElawAHwdqJZiQOBWuFw9rEbz0ybbiSDzBKWBCTvuQRpwSs5HeAPUF2U7u+G3eLJbfsToGXiTcnJTRHvVv86vQUTWMmgQpijO+5CQQZ0cCpYONCJzUsIXRI+sy3VJKYmSCbnjzGp1bp4UhpWxLwVP09kZHYmFEc2s6YwMAsehPxP89PIboKMi6TFJiks0VRKjAoPPkf97hmFMTIEkI1t7diOiCaULApFWwI3uLLy6RZKXvn5cr9Ral6Mo8jj47QMTpDHrpEVXSL6qiBKFLoGb2iNwecF+fd+Zi15pz5zCH6A+fzBwX5kPw=</latexit>

ST11
<latexit sha1_base64="GdR9OZ6K3NrbNoxomF471SEsiJA=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BKvgqSRV0GPBi8eK/YI2ls122y7dbMLuRC0h/8OLB0W8+l+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMzzI8E1Os63lVtZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wdNHcaKsgYNRajaPtFMcMkayFGwdqQYCXzBWv74euq3HpjSPJR1nETMC8hQ8gGnBI1030X2hMldPe0lrpv2iiWn7MxgLxM3IyXIUOsVv7r9kMYBk0gF0brjOhF6CVHIqWBpoRtrFhE6JkPWMVSSgGkvmV2d2qdG6duDUJmSaM/U3xMJCbSeBL7pDAiO9KI3Ff/zOjEOrryEyyhGJul80SAWNob2NAK7zxWjKCaGEKq4udWmI6IIRRNUwYTgLr68TJqVsntertxelKonWRx5OIJjOAMXLqEKN1CDBlBQ8Ayv8GY9Wi/Wu/Uxb81Z2cwh/IH1+QN6CJJl</latexit>

S4
<latexit sha1_base64="3aXGwpErnQsfjpO6aMTQyIRCAsQ=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BKvgqSS1oMeCF48V7Qc0oWy203bpZhN2J2IJ+RtePCji1T/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAuu0XG+rcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxq6yhRDFosEpHqBlSD4BJayFFAN1ZAw0BAJ5jczPzOIyjNI/mA0xj8kI4kH3JG0Uieh/CE6X3WT+tZv1xxqs4c9ipxc1IhOZr98pc3iFgSgkQmqNY914nRT6lCzgRkJS/REFM2oSPoGSppCNpP5zdn9rlRBvYwUqYk2nP190RKQ62nYWA6Q4pjvezNxP+8XoLDaz/lMk4QJFssGibCxsieBWAPuAKGYmoIZYqbW202pooyNDGVTAju8surpF2rupfV2l290jjL4yiSE3JKLohLrkiD3JImaRFGYvJMXsmblVgv1rv1sWgtWPnMMfkD6/MHYW+Rzw==</latexit>

Sµ
<latexit sha1_base64="DcCwjuW2inp2jRZCHemqdcap94g=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBU8ld0q6LHgxWNF+wHtWrJptg1Nsksyq5Zl/4cXD4p49b9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIIbcN1vZ2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e03TZRoyho0EpFuB8QwwRVrAAfB2rFmRAaCtYLR1cRvPTBteKTuYBwzX5KB4iGnBKx03wX2BOlt1ku7Msl6pbJbcafAi8TLSRnlqPdKX91+RBPJFFBBjOl4bgx+SjRwKlhW7CaGxYSOyIB1LFVEMuOn06szfGKVPg4jbUsBnqq/J1IijRnLwHZKAkMz703E/7xOAuGln3IVJ8AUnS0KE4EhwpMIcJ9rRkGMLSFUc3srpkOiCQUbVNGG4M2/vEia1Yp3VqnenJdrx3kcBXSIjtAp8tAFqqFrVEcNRJFGz+gVvTmPzovz7nzMWpecfOYA/YHz+QNJZpLt</latexit>

”0”
<latexit sha1_base64="qTAvrP6/DMqL+Zgt20hutC6hrbo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpVXwVJIq6LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj25nffuLaiFg94iThfkSHSoSCUbTSQ9kt90sVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0S1+9QczSiCtkkhrT9dwE/YxqFEzyabGXGp5QNqZD3rVU0YgbP5ufOiXnVhmQMNa2FJK5+nsio5ExkyiwnRHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfF8MbPhEpS5IotFoWpJBiT2d9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2naEPwll9eJa1a1bus1u6vKvWzPI4CnEIZLsCDa6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gAivozy</latexit>

µin
<latexit sha1_base64="wBFaVmMsj25AXJlYJorztKbYgCI=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfRY8OKxgv2A7lKyabYNTbJrMlssS3+HFw+KePXHePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaCG3Ddb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWiZONWVNGotYd0JimOCKNYGDYJ1EMyJDwdrh6Hbmt8dMGx6rB5gkLJBkoHjEKQErBb5Mez6wJ8i4mvbKFbfqzoFXiZeTCsrR6JW//H5MU8kUUEGM6XpuAkFGNHAq2LTkp4YlhI7IgHUtVUQyE2Tzo6f4zCp9HMXalgI8V39PZEQaM5Gh7ZQEhmbZm4n/ed0UopvA/pOkwBRdLIpSgSHGswRwn2tGQUwsIVRzeyumQ6IJBZtTyYbgLb+8Slq1qndZrd1fVeoXeRxFdIJO0Tny0DWqozvUQE1E0SN6Rq/ozRk7L86787FoLTj5zDH6A+fzB3Cyknc=</latexit>

µout
<latexit sha1_base64="Cwz1hbgonHr48sjyCwuqRzFeeIE=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcpuFfRY8OKxgv2A7lqyabYNzWaXZKKWpf/DiwdFvPpfvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC1PBNbjut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHLZ0YRVmTJiJRnZBoJrhkTeAgWCdVjMShYO1wdD312w9MaZ7IOxinLIjJQPKIUwJWuvdj0/OBPUGWGJj0yhW36s6Al4mXkwrK0eiVv/x+Qk3MJFBBtO56bgpBRhRwKtik5BvNUkJHZMC6lkoSMx1ks6sn+MQqfRwlypYEPFN/T2Qk1noch7YzJjDUi95U/M/rGoiugozL1ACTdL4oMgJDgqcR4D5XjIIYW0Ko4vZWTIdEEQo2qJINwVt8eZm0alXvvFq7vajUz/I4iugIHaNT5KFLVEc3qIGaiCKFntErenMenRfn3fmYtxacfOYQ/YHz+QNe5ZMC</latexit>

BMS1,5
<latexit sha1_base64="PlFfF1gE73T3NF9ZlLBQ7TIz/lg=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSJ4kJJURY9FL16EivYD2hA22227dLMJu5NiCfknXjwo4tV/4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2FmXhALrsFxvq2l5ZXVtfXCRnFza3tn197bb+goUZTVaSQi1QqIZoJLVgcOgrVixUgYCNYMhjcTvzliSvNIPsI4Zl5I+pL3OCVgJN+2O8CeIL2+e8j81D29yHy75JSdKfAicXNSQjlqvv3V6UY0CZkEKojWbdeJwUuJAk4Fy4qdRLOY0CHps7ahkoRMe+n08gwfG6WLe5EyJQFP1d8TKQm1HoeB6QwJDPS8NxH/89oJ9K68lMs4ASbpbFEvERgiPIkBd7liFMTYEEIVN7diOiCKUDBhFU0I7vzLi6RRKbtn5cr9eamK8zgK6BAdoRPkoktURbeohuqIohF6Rq/ozUqtF+vd+pi1Lln5zAH6A+vzB+a/kxE=</latexit>

BMS2
<latexit sha1_base64="kQGzjIQVthUuaNZScsUYBXKDIsc=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGQY9BL16EiOYByRpmJ51kyOyDmV41LPsfXjwo4tV/8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dXiSFRtv+tnJLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevocNYcajzUIaq5TENUgRQR4ESWpEC5nsSmt7ocuI3H0BpEQZ3OI7A9dkgEH3BGRrpvoPwhMnF9W3aTSppt1iyy/YUdJE4GSmRDLVu8avTC3nsQ4BcMq3bjh2hmzCFgktIC51YQ8T4iA2gbWjAfNBuMr06pUdG6dF+qEwFSKfq74mE+VqPfc90+gyHet6biP957Rj7524igihGCPhsUT+WFEM6iYD2hAKOcmwI40qYWykfMsU4mqAKJgRn/uVF0qiUnZNy5ea0VKVZHHlyQA7JMXHIGamSK1IjdcKJIs/klbxZj9aL9W59zFpzVjazT/7A+vwBiMaSbA==</latexit>

BMS3,6
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the 2022 setup for the search of a Z0 vector boson produced in the bremsstrahlung-like
reaction µN ! µN(Z0 ! invisible) of 160 GeV/c incident muons on the ECAL target. The upstream region for identifying
incoming muons with momentum pin ' 160 GeV/c is shown on the left-hand side of the figure, whereas the downstream part
where the Z0 boson is produced is shown on the right-hand side. For illustrative purposes, the trigger scheme on the outgoing
muon (S4 ⇥ Sµ) is shown (see text).
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A detailed GEANT4-based [60, 61] Monte Carlo (MC) sim-175

ulation is performed to study, together with the main176

background sources, the response of the detectors and the177

propagation of the muon upstream of the target. In the178

latter case, the full beam optics developed by the CERN179

BE-EA beam department is encompassed in the simu-180

lation framework using separately both the TRANSPORT,181

HALO and TURTLE programs [62–64] to transport the par-182

ticles at the entrance of the set-up, as well the GEANT4183

compatible beam delivery simulation (BDSIM) program184

[65–67] to simulate secondaries interactions in the beam-185

line material. The signal acceptance is carefully studied186

using the GEANT4 interface DMG4 package [68], including187

the latest light mediators production cross-sections com-188

putations through muon bremsstrahlung [57]. As such,189

the trigger system is optimized to compensate for the190

low signal yield at high masses, �Z0 ⇠ g2

Z0↵Z2/m2

Z0 ,191

with ↵ the fine structure constant, through angular ac-192

ceptance being maximized for a scattered muon angle193

 0
µ ⇠ 10�2 rad after ECAL. In addition, the trigger194

counters downstream of MS2 account for the expected195

160 GeV/c mean deflected position at the level of S4,196

estimated at h�xi ' �12.0 mm from a detailed GenFit-197

based [69, 70] Runge-Kutta (RK) extrapolation scheme.198

The analysis is carried out blindly in the optic of op-199

timizing the signal sensitivity. The signal box is thus200

defined based on the minimization of Sup/✏Z0 , with ✏Z0201

the signal e�ciency and Sup ' 2.3 + 1.5
�

B the average202

90% upper limits under the null hypothesis H0 (no DM203

is observed) with background level B. The optimal value204

is extracted from detailed signal simulations and data. It205

is found to be pcut
out

 80 GeV/c. The corresponding cut206

on the total energy deposit in the calorimeters, Ecut

CAL
,207

is derived from the sum of the minimum ionizing parti-208

cle (MIP) peaks of the related energy spectra and set to209

 12 GeV.210

To minimize the background, the following set of selec-211

tion criteria is used. (i) The incoming momentum should212

be in the momentum range 160 ± 20 GeV/c. (ii) A sin-213

gle track is reconstructed in each magnetic spectrometer214

(BEND6 and MS2). This criterion ensures that a sin-215

gle muon traverses the full set-up. (iii) At most one hit216

is reconstructed in MM5�7 and ST1 (no multiple hit)217

and the corresponding extrapolated track to the HCAL218

face is compatible with a MIP energy deposit in the tar-219

geted cell. This cut verifies that no energetic enough sec-220

ondaries from interactions upstream MS2 arrive at the221

HCAL. (vi) The energy deposit in the calorimeters and222

the veto should be compatible with a MIP. This cut en-223

forces the selection of events with no muon nuclear in-224

teractions in the calorimeters. The resulting surviving225

events that pass the aforementioned cutflow analysis are226

shown in Fig. 2 in the outgoing muon momentum and227

total energy deposit plane, (pout, ECAL), together with228

the initial event distribution before calorimetry cuts. In229

the aforementioned phase space, region A is inherent in230

events with MIP-compatible energy deposits in all of the231

calorimeters, resulting in pin ' pout ' 160 GeV/c. While232

the beam muons do not necessarily pass through the S4233

and Sµ counters, su�ciently energetic residual ionization234

µN ! µN + �e in the downstream trackers MM5�7 or235

last HCAL2 layers does. The accumulation of events in236

regions B and C are respectively associated with large en-237

ergy deposits in the ECAL and HCAL, and solely in the238

HCAL modules. The diagonal from region A to B is the239

product of energy-momentum conservation through in-240

teractions in the ECAL. The observed attenuation above241

pout � 50 GeV/c up to pout  100 GeV/c is the result242

of the trigger acceptance on hard muon bremsstrahlung243

events, µN ! µN + �, with  0
µ ⌧ 10�2 rad. This bi-244

product has been carefully cross-checked against MC sim-245

ulations and the related GEANT4 single-event verbose. A246

similar study is performed to extract the nature of the247

events in the region D. Those are associated with muon248

nuclear interactions in the ECAL, µN ! µ + X, with X249

containing any combination of ⇡0s, K, p, n..., with low-250
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the NA64µ set-up. a) The spectrometer in the upstream region is used for identifying
incoming muons with momentum pin ' 160 GeV/c. b) The downstream part composed of calorimeters and a second spec-
trometer measures the momentum of the scattered muons to search for the Z0 vector boson production. c) Sketch of the
bremsstrahlung-like reaction µN ! µN(Z0 ! invisible) of 160 GeV/c incident muons on the ECAL target.

If a Z 0 boson exists, it could be produced in the
bremsstrahlung-like reaction of a high energy muon scat-
tering o↵ atomic nuclei in a target (N), followed by its
prompt invisible decay µN ! µNZ 0; Z 0

! invisible, with
only Z 0

! ⌫̄⌫ in the vanilla model, and additionally,
Z 0

! �̄� for DM candidates [65–67]. For a value of
g� = 5⇥ 10�2 one can accommodate in the same param-
eter space the muon g-2 and the DM relic prediction [68].
In the region of interest (below m� <1 GeV) g� � gZ0 ,
the branching ratio to DS invisible final states can be as-
sumed to be Br(Z 0

! �̄�) ' 1, while the ones in visible
states (Z 0

! µ+µ�) and neutrinos can be neglected.
The search for signal events is based on a missing

energy-momentum technique which consists of the de-
tection of a primary beam muon with a momentum of
160 GeV/c in the initial state, and a single muon scat-

tered o↵ an active target with missing momentum > 80
GeV/c in the final state, accompanied by missing energy,
i.e. no detectable electromagnetic or hadronic activity in
the downstream calorimeters.

The 160 GeV/c muons are delivered by the M2 beam-
line at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)[69].
The beam optics comprises a series of quadrupoles fo-
cusing the beam before the target with a divergency
�x ⇠ 0.9 and �y ⇠ 1.9 cm [70]. The incoming muon
momentum is reconstructed through a magnetic spec-
trometer (MS1) consisting of three 5 T·m bending mag-
nets (BEND6), together with four micro-mesh gas detec-
tors (Micromegas, MM1�4), two straw tubes chambers
(ST5,4) and six scintillator hodoscopes, the beam mo-
mentum stations (BMS1�6). The obtained resolution is
�pin/pin ' 3.8%. The target is an active electromagnetic
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calorimeter (ECAL) composed of Shashlik-type modules
made of a lead-scintillator (Pb-Sc) resulting in 40 radi-
ation lengths (X0). The ECAL is followed by a large
55 ⇥ 55 cm2 high-e�ciency veto counter (VETO) and
a 5 nuclear interaction lengths (�int) copper-Sc (Cu-Sc)
hadronic calorimeter (VHCAL) with a hole in its middle.
The outgoing muon momentum is reconstructed through
a second magnetic spectrometer consisting of a single 1.4
T·m bending magnet (MS2) together with four gaseous
electron multiplier trackers (GEM1�4), two additional
straw chambers (ST2,1) and three 20⇥8 cm2 Micromegas
(MM5�7) yielding a resolution of �pout/pout ' 4.4%. To
identify and remove any residuals from interactions in the
detectors upstream MS2 and ensure maximal hermetic-
ity, two large 120⇥60 cm2, �int ' 30 iron-Sc (Fe-Sc)
HCAL modules (HCAL1,2) are placed at the end of the
set-up together with a 120⇥60 cm2 UV straw, ST11. The
trigger system is defined by a veto counter with a hole
(V1) and a set of Sc counters (S0�1) before the target,
together with two 20 ⇥ 20 cm2 and 30 ⇥ 30 cm2 Sc coun-
ters (S4 and Sµ) sandwiching the HCAL modules, shifted
from the undeflected beam axis (referred to as zero-line)
to detect the scattered muons.

The data were collected in two trigger configurations
(S0⇥S1 ⇥ V1⇥S4⇥Sµ) with di↵erent S4 and Sµ distances
to the zero-line along the deflection axis x̂, namely Sµx̂ =
�152 mm and Sµx̂ = �117 mm with a similar S4x̂ = �65
mm. The corresponding measured rate is 0.04% and
0.07% of the calibration trigger (S0,1 ⇥ V1) coincidences
at a beam intensity of 2.8 ⇥ 106 µ/spill. In each config-
uration, we recorded respectively (11.7 ± 0.1) ⇥ 109 and
(8.1±0.1)⇥109 muons on target (MOT) yielding a total
accumulated statistics of (1.98 ± 0.02) ⇥ 1010 MOT.

A detailed GEANT4-based [71, 72] Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation is performed to study the main background
sources and the response of the detectors and the muon
propagation. In the latter case, the full beam optics de-
veloped by the CERN BE-EA beam department is en-
compassed in the simulation framework using separately
both the TRANSPORT, HALO and TURTLE programs [73–75],
as well the GEANT4 compatible beam delivery simulation
(BDSIM) program [76–78] to simulate secondaries interac-
tions in the beamline material. The signal acceptance is
carefully studied using the GEANT4 interface DMG4 package
[79], including light mediators production cross-sections
computations through muon bremsstrahlung [67]. The
placements of S4 and Sµ are optimized to compensate for
the low signal yield at high masses, �Z0 ⇠ g2

Z0↵Z2/m2

Z0 ,
with ↵ the fine structure constant and Z the atomic num-
ber of the target, through angular acceptance being max-
imized for a scattered muon angle  0

µ ⇠ 10�2 rad after
ECAL. In addition, the trigger counters downstream of
MS2 account for the expected 160 GeV/c mean deflected
position at the level of S4, estimated at h�xi ' �12.0
mm from a detailed GenFit-based [80, 81] Runge-Kutta
(RK) extrapolation scheme.

The signal box, pcut
out

 80 GeV/c and Ecut

CAL
< 12 GeV,

is optimized with signal simulations and data to maxi-
mize the sensitivity. The cut on the total energy deposit
in the calorimeters, Ecut

CAL
, is obtained from the sum of

the minimum ionizing particle (MIP) peaks of the related
energy spectra.

To minimize the background, the following set of selec-
tion criteria is used. (i) The incoming momentum should
be in the momentum range 160 ± 20 GeV/c. (ii) A sin-
gle track is reconstructed in each magnetic spectrometer
(MS1 and MS2) to ensure that a single muon traverses
the full set-up. (iii) At most one hit is reconstructed in
MM5�7 and ST1 (no multiple hits) and the correspond-
ing extrapolated track to the HCAL face is compatible
with a MIP energy deposit in the expected cell. This
cut verifies that no energetic enough secondaries from
interactions upstream MS2 arrive at the HCAL. (vi) The
energy deposit in the calorimeters and the veto should
be compatible with a MIP. This cut enforces the selec-
tion of events with no muon nuclear interactions in the
calorimeters. The aforementioned cut-flow is applied to
events distributed in the outgoing muon momentum and
total energy deposit plane, (pout, ECAL), as shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Event distribution in the (pout, ECAL) plane before
the MIP-compatible requirement selection criterion. The sig-
nal box is defined as the shaded green rectangular area and
the controlled region labelled with A through D (see text).

Region A is inherent to events with MIP-compatible
energy deposits in all of the calorimeters, resulting in
pin ' pout ' 160 GeV/c. By design, most of unscattered
beam muons do not pass through the S4 and Sµ coun-
ters, however, the trigger condition can be fulfilled by
su�ciently energetic residual ionization µN ! µN + �e
originating from the downstream trackers MM5�7 or last
HCAL2 layers. The accumulation of events in region
C is associated with large energy deposition of the full-
momentum scattered muon in the HCAL, while region B
corresponds to a hard scattering/bremsstrahlung in the
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the mass range O(100 MeV � 1 GeV).
After unblinding, no event compatible with Z 0 pro-

duction is found in the signal box. This allows us
to set the 90% CL exclusion limits on gZ0 which are
plotted in Fig. 3 in the (mZ0 , gZ0) parameter space,
together with the values of �aµ compatible with the
muon g � 2 anomaly, within ±2�. The band is com-
puted using the latest results of the Muon g � 2 col-
laboration for the combined Runs 2 and 3 (2019-2020),
aµ(Exp) = 116 592 059(22)⇥ 10�11 [28] and the SM pre-
diction of aµ(SM) = 116 591 810(43) ⇥ 10�11 from the
Muon g�2 Theory Initiative (TI) [29–47, 87]. It is worth
noticing that the latest results from the CMD-3 collab-
oration [88, 89] on the ⇡+⇡� disagree within the 2.5-5�
level with the TI value and recent lattice QCD computa-
tions from the BMW collaboration [90] are in tension by
2.1�. Our results, excluding masses mZ0 & 40 MeV and
coupling gZ0 & 6 ⇥ 10�4, are the first search for a light
Z 0 (vanilla Lµ � L⌧ model) with a muon beam using the
missing energy-momentum technique (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. NA64µ 90% CL exclusion limits on the coupling
gZ0 as a function of the Z0 mass, mZ0 , for the vanilla Lµ �L⌧

model. The ±2� band for the Z0 contribution to the (g � 2)µ

discrepancy is also shown. Existing constraints from BaBar
[91, 92] and from neutrino experiments such as BOREXINO
[57, 93, 94] and CCFR [58, 95] are plotted.

Figure 4 shows the obtained limits at 90% CL in the
target parameter space (m�, y) with freeze-out param-
eter y = (g�gZ0)2(m�/mZ0)4 for accelerator-based ex-
periments probing thermal DM for mZ0 = 3m�, away
from the resonant enhancement mZ0 ' 2m�, and g� =
5 ⇥ 10�2. The thermal targets for favored y values are
plotted for scalar, pseudo-Dirac, and Majorana DM can-
didate scenarios, and obtained from the integration of
the underlying Boltzmann equation [96]. The results in-
dicate that NA64µ excludes a portion of the (m�, y)
parameter space, below the current CCFR [58, 95] lim-

its, constraining for a choice of masses m� . 40 MeV the
dimensionless parameter to y . 6 ⇥ 10�12.
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Figure 4. The 90% CL exclusion limits obtained by the
NA64µ experiment in the (m�, y) parameters space for ther-
mal Dark Matter charged under U(1)Lµ�L⌧ with mZ0 = 3m�

and the coupling g� = 5 ⇥ 10�2 for 2 ⇥ 1010 MOT. The
branching ratio to invisible final states is assumed to be
Br(Z0 ! invisible) ' 1 (see text for details). Existing bounds
obtained through the CCFR experiment [58, 95] are shown for
completeness. The thermal targets for the di↵erent scenarios
are taken from [96].

In summary, for a total statistics of (1.98±0.02)⇥1010

MOT, no event falling within the expected signal region
is observed. Therefore, 90% CL upper limits are set in the
(mZ0 , gZ0) parameter space of the Lµ�L⌧ vanilla model,
constraining viable mass values for the explanation of the
(g � 2)µ anomaly to 6 � 7 MeV . mZ0 . 40 MeV, with
gZ0 . 6⇥10�4. New constraints on light thermal DM for
values y & 6⇥10�12 for m� & 40 MeV are also obtained.
With improvements in the experimental set-up, such as
an additional magnetic spectrometer to reduce by more
than an order of magnitude the background from mo-
mentum mis-recontruction, and an increase in statistics,
NA64µ is expected to fully cover the (g �2)µ compatible
parameter space and to boost its coverage in the search
for thermal Dark Matter complementing the world wide
e↵ort for DS searches [13–16]. The use of a muon beam
demonstrated in this work opens a new window to ex-
plore other well-motivated New Physics scenarios such
as benchmark dark photon models in the mass region
(0.1 � 1) GeV [97], scalar portals [67], millicharged par-
ticles [98] or µ ! e or µ ! ⌧ processes involving Lepton
Flavour Conversion [99–101].

We gratefully acknowledge the support of the CERN
management and sta↵, in particular the help of the
CERN BE-EA department. We are grateful to C.
Menezes Pires and R. Joosten for their support with
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FIG. 10: Predictive thermal dark matter charged under U(1)Lµ�L⌧ that undergoes direct annihilation via
�� ! Z 0⇤

! ff̄ , where f = µ, ⌫µ, ⌧, ⌫⌧ . The vertical axis is the product of couplings that governs relic
abundance for a given choice of DM mass and spin (see text). Also plotted are CCFR constraints from
measurements of neutrino trident production [122, 123], as well as the projected sensitivity at NA64 [23].
There are also bounds from �Ne↵ (not shown) that arise from ��̄ ! ⌫⌫ annihilation during BBN – these
bounds vary from 1-10 MeV depending on the choice of dark matter candidate spin [124, 125]. For the pure
Dirac model, the annihilation cross section ��̄ ! µ+µ� or ⌧+⌧� is s-wave, so this process is ruled out by
CMB energy injection bounds for m� > mµ [27]. Both plots presented here are taken from Ref. [6].

where, in addition to the complex scalar, Majorana fermion, and pseudo-Dirac considered above
in Sec. III A, we have also included a pure Dirac fermion because, for an Lµ � L⌧ mediator, it
is possible for the s-wave ��̄ ! ⌫⌫ annihilation process to be safe from CMB limits on DM
annihilations during recombination; these bounds assume that the annihilation yields visible final
states (see the discussion in Sec. III).

For models we consider here, the relic density is set via �� ! ff̄ annihilation where f =

µ, ⌫µ, ⌧, ⌫⌧ and the thermally averaged cross section can be written in the velocity expansion limit
h�vi = �0xn

�0 =
g2

�g2
f (m

2
f + 2m2

�)

k⇡
⇥
(m2

Z0 � 4m2
�)2 + m2

Z0�
2
Z0

⇤ , (39)

where g�,f is the Z 0 coupling to � or f , and k = 2, 12, and 6 for a (pseudo-)Dirac particle, a
complex scalar, or a Majorana fermion, respectively. In the mZ0 � m� � mf limit (away from
the mZ0 = 2m� resonance), for each of the models in Eq. (38) we have

�0 /
g2

�g2
fm

2
�

m4
Z0

=
y

m2
�

, y ⌘ (g�gf )
2

✓
m�

mZ0

◆4

. (40)

Demanding ⌦� = ⌦DM defines thermal relic density targets for each model in Eq. (38) (see Ref. [6]
for details). In Fig. 10, we present these thermal targets in the y � m� parameter space plotted
alongside constraints from the CCFR experiment [122, 123] and a green band within which Z 0

can resolve the (g � 2)µ anomaly [7, 116–118]. Also shown are projections for an LDMX-style
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Light Dark Matter eXperiment at SLAC
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LDMX is an electron missing momentum experiment designed for up to 1016 electrons
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Linac to End Station A (LESA) at SLAC

LCLS-II 4/8 GeV drive beam accelerates 186 MHz bunches

•~5000 hours/year operation for photon science

•LCLS-II uses 929 kHz: >99% of bunches go to dump

•Sector 30 Transfer Line (S30XL) diverts ~60% of unused, low-
charge bunches to LESA with LDMX as a primary user.

S30XL AIP is currently under construction alongside LCLS-II.

LESA is expected to deliver beam to End Station A later this year!.
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SLAC Linac
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LDMX Sensitivity
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Figure 3: Three recently identified examples of the broader physics potential of LDMX (see [12] for more): Left:
Projected sensitivity of LDMX missing-momentum analysis to QCD axions and axion-like particles via electron
coupling, overlaid on figure from [19]. The three phases of LDMX running from Fig. 4(left) are shown in shades of red.
Even early running EaT data could close the remaining sub-MeV QCD axion parameter space. Center: Projected
sensitivity of LDMX missing-momentum analysis to QCD axions and axion-like particles via photon coupling, overlaid
on figure from [19]. The three phases of LDMX running from Fig. 4(left) are shown in shades of green. Right: Figure
from [2] illustrating the sensitivity of the LDMX missing-momentum analysis to fully-invisible decays of various vector
mesons, relative to current bounds (black) curves, NA64 capabilities, and the expected neutrino-decay signal in the
Standard Model.

space motivated by the EDGES anomaly [12], exceeds existing limits by up to an order of magnitude, and
surpasses the sensitivity of dedicated millicharge detector proposals in the < 100 MeV mass range [20].

In addition, distinct analyses can search for long-lived dark sector particles decaying deep in the LDMX
calorimeters [12]. Such searches are sensitive to axion-like particles and dark photons as well as large-
splitting inelastic dark matter and SIMP models. The collaboration is investigating how to trigger on these
late-decaying particles to maximize LDMX’s sensitivity.

Intensity-Frontier Synergy: Electronuclear Measurements for Neutrino Program

Beyond dark sector physics, LDMX can make powerful measurements [21] of electron-nuclear scattering,
which address key systematics for DUNE and other neutrino oscillation experiments (see [22, 23]). LDMX
complements other experimental e↵orts in this direction (mainly at JLab [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]) that can
be used to improve neutrino scattering models in generators such as GENIE and GiBUU. These generators
have been found to di↵er from inclusive electron-scattering cross-sections by up to O(50%) [23]. Compared
to the experiments and proposals above, LDMX is unique for its broad (nearly 40 degree) forward coverage,
low reconstruction energy threshold in various hadronic final states, and ability to detect neutrons with
high e�ciency. These will allow LDMX to perform semi-exclusive measurements of nuclear multiplicity and
kinematics within its phase space in addition to electron kinematics [21]. Moreover, due to LDMX’s use of
a 4–8 GeV beam, LDMX data used to search for dark matter will be taken in a range of momentum and
energy transfer that closely overlaps the region most relevant to DUNE [21]. For these reasons, the LDMX
collaboration has a dedicated e↵ort to include an electronuclear trigger for data taking and is engaged in
ongoing studies with neutrino physicists to refine our understanding of LDMX capabilities in this area.

2.1 LDMX On the World Stage

2.1.1 Accelerator-Based Experiments

The expected sensitivity of LDMX, compared with other accelerator-based experiments (completed, ongoing,
and proposed), is illustrated in Figure 4. At low masses, LDMX is uniquely capable of 1000-fold improvements
in sensitivity, with sensitivity unrivaled by other experiments. The most relevant accelerator searches to
compare with LDMX include:

• Collider missing-mass searches (Belle-II) are most relevant to thermal DM above ⇠ 100 MeV produced
through an on-shell mediator, complementing LDMX’s sensitivity to lower-mass DM and production
through o↵-shell mediators. A Belle II 20 fb�1 study [30] projects a factor of 10 sensitivity improvement
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2

Br(V, M ! inv) Br(V, M ! ⌫⌫̄) Br(V, M ! � + Xinv) Br(V, M ! �⌫⌫̄)

⇢0 – 2.4 ⇥ 10�13 [24] – unknown

! < 7 ⇥ 10�5 [19] 2.8 ⇥ 10�13 [24] – unknown

� < 1.7 ⇥ 10�4 [19] 1.7 ⇥ 10�11 [24] – unknown

J/ (1S) < 7 ⇥ 10�4 [21] 2.7 ⇥ 10�8 [25] < 1.7 ⇥ 10�6 [26] 7 ⇥ 10�11 [27]

⌥(1S) < 3 ⇥ 10�4 [22] 1.0 ⇥ 10�5 [25] < 4.5 ⇥ 10�6 [28] 2.5 ⇥ 10�9 [15]

⇡0 < 4.4 ⇥ 10�9 [23] see caption < 1.9 ⇥ 10�7 [29] 2 ⇥ 10�18 [30]

⌘ < 1.0 ⇥ 10�4 [20] see caption . 5 ⇥ 10�4 [31] ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�15 [30]

⌘0 < 6 ⇥ 10�4 [20] see caption . 2 ⇥ 10�6 [31] ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�14 [30]

Table I. Summary table for invisible and radiative decays of flavorless vector mesons V and pseudoscalar mesons M . Most
experimental bounds are as in Ref. [32], except for invisible ⇡0 decay and radiative ⌘ and ⌘0 decay. The experimental bounds on
invisible decays tag decays of a heavier meson and search for missing mass corresponding to the given meson, while those for
radiative decays search for missing mass from an invisibly decaying X. In the Standard Model, these processes occur through
decays to neutrinos. Note that for the pseudoscalar mesons, decays to two neutrinos are proportional to m2

⌫ because of helicity
suppression. Thus, decays to four neutrinos may dominate, but they are also extremely rare [24], being suppressed by (GFm2

M )4.
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the DM signal at LDMX
from A0 Bremsstrahlung (top) and invisible vector meson
decay (bottom). In the former, DM is produced through an
on- or o↵-shell A0 in the target. In the latter, a hard photon is
produced in the target, and converts to a vector meson V in
an exclusive photoproduction process in the calorimeter. The
vector meson then decays invisibly to DM via mixing with the
A0.

109 to 1010. This leads to the strong projected bounds on
invisible vector meson decay shown in Fig. 2. As we will
see, at high mA0 , the corresponding sensitivity to dark
sector models exceeds that due to A0 Bremsstrahlung,
largely because the latter is parametrically suppressed by
(me/mA0)2.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In sec-
tion II, we describe in greater detail how invisible meson
decay can give rise to missing energy/momentum signals
at NA64 and LDMX. In section III, we estimate the exclu-
sive photoproduction yields of the relevant vector mesons,
reserving details for the appendix. We calculate the in-
visible branching ratios in the dark photon and U(1)B
models in section IV, and show the resulting projected
constraints in section V. We conclude by discussing po-
tential future directions, such as experimental studies and
applications to neutrino physics, in section VI.

Figure 2. Bounds on invisible meson decay, summarizing infor-
mation from Tables I and II. We show the best current bound,
our projected 90% C.L. exclusions for four experimental bench-
marks (assuming zero background events), and the invisible
branching ratio within the SM due to decays to neutrinos.

II. MISSING ENERGY/MOMENTUM
EXPERIMENTS

Fixed target experiments have emerged as a powerful
probe of light dark sectors [48–50]. In this paper, we focus
on the missing energy approach [51], exemplified by NA64,
and the missing momentum approach [52], exemplified by
the proposed LDMX experiment. In both cases, individual
electrons from a low-intensity electron beam are tagged
and directed at a target. Dark matter production through
A0 Bremsstrahlung, shown at the top of Fig. 1, leads to
an observed final state consisting solely of a much lower-
energy (and transversely deflected) recoil electron, with
the rest of the energy carried by the produced DM parti-
cles, which pass through the detector without interacting.
These events are identifiable with order-one e�ciency by

<latexit sha1_base64="G7tQh9728hL2FZSzSyEAXDuX3og=">AAACF3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdekmWARXJRFfy6IblxXsA9pQJtObZuhkJsxMhBD6C27Vr3Enbl36M+KkzcK2HrhwOPde7j0nSBhV2nW/rZXVtfWNzcqWvb2zu7dfPThsK5FKAi0imJDdACtglENLU82gm0jAccCgE4zvin7nCaSigj/qLAE/xiNOQ0qwLqQ+ieigWnPr7hTOMvFKUkMlmoPqT38oSBoD14RhpXqem2g/x1JTwmBi91MFCSZjPIKeoRzHoPx8+uvEOTXK0AmFNMW1M1X/buQ4ViqLAzMZYx2pxV4h/tfrpTq88XPKk1QDJ7NDYcocLZzCuDOkEohmmSGYSGp+dUiEJSbaxDN3hRhjILnQc1byEDIeJxPbNoF5i/Esk/Z53buqXz5c1Bq3ZXQVdIxO0Bny0DVqoHvURC1EUISe0Qt6td6sd+vD+pyNrljlzhGag/X1C/5HoJ0=</latexit>�
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FIG. 10: Top: Electron energy (left) and pT (right) spectra for DM pair radiation process, at various dark
matter masses. Bottom Left: Selection efficiency for energy cut Ee < Ecut, as a function of Ecut, on
inclusive signal events, The nominal cut is Ecut = 0.3Ebeam. Bottom Right: Selection efficiency for pT cut
pT,e > pT,cut, as a function of pT,cut, on events with 50 MeV < Ee < Ecut. In all panels, the numbers next
to each curve indicate A0 mass. Also included in each plot is the corresponding inclusive single electron
background distribution.

1. Incident low-energy particles/beam impurities

At the level of of 1016 incident electrons, a large number of electrons with low energies - consis-
tent with signal recoils - are certain to intersect the target even for the most stringent requirement
on the purity of the incoming beam. Such electrons, reconstructed correctly by the detectors
downstream of the target, cannot be distinguished from signal.

For this reason, LDMX employs a tagging tracker to measure the trajectories of incoming
electrons to ensure that each recoil corresponds to a clean 4 GeV beam electron entering the
apparatus on the expected trajectory to veto any apparent signal recoils originating from beam
impurities.
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LDMX Sensitivity

Fit to  spectrum of recoiling electron allows measurement of mediator massΔpT

different mediator masses

4 × 1014 EOT
Phase I only
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HEP Landscape

Previous P5 recognized the importance of small projects but the mandate was vague:

Lack of a clear mandate for HPS, and smaller projects in general, has created ongoing challenges in 
arguing for support for smaller projects under heavy budget pressure on the HEP program.

During recent P5 process, issues were discussed with panelists, related to the timeliness (cadence) 
and effectiveness of the small projects portfolio as demonstrated by the LDMX(DMNI) experience.

2014 P5
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Enter ASTAE

Recommendation 3

From LDMX perspective, this is the strongest statement we could have expected from P5.

While ASTAE is clearly patterned after the DMNI example, some details are still unclear or TBD by OHEP; budgets in 
less favorable scenario (said to be ~$20M), details of and process for ongoing calls, project management scenarios.
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What Didn’t Fare Well

12 April 2023 Feng 4

FPF EXPERIMENTS
• At present there are 5 experiments being designed for the FPF.
• Diverse technologies optimized for particular SM and BSM topics. 
• FPF covers h > 5.5, experiments on LOS cover h ≳ 7.12 April 2023 Feng 3

FORWARD PHYSICS FACILITY
• A comprehensive site selection study by the CERN Civil Engineering group has 

identified an ideal location ~600 m west of ATLAS.

CERN GIS

SPSATLAS

LHC

LOS

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2851822

FPF core 
sample to 
study site 
geology, 

just 
completed

• The site is on CERN land in France
• The cavern is 65 m-long, 9 m-wide/high
• Shielded from ATLAS by 200m of rock
• Disconnected from LHC tunnel
• Vibration, safety studies: can construct FPF 

without disrupting LHC operations
• Radiation studies: can work in FPF while 

LHC is running (HL-LHC starts 2029)
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Figure 2: The Forward Physics Facility will probe topics that span multiple frontiers, including
new particles, neutrinos, dark matter, QCD, and astroparticle physics.

Physics Beyond the Standard Model The FPF will allow tests of a wide variety of theories of
physics Beyond the Standard Model (BSM), explaining outstanding questions such as the hierarchy
problem, neutrino masses, the nature of dark matter, inflation, and the matter-antimatter asym-
metry of the universe. New particles and forces can be detected at the FPF in di↵erent ways. Many
theories feature light, weakly-coupled particles that have lifetimes long enough to be produced at
the ATLAS IP and subsequently decay within FPF detectors, like FASER2. Alternatively, DM par-
ticles may scatter inside a dense detector like Advanced SND, FASER⌫2, or FLArE and produce
visible signatures. Both electron and nuclear scattering are possible. Finally, some models have
new states, for example, millicharged particles, which would leave non-standard energy deposits in
detectors. Such particles could be observed at FORMOSA and possibly other detectors.

Searches for new heavy particles benefit from the unparalleled energies at the LHC, and the FPF
will provide leading sensitivities if such states are preferentially produced in the forward direction,
as in the case of quirks. Searches for light states may also be enhanced at the energy frontier,
as they are produced with very high boosts, allowing probes of shorter lifetimes, or through rare
B decays and similar processes that are much less common at other facilities. These capabilities
result in unique projected sensitivities in many BSM models that surpass current, or even future
expected, limits.

Quantum Chromodynamics The FPF has the promising potential to probe our understanding
of the strong interactions as well as of proton and nuclear structure. It will be sensitive to the very
forward production of light hadrons and charmed mesons, providing access to both the very low-x
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What Didn’t Fare Well
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CMS to look for long-lived particles

Forward Physics Facility (FPF) 
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DOE Response to P5

Energy.gov/science

ASTAE

 From P5 Report recommendation #3 : Implement a new small-project portfolio at DOE, 
Advancing Science and Technology through Agile Experiments (ASTAE), across science 
themes in particle physics with a competitive program and recurring funding opportunity 
announcements. This program should start with the construction of experiments from the Dark 
Matter New Initiatives (DMNI) by DOE-HEP.

 DOE response and actions:
• DOE will initiate fabrication of 1-3 DMNI projects 

o 5 projects remain under consideration
• The key word for new projects is AGILE. 

 P5’s call for agile implies that we should complete these experiments quickly, and shift course 
when it comes time to start new ones. 

• 2 years for R&D, 2-3 for fabrication, 2-3 to operate, and then decommission. 
o This is still 6-8 years.

• Start a new projects fabrication every year. 

19

R. Rameika @HEPAP / M. Procario @DPF/Pheno
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DOE Response to P5 R. Rameika @HEPAP / M. Procario @DPF/Pheno

Energy.gov/science

AGILE
HEP is developing a plan on how implement ASTAE. Using lessons learned from DMNI. 
What we have concluded so far. 

This requires actions from DOE:
• Limit the number of reviews. Select a just few concepts at a time to develop into projects.
• Tailor the oversight to the size of the project.
• Provide adequate funding to complete the work on a technically limited schedule. 
• Protect the budget envelope for the program.

And the community:
• Concentrate R&D on the critical enabling technology. 
• Do the necessary up-front planning
• Arrange for adequate resources be available when needed: engineering, procurement, etc.

20
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DOE Response to P5 R. Rameika @HEPAP / M. Procario @DPF/Pheno

Energy.gov/science

DMNI Status

21

Concept DM type Mass range Lead lab Orig R&D 
request ($K)

R&D $K thru 
FY24

Est. Fab. cost 
($M)

ADMX-EFR Axions 9-17 μeV FNAL 1,976 3,140 $20

DM-Radio Axions <μeV SLAC 993 1,560 $24

LDMX Hidden sector 10-300 MeV SLAC 1,960 1,950 $21

OSCURA WIMPs 1MeV-1GeV FNAL 3,943 3,544 $15

TESSERACT WIMPs >10 MeV LBNL 3,975 1,815 <$10

Total 12,847 12,309 $90

• These are the remaining DMNI proposals. 
• CCM at LANL was funded, fabricated and is operating.

• The French have funded a proposal to host TESSERACT. 
• DOE has decided to fund TESSERACT starting in FY25 based on its cost effectiveness and the French offer to host. 

• These considerations made it the ideal concept to go next.
• We are still working on the process to select other DMNI proposals.

• Most likely start will be in FY 26
• HEP will try to select 2 additional DMNI’s to move to fabrication, with the rest folded into the ASTAE program 

competition. This will also allow new dark matter proposals to be considered.
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DOE Response to P5 R. Rameika @HEPAP / M. Procario @DPF/Pheno

Energy.gov/science

DMNI Status

21

Concept DM type Mass range Lead lab Orig R&D 
request ($K)

R&D $K thru 
FY24

Est. Fab. cost 
($M)

ADMX-EFR Axions 9-17 μeV FNAL 1,976 3,140 $20
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LDMX Hidden sector 10-300 MeV SLAC 1,960 1,950 $21

OSCURA WIMPs 1MeV-1GeV FNAL 3,943 3,544 $15

TESSERACT WIMPs >10 MeV LBNL 3,975 1,815 <$10

Total 12,847 12,309 $90

• These are the remaining DMNI proposals. 
• CCM at LANL was funded, fabricated and is operating.

• The French have funded a proposal to host TESSERACT. 
• DOE has decided to fund TESSERACT starting in FY25 based on its cost effectiveness and the French offer to host. 

• These considerations made it the ideal concept to go next.
• We are still working on the process to select other DMNI proposals.

• Most likely start will be in FY 26
• HEP will try to select 2 additional DMNI’s to move to fabrication, with the rest folded into the ASTAE program 

competition. This will also allow new dark matter proposals to be considered.

Concept DM type Mass range Est. Fab. cost ($M)

ADMX-EFR Axions 9-17 µeV $20

DM-Radio Axions <µeV $24

LDMX Accelerator-produced DM 
particles < 1 GeV $21

OSCURA particles 1MeV-1GeV $15

TESSERACT particles >10 MeV $10

SUM 90
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Parting Thoughts

We have reached a point where there is too much going on to discuss in a 
single talk! Even hitting only highlights, this became very long, very fast.

Small experiments, especially those aimed at dark sectors are overall doing 
well.  The ASTAE recommendation will help.

Things to be mindful of:

Visibles: LHCb may finally be coming

Dark Matter: NA64 is chipping away, other efforts are still on the horizon



Extras
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Dark Matter Landscape

particle-like

SIMPs	/	ELDERS	
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Small-Scale	Structure	
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Dark	Sector	Candidates,	Anomalies,	and	Search	Techniques	
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Small	Experiments:	Coherent	Field	Searches,	Direct	DetecIon,	Nuclear	and	Atomic	Physics,	Accelerators	
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Pre-InflaIonary	Axion	

Post-InflaIonary	Axion	

FIG. 1: Mass ranges for dark matter and mediator particle candidates, experimental anomalies,
and search techniques described in this document. All mass ranges are merely representative; for
details, see the text. The QCD axion mass upper bound is set by supernova constraints, and
may be significantly raised by astrophysical uncertainties. Axion-like dark matter may also have
lower masses than depicted. Ultralight Dark Matter and Hidden Sector Dark Matter are broad
frameworks. Mass ranges corresponding to various production mechanisms within each framework
are shown and are discussed in Sec. II. The Beryllium-8, muon (g � 2), and small-scale structure
anomalies are described in VII. The search techniques of Coherent Field Searches, Direct Detection,
and Accelerators are described in Secs. V, IV, and VI, respectively, and Nuclear and Atomic Physics
and Microlensing searches are described in Sec. VII.

II. SCIENCE CASE FOR A PROGRAM OF SMALL EXPERIMENTS

Given the wide range of possible dark matter candidates, it is useful to focus the search
for dark matter by putting it in the context of what is known about our cosmological history
and the interactions of the Standard Model, by posing questions like: What is the (particle
physics) origin of the dark matter particles’ mass? What is the (cosmological) origin of
the abundance of dark matter seen today? How do dark matter particles interact, both
with one another and with the constituents of familiar matter? And what other observable
consequences might we expect from this physics, in addition to the existence of dark matter?
Might existing observations or theoretical puzzles be closely tied to the physics of dark
matter? These questions have many possible answers — indeed, this is one reason why

13

too diffuse too lumpy

wave-like star-like

Everything we know about the mass of Dark Matter arXiv:1707.04591 [hep-ph]

Thermal relics are an important class of dark matter where sub-GeV region is still relatively unexplored.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.04591
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Concrete Example: 
Dark Photon Mediator
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Thermal and Asymmetric Targets at Accelerators

MeV-GeV freeze-out thermal relics are the 
“killer application” for accelerator searches.

102 − 103

q ≳ mχ
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~60 cm

1 X0 15 X05 X0 10 X0

Bertrand Echenard – TeVPA 2019 p.14

EM calorimeter

Si-W sampling calorimeter

• Fast, dense and radiation hard
• ∼40X0 deep for extraordinary containment
• High granularity, exploit transverse & longitudinal 

shower shapes to reject background events
• Provide fast trigger – accept event with ECal < 1.2 GeV

Currently developed for CMS HCal upgrade, adaptable to 
LDMX 

High granularity critical to reject 
photon-induced background 
(e.g. PN reactions or γ → µµ)

Bertrand Echenard – TeVPA 2019 p.14
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LDMX Detector Subsystems

Tracking based on HPS (orig. CMS)
• refurbish existing dipole
• reuse HPS designs for detector 

modules and readout

ECal based on CMS
• silicon/tungsten High Granularity 

Calorimeter for Phase 2 upgrade
• powerful for rejection 

of rare backgrounds
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p. 15

Readout - counter motherboard (CMB)

Adapt current design to quad-bar for LDMX with 
a single fiber and a calibration diode per bar.

Good progress on modifying the circuit and 
testing new SiPM.

There are still a few questions regarding the 
quadbar production and assembly process. UVA 
will work on developing the procedures in the 
coming weeks.

CMB for Mu2e CMB for LDMX
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CMB pilot production units received and being tested (ok so far)

New version of CMB test box ordered – expect delivery by end of the month

Fiber guide bar and SiPM mounting block for prototype will soon be ordered
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FIG. 7: As in Fig. 4, thermal targets for the representative dark matter candidates of Sec. III A but instead
coupled to U(1)B�L (top-left), U(1)B�3e (top-right), U(1)e�µ (bottom-left), and U(1)B (bottom-right)
Z 0 gauge bosons, fixing mZ0 = 3m� and ↵D = 0.5. The black line corresponds to parameter space
where the relic abundance of � agrees with the observed dark matter energy density. The shaded gray
regions are excluded from previous experiments, such as a BaBar monophoton analysis [89], and beam
dump searches at LSND [78], E137 [16, 79], and MiniBooNE [88]. Also shown in dot-dashed blue is the
projected sensitivity of a monophoton search at Belle II presented in Ref. [1] and computed by rescaling the
20 fb�1 background study up to 50 ab�1 [80]. Future direct detection experiments will have sensitivity to
the cosmologically motivated regions of parameter space shown for scalar DM (see Fig. 4). We also show
constraints derived from the observed ⌫̄�e scattering spectrum at TEXONO [104, 105], and for the baryonic
current, U(1)B , bounds from considerations of enhanced anomalous decays into Z 0 final states [55, 56]. The
projected sensitivity of LDMX is shown in solid (dot-dashed) red, assuming 1016 EOT from a 8 (16) GeV
electron beam and a 10% radiation length tungsten (aluminum) target.

2. Predictive Dark Matter with Spin-0 Mediators

In this section, we focus on another variation of the models previously considered in Sec. III A.
In particular, we will investigate the cosmologically motivated parameter space for DM that anni-
hilates to SM leptons through the exchange of a spin-0 mediator, which we denote as '. Compared
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FIG. 8: Thermal targets for Majorana dark matter that couples to an electrophilic (top row) or leptophilic
(bottom row) spin-0 mediator, '. In each model, we assume that the � � ' interaction is parity-even,
fixing m' = 3m� and ↵D = 0.5. In the left (right) column, ' couples to SM leptons through parity-even
(parity-odd) interactions. The black line corresponds to parameter space where the relic abundance of �
agrees with the observed dark matter energy density. The shaded gray regions are excluded from previous
experiments, such as the BaBar monophoton analysis [89], beam dump search at E137 [16, 79], and the
XENON10 direct detection experiment [90–93]. Also shown in dot-dashed blue is the projected sensitivity
of a monophoton search at Belle II presented in Ref. [1] and computed by rescaling the 20 fb�1 background
study up to 50 ab�1 [80]. Future direct detection experiments, such as SENSEI, will have sensitivity to the
cosmologically motivated regions of parameter space shown for parity-even ' � e couplings [1]. We also
show constraints derived from the observed magnetic moment of the electron and muon as well as regions
favored to explain recently reported anomalies [7, 108–111]. The projected sensitivity of LDMX is shown
in solid (dot-dashed) red, assuming 1016 EOT from a 8 (16) GeV electron beam and a 10% radiation length
tungsten (aluminum) target.

the CMB. For parity-even couplings, the DM-electron elastic scattering cross section, relevant for

+meson decays  
(not shown)

+meson decays  
(not shown)

+meson decays  
(not shown)
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FIG. 20: Sensitivity of an LDMX-style experiment to visibly-decaying dark photons for 1016 (left panel)
and 1018 (right panel) EOT. The solid red lines show the 95% C.L. reach of a search for late decays inside
of the detector (assuming late � conversion background), while the green-dashed lines correspond to the
missing momentum channel where the dark photon decays outside of the detector. In both cases, the two
sets of lines correspond to 8 and 16 GeV beams, with Ebeam = 16 GeV having slighter better reach in
mass. The high-luminosity configuration (1018 EOT) must forgo single electron tracking, so the missing
momentum search (and the use of pT as a background discriminant in the visible channel) is not possible.
Existing constraints from E141, Orsay and E137 beam-dump experiments [109], NA48/2 [158], LHCb [21]
and BaBar [19] are shown in gray. Projected sensitivities of HPS (orange) [1], an upgraded version of
SeaQuest [103] (purple), Belle II (green, 50 ab�1 integrated luminosity) [1] and LHCb (blue) [74, 75] are
shown as thin dashed lines (see text for details).

while the A0 decay length can be estimated to be

�c⌧A0 ⇡ 65 cm ⇥

✓
EA0

8 GeV

◆✓
10

�5

✏

◆2 ✓
100 MeV

mA0

◆2

, (54)

where we normalized the A0 energy at production to the nominal LDMX Phase II beam energy (re-
call that for mA0 > me, the dark photon carries away most of the beam energy [156]). This lifetime
is in the interesting range for an LDMX-style experiment for both visible and missing-momentum
signals. We show the projected sensitivity of Phase II of LDMX to this scenario in Fig. 20 for 8 and
16 GeV beams along with existing constraints from beam dump experiments [109], NA48/2 [158],
LHCb [21] and BaBar [19]. There are many on-going and proposed searches for the minimal A0

scenario targeting different regions of parameter space. We show the sensitivity of the following
representative subset in Fig. 20: the displaced vertex search at HPS [1], displaced decays at an
upgraded version of SeaQuest [103], dilepton resonance search at Belle II, and LHCb D⇤ and in-
clusive searches [74, 75]. The Belle II reach is estimated from the BaBar result [19] by a simple
rescaling, assuming 50 ab

�1 integrated luminosity and a better invariant mass resolution as de-
scribed in Refs. [1, 87]. A more complete list of planned and upcoming experiments can be found
in Refs. [1, 5].
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LDMX also enables measurements of electron-nucleon 
cross-sections that would be critical to the neutrino program

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 101, 053004 (2020) 

explicitly below, these codes are often not in agreement with
each other. More importantly, they are often also not in
agreement with recent high-statistics data from the
MINERvA experiment, collected in the kinematic regime
relevant to DUNE. For example, the default models in GENIE

seem to significantly overestimate neutron production [12],
mispredict the ratio of charge-current interactions across
different nuclear targets [13], and mismodel single-pion
production [14]. Thus, there is direct experimental evidence
that existing models need to be improved.
Importantly, simple phenomenological tuning of param-

eters within the existing models may not be sufficient. For
example, Ref. [14] reports that no tune could describe all
different exclusive final states in their analysis. Crucially, the
paper also notes that the physical origin of the discrepancies
is difficult to pinpoint, based on only the available data.
This brings us to an important question: what new data are

needed to improve the physics in these generators? A priori,
one might think that all that is needed is more neutrino-
nucleus scattering data, with higher statistics and precision,
as will be collected with the future near detectors. In reality,
while better neutrino data would certainly be desirable, it is
unlikely to be sufficient. To date, neutrino experiments only
have access to broadband beams, extract flux-integrated
cross sections [15–23], and neutrino-energy reconstruction
itself suffers from sizable uncertainties. In turn, the process of
energy reconstruction relies on neutrino generators. The
reason is that even today’s state-of-the-art neutrino detectors
are imperfect calorimeters at several GeV energies, with
event generators being used to fill in themissing information.
Hence, complementary probes that are free from these
limitations are highly desirable for accurately validating
the physical models in event generators.
Precise electron-nucleus scattering data provide just such a

complementary probe. While electron and neutrino inter-
actions are different at the primary vertex, many relevant
physical processes in the nucleus are the same in the two
cases, as discussed below in Sec. II. What electron scattering
offers is precisely controlled kinematics (initial and final
energies and scattering angles), large statistics, in situ
calibrationof the detector response using exclusive reactions,
and a prospect of easily swapping different nuclear targets.
This allows one to easily zero in on specific scattering
processes and to diagnose problems that are currently
obscured by the quality of the neutrino scattering data.
In this paper, we point out that the proposed LDMX (Light

Dark Matter eXperiment) setup at SLAC [24], designed to
search for sub-GeV darkmatter, will have very advantageous
characteristics to also pursue electron-scattering measure-
ments relevant to the neutrino program. These include a
4-GeVelectron beam and a detector with high acceptance of
hadronic products in the ∼40° forward cone and low-energy
threshold. Figure 1 shows the distribution, in the ðω; Q2Þ
plane, of charged-current (CC) events for muon neutrino
scattering on argon nuclei in the near detector of DUNE,

simulated with the GiBUU generator code. As can be
immediately seen, the LDMX coverage in the relevant
kinematic window is excellent. Below, we quantify how
future LDMX data can be used to test and improve physics
models in lepton-nucleus event generator codes.

II. ELECTRON-SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS
AND NEUTRINO CROSS SECTIONS

Let us now define the connection between electron- and
neutrino-nucleus scatteringmore precisely. Superficially, the
mere existence of such a connection is not obvious, since the
weak and electromagnetic forces have a number of important
differences. The differences are immediately apparent in the
elastic scattering regime: while CC neutrino interactions
occuron initial-state neutrons in the nucleus, electromagnetic
scattering also involves initial-state protons (neutrons couple
through their magnetic moments). The situation is similar in
the DIS regime, where the primary vertex is treated at the
quark level: while CCneutrino (antineutrino) interactions are
controlled by the distribution of initial-state down (up)
quarks, electron scattering involves both up and down
quarks. Additional differences come from the chiral nature
of theweak interactions.While the electron-nucleonvertex is
sensitive only to the electric charge distribution inside a
nucleon and its magnetic moment, neutrino scattering also
depends on the distribution of the axial charge. The effect
of this axial coupling is not small; in fact, at 1-GeV neutrino
energy, the axial part of the weak interaction provides a

FIG. 1. Simulated event distribution for charged-current muon
neutrino scattering on argon in the DUNE near detector, shown as
a heat map, compared with the kinematics accessible in inclusive
and (semi)exclusive electron scattering measurements at LDMX.
Blue lines correspond to constant electron-scattering angles of
40°, 30°, and 20°. Green lines represent contours of constant
transverse electron momenta pT of 800, 400, and 200 MeV. As
currently envisioned, LDMX can probe the region with θe < 40°
and pT > 10 MeV (below the scale of the plot).
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studies focused on specific hadronic processes with hydro-
gen targets [42–49]. These should already be useful for
testing generator models for certain hadronic processes,
such as ρmeson production through higher resonances. The
CLAS12 proposal “Electrons for Neutrinos” would make
further inroads by collecting more data [50,51]. At present,
published datasets involving argon and its mirror nucleus
titanium come from a separate experiment in Hall A
[27,52,53]. While undoubtedly valuable [54–58]—for
example, enabling comparisons with thewell-studied carbon
data [40]—they are limited to the inclusive spectrum of
scattered electrons measured at a single value of the beam
energy (2.22 GeV) and a fixed scattering angle (15.54°).
At the moment, and over the next several years, electro-

nuclear scattering data with excellent hadronic final-state
reconstruction is sorely needed. The ideal would be
reconstruction with no detection threshold, full 4π coverage,
and with excellent neutron identification. While CLAS12
can make some inroads in this direction, its acceptance
will be limited (especially in the forward direction) and
neutron-energy reconstruction will be modest. The proposed
LDMX detector concept offers a number of complementary
and unique advantages that can be leveraged to provide a
range of valuable electron-nucleus scattering data for the
purpose of constraining neutrino-scattering models.

III. THE LDMX DETECTOR CONCEPT AND
ELECTRON-NUCLEUS SCATTERING DATA

LDMX is a fixed-target experiment designed to search
for sub-GeV dark matter, employing a high-repetition rate,
low-current electron beam [24] with precision tracking (in a
magnetic field) and calorimetry along the beam axis to
provide high-fidelity detection of both charged and neutral
particles. Figure 2 provides a high-level illustration of the
detector layout, which is largely optimized to search for
dark-matter production. In candidate events for dark-matter
production, most of the initial electron’s energy is expected
to be carried away by undetected particle(s). Therefore,
identification of these processes requires an excellent
hermeticity of the detector, allowing, e.g., energetic neu-
tron-knockout events to be detected with sufficiently small
uncertainty. In fact, the primary purpose of the downstream
calorimetry in LDMX is to provide a fast, radiation-hard,
and highly granular veto against photonuclear and electro-
nuclear reactions in the target area that might generate
difficult-to-detect final states, and hence a potential back-
ground to dark-matter reactions. In the nominal design, the
vast majority of triggered data would be composed of these
photo/electronuclear reactions and rejected offline. The key
result of this paper is that this vetoed data will itself be of
great value in service of neutrino-interaction modeling, as
was described above.
To see why this is the case, we start with a more detailed

description of the detector layout. The tracking system
upstream of the target and the target itself are housed inside

of a 1.5-T dipole magnet while the downstream (recoil)
tracker is in the fringe magnetic field. The target is currently
envisioned to be titanium, and we assume it to be 0.1 X0

(0.356 cm) thick, X0 being the radiation length. However,
different target materials (such as argon) and thicknesses
are possible, as discussed further in Sec. VII. The two
tracking systems provide robust measurements of incoming
and outgoing electron momentum.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECal) is surrounded by

the hadronic calorimeter (HCal) to provide large angular
coverage downstreamof the target area, in order to efficiently
detect interaction products. The ECal is a silicon-tungsten
high-granularity sampling calorimeter based on a similar
detector developed for the high-luminosity Large Hadron
Collider upgrade of the endcap calorimeter of the Compact
Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector. The ECal is radiation
tolerant with fast readout, and the high granularity provides
good energy resolution and shower discrimination for
electromagnetic and hadronic interactions. The HCal is a
scintillator-steel sampling calorimeter that has wide angular
coverage and is sufficiently deep to provide required high
efficiency for detecting minimum ionizing particles and
neutral hadrons.
While the final detector design is still under development,

wedescribe a coarse set of detector capabilities (motivated by
the baseline design), which are particularly relevant for
electron-scattering measurements [24]:

(i) Electrons: We estimate the electron energy resolu-
tion to be 5%–10% and the pT resolution to be
<10 MeV [24], where pT is the transverse momen-
tum of the outgoing electron. The tracker acceptance
is approximately 40° in the polar angle where the
z-axis is defined along the beamline. Electrons can

FIG. 2. Schematic of the LDMX experiment for dark-matter
search (not to scale). The electron beam is incident from the left
and interacts in the target (which can be varied). Direct tracking
and calorimetry along the beam axis provides excellent (nearly 2π
azimuthal) forward acceptance to a range of final-state particles,
including the recoiling electron, protons, pions, and neutrons.
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FIG. 6: Parameter space for pseudo-Dirac DM. The mass eigenstates, �1,2, couple off-diagonally to the
dark photon, A0, and freeze-out through coannihilations to SM particles. The heavier state in the pseudo-
Dirac pair is unstable and decays via �2 ! �1ff̄ . These displaced visible decays can be searched for
at accelerator experiments. Here we present various projections for LDMX (for a 8/16 GeV electron
beam assuming 1016 EOT and a 10% tungsten/aluminum target in solid/dot-dashed red, respectively) and
SeaQuest [99], JSNS2 [100], BDX, and MiniBooNE [95, 98]. Also shown are constraints from LSND,
BaBar [86, 98, 99], Belle II [86], and LEP [101]. We do not show constraints derived from the electron
beam dump E137 since they suffer from uncertainties pertaining to the energy threshold of the analysis [99].

In this figure, many of the beam dump and B-factory constraints are identical to those in the
bottom-right panel of Fig. 4; however, there are now additional constraints and future projections
for experiments able to detect displaced visible �2 ! �1`+`� decays, which offer the greatest
sensitivity at high mass and splitting.

B. Predictive Dark Matter with Other Mediators

In this section, we generalize the above discussion to include spin-1 mediators (Sec. III B 1)
and spin-0 mediators (Sec. III B 2) with more general couplings to the SM. In the vast majority of
these models, the electron coupling dominantly controls DM freeze-out. Hence, direct searches
for these mediators through electron couplings is a well-motivated and powerful technique. The
leptophilic scalar and baryonic coupled vector are extreme examples of this; even though the
electron coupling is highly suppressed in these models, it is the coupling that controls freeze-out
for light DM. Furthermore, LDMX can probe interaction strengths motivated by thermal freeze-
out. The exception to this rule is if the dominant annihilation channel for light dark matter is into
neutrinos, as is the case, for example, for a vector coupled to Lµ � L⌧ . These scenarios motivate
a muon-beam variant to LDMX [6], and are discussed in Sec. III B 3. For simplicity, we group
together in this discussion the different possibilities for DM spin (as discussed in Sec. III A) that
are compatible with CMB bounds for each choice of mediator.
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FIG. 12: Projected reach of an LDMX-style experiment to missing momentum (green solid and dashed
lines) and visible late decay (purple solid and dashed lines) in a model with a strongly interacting dark sector.
The invisible and visible channels are described in detail in Sections III E and V C, respectively. The solid
(dashed) lines correspond to 8 (16) GeV electron beam, with other experimental parameters given in the
text. Regions excluded by existing data from the BaBar invisible search [89], DM scattering at LSND [78],
E137 [16, 79], and MiniBooNE [88], as well as electron beam dumps E137 [16] and Orsay [15] are shown
in gray. The projections for an upgraded version of the SeaQuest experiment (dotted purple) [128] and the
Belle II invisible search (20 fb�1, dotted/solid blue) [1, 80] are also shown. We have fixed ↵D = 10�2,
mA0/m⇡ = 3, mV /m⇡ = 1.8, and m⇡/f⇡ = 3 in computing experimental limits. Contours of the dark
matter self-interaction cross section per mass, �scatter/m⇡, are shown as vertical gray dotted lines. The
dot-dashed gray contours denote regions excluded by measurements of the cosmic microwave background.
The black solid (dashed) line shows the parameters for which hidden sector pions saturate the observed DM
abundance for mV /m⇡ = 1.8 (1.6).

E. Strongly-Interacting Models

Until recently most light DM scenarios have focused on weak couplings in the hidden sector as
described in the previous sections. Another generic possibility is that the dark sector is described
by a confining gauge theory similar to our QCD [11, 129]. The low-energy spectrum then contains
dark mesons, the lightest of which can make up the DM. The presence of heavier composite states,
e.g. analogues of the SM vector mesons, and strong self-interactions can alter the cosmological
production of DM [128]. This leads to qualitatively different experimental targets compared to
those in the minimal models. Despite the large variety of possible scenarios featuring different
gauge interactions and matter content, both visible and invisible signals appear to be generic in
strongly interacting sectors. As a concrete example, we will focus on the model recently studied
in Ref. [128] with a SU(3) confining hidden sector with 3 light quark flavors, and a dark photon
mediator. Therefore production of dark sector states occurs through the A0 which then promptly
decays either into dark pions and/or vector mesons. The dark pions and some of the vector mesons

HPS
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FIG. 14: LDMX sensitivity to the freeze-in scenario with a heavy dark photon and low-reheat temperature.
The projected reach of LDMX is shown as the solid red (dashed-dotted red) line for a tungsten (aluminum)
target and a 8 (16) GeV beam. The correct relic abundance is obtained along the black contours for different
choices of ↵D. The gray shaded regions are excluded by the BaBar resonance search [19] and by cosmo-
logical constraints on low reheating temperatures [139]. We also show the projected sensitivity of the Belle
II monophoton search (blue dot-dashed) as computed by rescaling the 20 fb�1 background study up to 50
ab�1 assuming statistics limitation only [1, 87].

Alternative variations can instead motivate large production rates at low-energy accelerators for
low reheat temperatures and mediators much heavier than 10 MeV. We will illustrate this with a
Dirac fermion, �, with unit charge under U(1)D. We follow the semi-analytic procedure to solve
the relevant Boltzmann equation outlined in, e.g., Ref. [76], to estimate the freeze-in production
of � through the process e+e�

! A0⇤
! ��̄. If the dark photon mass is much larger than the

reheat temperature of the universe, mA0 � TRH, DM production is dominated at the earliest times
(largest temperatures). We find that the final � abundance is approximately

⌦�h2
' 1.3 ⇥ 10

28
⇥ g�1/2

⇤ (TRH) g�1
⇤S (TRH)

↵em ✏2 ↵D m� T 3
RH

m4
A0

, (44)

where g⇤ and g⇤S are the energy density and entropy density effective relativistic degrees of free-
dom. This is valid for TRH . 100 MeV, in which case similar contributions from muons are
expected to be subdominant. Effects from the pre-thermal phase immediately following inflation
are also not expected to significantly modify the estimate of Eq. (44) for the dark photon model
under consideration [138].

We explore a slice of parameter space in the ✏�mA0 plane in Fig. 14. Along the black contours,
the abundance of � matches the observed DM energy density for various choices of ↵D. We
have fixed mA0 = 15 TRH and m� = 1 keV throughout. mA0 � TRH guarantees that on-shell
A0 production via inverse-decays (e+e�

! A0) followed by A0
! �� is subdominant to the

direct annihilation, e+e�
! A0⇤

! ��. Furthermore, DM masses significantly lighter than
O(keV) are constrained from considerations of warm DM [140], although the exact strength of
this bound warrants a dedicated study [141]. We saturate this approximate lower bound, fixing
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FIG. 21: Sensitivity of an LDMX-style experiment to axion-like particles (ALPs) dominantly coupled to
photons (top row) or electrons (bottom row) via late-decay and invisible channels. The solid red lines
show the 95% C.L. reach of a search for late decays inside of the detector (assuming late � conversion
background), while the green-dashed lines correspond to the missing momentum channel where the ALP
decays outside of the detector. In both cases, the two sets of lines correspond to 8 and 16 GeV beams,
with Ebeam = 16 GeV having slighter better reach in mass; the left (right) column assumes 1016 (1018)
EOT. The high-luminosity configuration (1018 EOT) must forgo single electron tracking, so the missing
momentum search (and the use of pT as a background discriminant in the visible channel) is not possi-
ble. In the top row, recasts of constraints from beam dump experiments E141, E137, ⌫Cal, and the BaBar
monophoton search from Ref. [156], and LEP [157] are shown as gray regions. Projections for SHiP [155],
a SeaQuest-like experiment with sensitivity to �� final states [99], Belle II 3 photon search (50 ab�1 inte-
grated luminosity) [156] are shown as thin dashed lines. In the bottom row, existing constraints from E141,
Orsay, BaBar [19] and electron g�2 are shaded in gray, while the estimated sensitivities of DarkLight [158],
HPS [1], MAGIX [1, 159] and Belle II are indicated as thin dashed lines.
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one cell of the photon trajectory in the first 6 layers of the ECal, the event is rejected. The full
chain of these cuts rejects all remaining background events, at a moderate cost in signal efficiency.
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FIG. 12: Left: visualization of a simulated PN event that survives both the ECal BDT and HCal activity
vetoes, but is rejected by the ECal tracking algorithm. Hits are color-coded according to whether they are
inside or outside the electron and photon containment radii, and the black line indicates the reconstructed
track. Right: number of ECal tracks detected per event in a sample of 10,000 events each for signal and PN
background after ECal vetoes; normalized to unit area.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The number of background events left after each selection stage as described in Sec. V is sum-
marized in Table II. In this table, the trigger selection and the cut on the total energy reconstructed
in the ECal have been combined. The signal efficiency for the same sequence of cuts varies be-
tween approximately 30% and 50% in the mediator/pair mass range from 1 MeV to 1 GeV.

Muon conversion backgrounds in LDMX are expected to be rejected completely by the selec-
tions on tracks and energy depositions in the ECal, even for a number of EoT far beyond the initial
4 ⇥ 1014 EoT run at 4 GeV that is currently envisioned. No target-area PN events remain after
the BDT selection for 4⇥ 1014 EoT. The statistics of the ECal PN simulation used in this analysis
corresponds only to 2⇥1014 EoT, but given that all of these events are rejected by the full analysis
chain, at most a few events could be expected for the full initial run. As was illustrated in Fig. 1,
this would reduce the reach in the low-mass region, but still allow to probe beyond several thermal
targets.

However, further development of the analysis techniques should make it possible to improve
the background rejection in the future. Some of the improvements being explored are refinements
of the cutflow presented above, using the same basic information from the detectors — for exam-
ple, extending the HCal veto to reject clusters of nearby hits that are individually below the 5PE
threshold, integrating the track-identification into the feature-based BDT, and adding longitudinal
segmentation to the shower containment variables in the BDT.

Tracking minimum 
ionizing particles 
in ECal 
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LDMX Phase I Sensitivity 
(4 GeV)

Initial LCLS-II operation provides 4 GeV beam,  
1 year ≈ 4000 hours operation ⟹ 4×1014 e-

Analysis strategy developed on full simulation
Photo-nuclear Muon conversion

Target-area ECal Target-area ECal

EoT equivalent 4 ⇥ 1014 2.1 ⇥ 1014 8.2 ⇥ 1014 2.4 ⇥ 1015

Total events simulated 8.8 ⇥ 1011 4.7 ⇥ 1011 6.3 ⇥ 108 8 ⇥ 1010

Trigger, ECal total energy < 1.5 GeV 1 ⇥ 108 2.6 ⇥ 108 1.6 ⇥ 107 1.6 ⇥ 108

Single track with p < 1.2 GeV 2 ⇥ 107 2.3 ⇥ 108 3.1 ⇥ 104 1.5 ⇥ 108

ECal BDT (> 0.99) 9.4 ⇥ 105 1.3 ⇥ 105 < 1 < 1

HCal max PE < 5 < 1 10 < 1 < 1

ECal MIP tracks = 0 < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1

Table 2. The estimated levels of photo-nuclear and muon conversion backgrounds after applying
the successive background rejection cuts outlined in this paper. Here, the total events simulated
corresponds to the total electrons fired on target in the simulation. The biasing factor passed to
the Geant4 occurrence biasing toolkit is used to scale the total events simulated to the electron
on target (EoT) equivalent.

⇠ 10 ⇥ 103 ECal PN events surviving the preceding ECal and tracker vetoes, but prior to

applying the HCal veto, then applied to the ten events that were not vetoed by the HCal.

In a first stage, tracks normal to the back of the ECal are formed from combinations

of hits in cells directly in front of each other and not more than two layers apart. The

second stage uses a linear regression among certain three-hit combinations of the remaining

hits. At both stages, tracks are discarded if they are too far from the projected photon

trajectory or too close to the projected electron trajectory.

Figure 12 (left) shows a visualization of one of the background events surviving the

previous selections to which the track finding has been applied, resulting in the track shown

in black, close to the projected photon trajectory in cyan. The right plot in figure 12 shows

the distribution of the number of tracks found by the methods described above in signal

and PN background events. Any event with one or more tracks is rejected.

A final criterion is useful for identifying background events in which no track is pro-

duced, but in which potentially isolated hits are present in the vicinity of the photon

trajectory in the early ECal layers. If any hits above the readout threshold of 0.024 MeV

that are outside the electron radius of containment are found to be within one cell of the

photon trajectory in the first 6 layers of the ECal, the event is rejected. The full chain of

these cuts rejects all remaining background events, at a moderate cost in signal e�ciency.

6 Results and Discussion

The number of background events left after each selection stage as described in section 5 is

summarized in table 2. In this table, the trigger selection and the cut on the total energy

reconstructed in the ECal have been combined. The signal e�ciency for the same sequence

of cuts varies between approximately 30% and 50% in the mediator/pair mass range from

1 MeV to 1 GeV.

Muon conversion backgrounds in LDMX are expected to be rejected completely by

the selections on tracks and energy depositions in the ECal, even for a number of EoT far
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FIG. 11: Distribution of the ECal BDT discriminator value (y axis) and maximum number of photoelec-
trons (PEs) in any HCal module (x axis) for an ECal photo-nuclear background sample (black) equivalent to
2.1⇥1014 electrons on target. A representative 100 MeV, A0 signal sample is also shown as a heatmap. The
signal band at large max PE is populated by events where the recoil electron is produced softly, misses the
ECal and showers in the side HCal. The signal band at low max PE is composed of events where the recoil
electron shower is fully contained in the ECal. In the analysis, the signal region (yellow box) is defined by
events with a BDT score < 0.99 and an a maximum number of PEs in an HCal module of < 5. As is evident
from the figure, a majority of the signal lies within the defined signal region. The background events within
the signal region are rejected by additional requirements on the tracks in the Recoil tracker and the ECal.

In a first stage, tracks normal to the back of the ECal are formed from combinations of hits in
cells directly in front of each other and not more than two layers apart. The second stage uses a
linear regression among certain three-hit combinations of the remaining hits. At both stages, tracks
are discarded if they are too far from the projected photon trajectory or too close to the projected
electron trajectory.

Figure 12 (left) shows a visualisation of one of the background events surviving the previous
selections to which the track finding has been applied, resulting in the track shown in black, close
to the projected photon trajectory in cyan. The right plot in Fig. 12 shows the distribution of the
number of tracks found by the methods described above in signal and PN background events. Any
event with one or more tracks is rejected.

A final criterion is useful for identifying background events in which no track is produced, but
in which potentially isolated hits are present in the vicinity of the photon trajectory in the early
ECal layers. If any hits that are outside the electron radius of containment are found to be within

        ECal photo-nuclear (2.1 × 1014 EoT)

• have put major development work into GEANT 4 photonuclear 
modeling: also studying variation among simulation tools 
(FLUKA, PHITS, MCNP)

• pT can always be used to eliminate remaining backgrounds but 
also allows reconstruction of mediator mass

• Most difficult backgrounds strongly suppressed with 8 GeV beam
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FIG. 10: Top: Electron energy (left) and pT (right) spectra for DM pair radiation process, at various dark
matter masses. Bottom Left: Selection efficiency for energy cut Ee < Ecut, as a function of Ecut, on
inclusive signal events, The nominal cut is Ecut = 0.3Ebeam. Bottom Right: Selection efficiency for pT cut
pT,e > pT,cut, as a function of pT,cut, on events with 50 MeV < Ee < Ecut. In all panels, the numbers next
to each curve indicate A0 mass. Also included in each plot is the corresponding inclusive single electron
background distribution.

1. Incident low-energy particles/beam impurities

At the level of of 1016 incident electrons, a large number of electrons with low energies - consis-
tent with signal recoils - are certain to intersect the target even for the most stringent requirement
on the purity of the incoming beam. Such electrons, reconstructed correctly by the detectors
downstream of the target, cannot be distinguished from signal.

For this reason, LDMX employs a tagging tracker to measure the trajectories of incoming
electrons to ensure that each recoil corresponds to a clean 4 GeV beam electron entering the
apparatus on the expected trajectory to veto any apparent signal recoils originating from beam
impurities.
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Figure 1. Projected sensitivity in the y vs. m� plane for an LDMX run with 4 ⇥ 1014 electrons
on target at 4 GeV beam energy (solid blue curve), for the case of on-shell mediator production and
decay into dark matter. Benchmark thermal relic targets are shown as black lines. Experimental
constraints are shown for the assumption of a mediator particle mass (mA0) three times as large
as the dark matter mass and with a coupling constant ↵D = 0.5 between the mediator and the
dark matter. Grey regions are (model-dependent) constraints from beam dump experiments and
BABAR. The dashed curve shows the sensitivity in case of unexpected photon-induced backgrounds
at the 10-event level, the dotted line further assumes a 50% uncertainty in this background. At
higher DM masses, the sensitivity curves for di↵erent background assumptions converge towards the
zero-background sensitivity because a transverse momentum cut e�ciently reduces the background
while maintaining high signal e�ciency.

matter at accelerators. Scenarios where the dark matter annihilates directly to Standard

Model matter (typically including electrons) are both simple and especially predictive (see

[1–5] for recent reviews). The combinations of interaction strength y and dark matter

particle mass m� that result in the appropriate thermal relic abundance for di↵erent types

of particles are shown as black solid lines in figure 1. Probing the existence of thermal-

relic dark matter in the sub-GeV mass region is well-motivated as an important part of a

comprehensive search program for dark matter. It calls for an experiment sensitive enough

to explore the thermal targets shown in figure 1, which implies interaction rates a few

orders of magnitude beyond the sensitivity of current accelerator-based experiments (gray

regions in figure 1).

To achieve this important goal, the “Light Dark Matter eXperiment” (LDMX) collab-

oration has developed a detector concept [6] optimized to search for dark matter particle

production in high-rate fixed-target collisions of 4 – 16 GeV electrons. The LDMX detector

contains low-mass tracking detectors both up- and down-stream of a thin tungsten target,

– 2 –

…provides strong 
background suppression
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LDMX Phase I Sensitivity 
(4 GeV)

Initial LCLS-II operation provides 4 GeV beam,  
1 year ≈ 4000 hours operation ⟹ 4×1014 e-

Analysis strategy developed on full simulation
Photo-nuclear Muon conversion

Target-area ECal Target-area ECal

EoT equivalent 4 ⇥ 1014 2.1 ⇥ 1014 8.2 ⇥ 1014 2.4 ⇥ 1015

Total events simulated 8.8 ⇥ 1011 4.7 ⇥ 1011 6.3 ⇥ 108 8 ⇥ 1010

Trigger, ECal total energy < 1.5 GeV 1 ⇥ 108 2.6 ⇥ 108 1.6 ⇥ 107 1.6 ⇥ 108

Single track with p < 1.2 GeV 2 ⇥ 107 2.3 ⇥ 108 3.1 ⇥ 104 1.5 ⇥ 108

ECal BDT (> 0.99) 9.4 ⇥ 105 1.3 ⇥ 105 < 1 < 1

HCal max PE < 5 < 1 10 < 1 < 1

ECal MIP tracks = 0 < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1

Table 2. The estimated levels of photo-nuclear and muon conversion backgrounds after applying
the successive background rejection cuts outlined in this paper. Here, the total events simulated
corresponds to the total electrons fired on target in the simulation. The biasing factor passed to
the Geant4 occurrence biasing toolkit is used to scale the total events simulated to the electron
on target (EoT) equivalent.

⇠ 10 ⇥ 103 ECal PN events surviving the preceding ECal and tracker vetoes, but prior to

applying the HCal veto, then applied to the ten events that were not vetoed by the HCal.

In a first stage, tracks normal to the back of the ECal are formed from combinations

of hits in cells directly in front of each other and not more than two layers apart. The

second stage uses a linear regression among certain three-hit combinations of the remaining

hits. At both stages, tracks are discarded if they are too far from the projected photon

trajectory or too close to the projected electron trajectory.

Figure 12 (left) shows a visualization of one of the background events surviving the

previous selections to which the track finding has been applied, resulting in the track shown

in black, close to the projected photon trajectory in cyan. The right plot in figure 12 shows

the distribution of the number of tracks found by the methods described above in signal

and PN background events. Any event with one or more tracks is rejected.

A final criterion is useful for identifying background events in which no track is pro-

duced, but in which potentially isolated hits are present in the vicinity of the photon

trajectory in the early ECal layers. If any hits above the readout threshold of 0.024 MeV

that are outside the electron radius of containment are found to be within one cell of the

photon trajectory in the first 6 layers of the ECal, the event is rejected. The full chain of

these cuts rejects all remaining background events, at a moderate cost in signal e�ciency.

6 Results and Discussion

The number of background events left after each selection stage as described in section 5 is

summarized in table 2. In this table, the trigger selection and the cut on the total energy

reconstructed in the ECal have been combined. The signal e�ciency for the same sequence

of cuts varies between approximately 30% and 50% in the mediator/pair mass range from

1 MeV to 1 GeV.

Muon conversion backgrounds in LDMX are expected to be rejected completely by

the selections on tracks and energy depositions in the ECal, even for a number of EoT far

– 24 –

• have put major development work into GEANT 4 photonuclear 
modeling: also studying variation among simulation tools 
(FLUKA, PHITS, MCNP)

• pT can always be used to eliminate remaining backgrounds but 
also allows reconstruction of mediator mass

• Most difficult backgrounds strongly suppressed with 8 GeV beam
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FIG. 10: Top: Electron energy (left) and pT (right) spectra for DM pair radiation process, at various dark
matter masses. Bottom Left: Selection efficiency for energy cut Ee < Ecut, as a function of Ecut, on
inclusive signal events, The nominal cut is Ecut = 0.3Ebeam. Bottom Right: Selection efficiency for pT cut
pT,e > pT,cut, as a function of pT,cut, on events with 50 MeV < Ee < Ecut. In all panels, the numbers next
to each curve indicate A0 mass. Also included in each plot is the corresponding inclusive single electron
background distribution.

1. Incident low-energy particles/beam impurities

At the level of of 1016 incident electrons, a large number of electrons with low energies - consis-
tent with signal recoils - are certain to intersect the target even for the most stringent requirement
on the purity of the incoming beam. Such electrons, reconstructed correctly by the detectors
downstream of the target, cannot be distinguished from signal.

For this reason, LDMX employs a tagging tracker to measure the trajectories of incoming
electrons to ensure that each recoil corresponds to a clean 4 GeV beam electron entering the
apparatus on the expected trajectory to veto any apparent signal recoils originating from beam
impurities.

recoil spectra  
for different …MA′ 
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HCal max PE < 5 < 1 10 < 1 < 1

ECal MIP tracks = 0 < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1

Table 2. The estimated levels of photo-nuclear and muon conversion backgrounds after applying
the successive background rejection cuts outlined in this paper. Here, the total events simulated
corresponds to the total electrons fired on target in the simulation. The biasing factor passed to
the Geant4 occurrence biasing toolkit is used to scale the total events simulated to the electron
on target (EoT) equivalent.

⇠ 10 ⇥ 103 ECal PN events surviving the preceding ECal and tracker vetoes, but prior to

applying the HCal veto, then applied to the ten events that were not vetoed by the HCal.

In a first stage, tracks normal to the back of the ECal are formed from combinations

of hits in cells directly in front of each other and not more than two layers apart. The

second stage uses a linear regression among certain three-hit combinations of the remaining

hits. At both stages, tracks are discarded if they are too far from the projected photon

trajectory or too close to the projected electron trajectory.

Figure 12 (left) shows a visualization of one of the background events surviving the

previous selections to which the track finding has been applied, resulting in the track shown

in black, close to the projected photon trajectory in cyan. The right plot in figure 12 shows

the distribution of the number of tracks found by the methods described above in signal

and PN background events. Any event with one or more tracks is rejected.

A final criterion is useful for identifying background events in which no track is pro-

duced, but in which potentially isolated hits are present in the vicinity of the photon

trajectory in the early ECal layers. If any hits above the readout threshold of 0.024 MeV

that are outside the electron radius of containment are found to be within one cell of the

photon trajectory in the first 6 layers of the ECal, the event is rejected. The full chain of

these cuts rejects all remaining background events, at a moderate cost in signal e�ciency.

6 Results and Discussion

The number of background events left after each selection stage as described in section 5 is

summarized in table 2. In this table, the trigger selection and the cut on the total energy

reconstructed in the ECal have been combined. The signal e�ciency for the same sequence

of cuts varies between approximately 30% and 50% in the mediator/pair mass range from

1 MeV to 1 GeV.

Muon conversion backgrounds in LDMX are expected to be rejected completely by

the selections on tracks and energy depositions in the ECal, even for a number of EoT far
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• have put major development work into GEANT 4 photonuclear 
modeling: also studying variation among simulation tools 
(FLUKA, PHITS, MCNP)

• pT can always be used to eliminate remaining backgrounds but 
also allows reconstruction of mediator mass

• Most difficult backgrounds strongly suppressed with 8 GeV beam
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LDMX Subsystems and 
Technology Choices

WBS 1.1 – Beamline and Magnet: (SLAC core competency)
• final section of beam pipe with vacuum window
•common dipole magnet provides high(low) field for incoming(recoiling) e-

WBS 1.3 – Trackers:  (from HPS Silicon Vertex Tracker built at SLAC)

Tagging Tracker: long, narrow, in uniform1.5 T field for pe = 4 GeV
•7 double-layers provide robust tag of incoming electrons
Recoil Tracker: short, wide, in fringe field for pe = 0.05 - 1.2 GeV
•4 double-layers + 2 axial-only layers provide good acceptance,  
𝚫pT resolution limited by multiple scattering in target
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WBS 1.4 – ECal: from CMS HGCal (UCSB – Incandela, U. Minn. – Mans)

• Si-W sampling calorimeter: fast, dense, high radiation tolerance

• 40 X0 deep: excellent containment of EM showers 

• Granularity and MIP sensitivity: imaging and MIP tracking are powerful for 
rejecting rare backgrounds (e.g. photonuclear reactions and γ → µµ)

• designed to provide fast trigger (here using ECal energy < 0.3 Ebeam)

~60 cm

Valentina Dutta LDMX ECAL meeting

ECal overview

3

Current design 
17 double layers: back-to-back single layers on either side of cooling plane 
500 μm Si sensors in baseline, considering thinner sensors at shower max. 
Absorber (tungsten) thickness varies with depth (0.75-7mm) 
1.5 mm gap between hexagons in each layer 
Fits into 80x60x60 cm3 space surrounded by side HCal (actual ECal depth is 45 
cm) 

Design & prototyping of super-layers and support structure with integrated 
cooling and services part of DMNI work (milestones & plans in Susanne’s talk)

34 layers

432 pads/module

1 X0 15 X05 X0 10 X0

Bertrand Echenard – TeVPA 2019 p.14

EM calorimeter

Si-W sampling calorimeter

• Fast, dense and radiation hard
• ∼40X0 deep for extraordinary containment
• High granularity, exploit transverse & longitudinal 

shower shapes to reject background events
• Provide fast trigger – accept event with ECal < 1.2 GeV

Currently developed for CMS HCal upgrade, adaptable to 
LDMX 

High granularity critical to reject 
photon-induced background 
(e.g. PN reactions or γ → µµ)

Bertrand Echenard – TeVPA 2019 p.14

EM calorimeter

Si-W sampling calorimeter

• Fast, dense and radiation hard
• ∼40X0 deep for extraordinary containment
• High granularity, exploit transverse & longitudinal 

shower shapes to reject background events
• Provide fast trigger – accept event with ECal < 1.2 GeV

Currently developed for CMS HCal upgrade, adaptable to 
LDMX 

High granularity critical to reject 
photon-induced background 
(e.g. PN reactions or γ → µµ)

𝜇-

e-

p+

CERN Test Beam Data

capability for imaging and MIP tracking is  
very powerful for rejection of rare backgrounds

ICHEP 2020

EM Calorimeter
• 40 X0 silicon-tungsten imaging calorimeter
- high granularity:  can exploit both transverse  

& longitudinal shower shapes to reject PN 
events

- MIP sensitivity

Boosted  
Decision  
Tree

�15
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WBS 1.5 – HCal: from Mu2e Cosmic Ray Veto (UVA – Group)

• extruded polystyrene scintillator with WLS fibers and SiPM readout

• main HCal: sufficient depth for rare events with very hard neutrons (En ~ E𝛾)

• side HCal: important for high-multiplicity final states and wide-angle brems

p. 15

Standalone studies

Neutron inefficiency (10.2.3) Energy resolution (10.2.3)

veto definition of 3 PE 

Neutron / KL inefficiencies

Significant differences between Geant4 10.3 and Geant4 10.5 
(actually tracker differences between Geant4 10.4.X and 10.5 versions)

Can have a significant impact on Hcal design, so we need to understand the differences. More generally, 
need to make sure Geant4 is properly validated (not only for Hcal) 

Bertrand
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p. 15

Readout - counter motherboard (CMB)

Adapt current design to quad-bar for LDMX with 
a single fiber and a calibration diode per bar.

Good progress on modifying the circuit and 
testing new SiPM.

There are still a few questions regarding the 
quadbar production and assembly process. UVA 
will work on developing the procedures in the 
coming weeks.

CMB for Mu2e CMB for LDMX

Mu2e CRV

p. 8

Counter readout (or counter manifold) 

New design to fit quad-bar with a single fiber and a calibration diode per bar (doc-db 7823)
• redesigned fiber guide bar and SiPM mounting block
• redesigned counter motherboard (CMB) – simplified version less expensive than Mu2e
• redesigned SiPM carrier board

CMB pilot production units received and being tested (ok so far)

New version of CMB test box ordered – expect delivery by end of the month

Fiber guide bar and SiPM mounting block for prototype will soon be ordered

Fiber guide bar

SiPM mounting block

Seal

CMB

SCB

scintillator

fiber

James, Shouxian, Craig D., Craig G.

Manifold

LDMX HCal Scintillator extruder facility @ FNAL

main HCal

side
HCal
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�47
BEAM

4 GeV trigger summary

86

TABLE XII: Trigger thresholds, rates, and total inefficiency contribution as function of number of incoming
beam electrons for an average number of one electron per bunch.

Fraction of Trigger Scintillator Missing Energy Calorimeter Trigger Rate Signal
nbeam Bunches (Signal) Efficiency Threshold [GeV] Efficiency [Hz] Inefficiency

1 36.8% (36.8%) 100% 2.50 99.2% 588 0.3%
2 18.4% (36.8%) 97.4% 2.35 98.0% 1937 1.7%
3 6.1% (18.4%) 92.4% 2.70 91.6% 1238 2.8%
4 1.5% (6.1%) 84.3% 3.20 77.2% 268 1.6%

Total 4000 8.8%

B. Recoil Acceptance and Efficiency

As discussed in Sec. V E 2, the recoil tracker must not only have good acceptance for signal
recoils but also for charged tracks over the largest possible acceptance. Since high-momentum
signal recoils will nearly always pass through all six layers, the acceptance near the top of the
energy range for signal recoils is near unity, only reduced by the small single-hit inefficiency in
the last two layers. However, at low momentum a large number of tracks can escape detection.
Therefore, in order to estimate the signal acceptance using simulated signal events, we apply both
“loose” and “tight” track requirements. A loose track requires that the recoiling electrons leave
hits in the first two 3-d layers which is sufficient for pattern recognition and angle estimation. For
those events where the best vertex and pT resolution is desired, the recoiling electrons are required
to leave hits in at least two of the 3-d layers and at least four hits total. The resulting acceptance for
the recoil tracker as a function of mediator mass using the loose (orange) and tight (green) track
requirements is shown in Fig. 66 while the average of the track finding efficiencies for accepted
tracks in those samples as a function of momentum is shown in Fig. 67.

The recoil tracker will play a leading role in rejecting beam, photo-nuclear, electro-nuclear
and muon conversion backgrounds that originate in the target. Assuming the average number
of incident beam electrons is 1, most signal events will see a single track in the recoil tracker.
Furthermore, as discussed in Sec. III A, only events where the recoil electron has a momentum
below 1.2 GeV are considered. Therefore, requiring an event to contain a single track in the recoil
tracker with reconstructed momentum < 1.2 GeV, aides in the rejection of background while
maintaining a high signal efficiency. The impact of these cuts on the signal efficiency using both
the loose and tight track requirement is shown in Fig. 68.

C. Signal Efficiency of Calorimeter Vetoes

As detailed in Sec. IV C, the difference in hit multiplicity and energy deposited in the ECal
as well as the transverse and longitudinal shower shapes are combined into a BDT and used to
discriminate between signal and photo-nuclear background. Based on the performance of the
BDT, a threshold of 0.94 was found to balance the rejection of background versus the preservation
of signal. The impact of applying such a requirement on an inclusive signal sample is shown in
Fig. 69 as a function of mediator mass.

A typical signal event will see the recoil electron enter the ECal and shower with very little

Advanced Processor demonstrator (APd)

Bittware XUP-VV8

15

TDAQ

Trigger/DAQ system designed to 
calculate primary missing energy 
trigger and a range of  triggers which 
enable additional physics including 
nuclear scattering measurements 
and visible dark-matter signatures
● System includes DAQ, trigger and 

integration with LCLS-II timing system

Key deliverables for DMNI
● Demonstrate readout for each section of  LDMX
● Demonstrate trigger critical path meets latency requirements 
● Define software and firmware interfaces for timing, fast control, and clock distribution

15

TDAQ

Trigger/DAQ system designed to 
calculate primary missing energy 
trigger and a range of  triggers which 
enable additional physics including 
nuclear scattering measurements 
and visible dark-matter signatures
● System includes DAQ, trigger and 

integration with LCLS-II timing system

Key deliverables for DMNI
● Demonstrate readout for each section of  LDMX
● Demonstrate trigger critical path meets latency requirements 
● Define software and firmware interfaces for timing, fast control, and clock distribution

Mechanical model
�45

RM

Analog signal  
feedthrough Scintillators SiPM/mounting 

board

BEAM

WBS 1.2 – Trigger Scintillator:  from CMS HCal

•Low-energy ECal trigger requires  
knowledge of ne/pulse

• layers of segmented scintillators provides  
fast estimate of ne

•also considering segmented LYSO  
active target: provides additional information 
about hard interactions in the target

WBS 1.6 – Trigger and DAQ: from SLAC/FNAL tech

•back end DAQ based on PCIe FPGA  
platform developed at SLAC

•trigger DAQ based on APx DAQ  
developed for CMS

https://www.bittware.com/fpga/xup-vv8/
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WBS 1.7 – Computing and Software

LDMX requires significant computing resources:  
Datasets and MC will total ~8 PB (disk+tape) after 
filtering and require ~15M CPU hours to process.

•SLAC Shared Scientific Data Facility (SDF)

•LDMX distributed computing pilot project:  
Lightweight Distributed Computing System (LDCS)

ldmx-sw: C++ software framework for event 
generation and reconstruction

https://github.com/LDMX-Software/ldmx-sw/

• A user-facing layer (yet-to-be developed) will provide indirect access to LCSC sites via the
aCT component.

Figure 1 illustrates the LDCS architecture. The components are described below.

Figure 1. The LDMX distributed computing system components. The LCSC sites are federated via the
ARC middleware and the two central services aCT and Rucio.

2.2 Advanced Resource Connector

The Advanced Resource Connector (ARC) [6] is developed by the NorduGrid collaboration
and has been used for almost 20 years as a means of providing computing resources to WLCG
experiments. Its lightweight design makes it an attractive choice for data centers who want
to add a secure gateway to allow batch job submission from the outside. It also provides
sophisticated data handling tools which relieve the jobs themselves from dealing with data
transfer. Finally, the fact that ARC supports the batch systems used at all four centers made
it the obvious choice for connecting them to the LDCS system.

ARC’s main service is the ARC Resource-coupled EXecution service (A-REX) which
runs on top of a computing center’s batch system and allows users authenticated via X.509
credentials to submit and run jobs on the batch system. Each center in LDCS runs an A-REX
service and accepts jobs submitted by the LDCS production certificate. When the job finishes
on the batch system, the output is uploaded by A-REX to the selected LCSC storage. Having
A-REX perform the data handling instead of the job itself brings several advantages: batch
system CPUs are not idle while the job uploads data, controlled data staging by one service
avoids chaotic transfer which may overload the remote storage, and if the remote storage is
temporarily o✏ine A-REX can automatically retry until the transfer succeeds.

2.3 ARC Control Tower

ARC Control Tower (aCT) [7] is a service used by the ATLAS experiment to submit and
manage jobs on ARC sites in the WLCG. It consists of two parts: an application-facing side
and a resource-facing side. The application-facing side either pulls work from an experiment-
specific workflow management system or generates work from tasks defined in aCT itself.

arXiv:2105.02977 [hep-ex] LDCS Pilot Project

• Prepare Radiation Protection Documentation

Hazards associated with the project are identified and evaluated at both the subsystem level and for the
integrated experiment. The risks associated with all identified hazards are controlled to acceptable levels
and documented in standard hazard assessment matrices.

3.1.6 Computing and Data Management Plan

The design of the computing infrastructure for the experiment is described in detail in Section 3.1.1, and
meets the needs of the experiment with the deployment of 360 TB of disk space, 6.3 PB of tape storage,
and 1500 cores of CPU. These resources will be hosted at the SLAC Shared Scientific Data Facility (SDF),
which is being developed as the next-generation pooled resource for scientific computing at SLAC. SDF is
aimed at serving the major storage and data processing needs of LCLS-II and the Vera Rubin Observatory,
as well as smaller experiments such as LDMX. SDF currently consists of 88 dual 64-core Rome servers (11264
cores and ⇠ 400 TFLOPS) and 2 DataDirect Networks ES18K storage appliances with a capacity of 17 PB
interconnected via high speed networking fabric. As shown in Figure 14, the total computing and storage
capacity is expected to increase dramatically by FY25, when LDMX could begin the pilot run. The figure
also shows the expected LDMX needs, which amount to a tiny fraction of the total projected capacity. The
current SDF compute model grants all SLAC users access to baseline computing capabilities including 25
GB of storage per user and access to the shared CPU node partitions. However, higher priority goes to
groups that have contributed hardware to SDF. The cost for LDMX’s storage and CPU needs assume that
LDMX will contribute to SDF the full needs of the experiment, which will ensure dedicated access to the
required storage and CPU. However, as a pooled (batch) processing resource, the availability of CPU can
often be larger.
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Figure 14: Projected SDF computing and storage capacity. The LDMX needs amounts to a small fraction
of the total capacity.

To augment the production of MC and o✏ine analysis, LDMX will continue to develop the LDMX
Distributed Computing System (LDCS)[68]; a distributed computing system currently consisting of 4 sites:
Caltech, Lund, SLAC and UCSB. All sites have access to local storage along with 100 TB of storage at
SLAC accessible via GridFTP. All simulation jobs are run at all sites and the resulting files are catalogued
using Rucio. LDCS has played a key role in generating the large scale MC samples needed for design studies
and is expected to continue contributing in an auxiliary capacity.

The data distribution and access policy is set by the Collaboration Board on behalf of the LDMX
collaboration. The policy can be revised by the Collaboration Board at any time after a review process with
input from the collaboration.

Data Description & Processing of Products LDMX will produce data from the following sources

• Raw data from testing and calibration of detector prototypes at collaborating institutions

• Monte Carlo data generated using SDF and LDCS as described in Section 3.1.1
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• Prepare Radiation Protection Documentation

Hazards associated with the project are identified and evaluated at both the subsystem level and for the
integrated experiment. The risks associated with all identified hazards are controlled to acceptable levels
and documented in standard hazard assessment matrices.

3.1.6 Computing and Data Management Plan

The design of the computing infrastructure for the experiment is described in detail in Section 3.1.1, and
meets the needs of the experiment with the deployment of 360 TB of disk space, 6.3 PB of tape storage,
and 1500 cores of CPU. These resources will be hosted at the SLAC Shared Scientific Data Facility (SDF),
which is being developed as the next-generation pooled resource for scientific computing at SLAC. SDF is
aimed at serving the major storage and data processing needs of LCLS-II and the Vera Rubin Observatory,
as well as smaller experiments such as LDMX. SDF currently consists of 88 dual 64-core Rome servers (11264
cores and ⇠ 400 TFLOPS) and 2 DataDirect Networks ES18K storage appliances with a capacity of 17 PB
interconnected via high speed networking fabric. As shown in Figure 14, the total computing and storage
capacity is expected to increase dramatically by FY25, when LDMX could begin the pilot run. The figure
also shows the expected LDMX needs, which amount to a tiny fraction of the total projected capacity. The
current SDF compute model grants all SLAC users access to baseline computing capabilities including 25
GB of storage per user and access to the shared CPU node partitions. However, higher priority goes to
groups that have contributed hardware to SDF. The cost for LDMX’s storage and CPU needs assume that
LDMX will contribute to SDF the full needs of the experiment, which will ensure dedicated access to the
required storage and CPU. However, as a pooled (batch) processing resource, the availability of CPU can
often be larger.
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of the total capacity.

To augment the production of MC and o✏ine analysis, LDMX will continue to develop the LDMX
Distributed Computing System (LDCS)[68]; a distributed computing system currently consisting of 4 sites:
Caltech, Lund, SLAC and UCSB. All sites have access to local storage along with 100 TB of storage at
SLAC accessible via GridFTP. All simulation jobs are run at all sites and the resulting files are catalogued
using Rucio. LDCS has played a key role in generating the large scale MC samples needed for design studies
and is expected to continue contributing in an auxiliary capacity.

The data distribution and access policy is set by the Collaboration Board on behalf of the LDMX
collaboration. The policy can be revised by the Collaboration Board at any time after a review process with
input from the collaboration.

Data Description & Processing of Products LDMX will produce data from the following sources

• Raw data from testing and calibration of detector prototypes at collaborating institutions

• Monte Carlo data generated using SDF and LDCS as described in Section 3.1.1
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SLAC Shared Scientific Data Facility (SDF)

https://github.com/LDMX-Software/ldmx-sw/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.02977
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LDMX DMNI Project Plan: 
technical development

LDMX DMNI project consists of development work required to adapt existing technologies and prepare a design report and execution plan ready 
to be reviewed and baselined for a small project fabrication, as well as final engineering work that enables the immediate start of construction.

8

Trigger Scintillator Progress and Plans

Full prototype system demonstrated at 
testbeam April 2022
● Multibar array with final-format digitizer and final 

SiPMs
● Data taken with both plastic scintillator and LYSO
● Analysis ongoing, expect to meet all goals for 

understanding performance of  this detector 
element

Design/engineering remaining for 
construction phase
● Final backend electronics (CMS APx) was not 

available for testbeam, firmware development 
remaining

● Minor updates to control system (simplified 
based on prototyping experience), final full 
integration with tracker

SiPM mounting card

Single photoelectron
spectrum

MIP spectrum

Readout electronics

Mounted on front frame 
of  Hcal at testbeam

14

HCal Plans

FY22
● Analyze testbeam data samples to compare predicted 

(from Geant4) and observed performance
● Use testbeam data to develop reconstruction and 

calibration techniques and software

Engineering replanned to the construction project
● Final engineering of  full absorber structure, installation and 

assembly tooling
● Small updates of  prototype board designs based on 

experience of  testbeam

HCal detector elements are well-advanced, with 
only minor adjustments needed to the active 
elements and readout before production start
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LDMX Test Beam at CERN
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HCal Progress

Prototypes of  all components 
constructed, integrated into testbeam 
system
● Scintilator+fiber, SiPM mounting board, readout 

card, backplane
● Uses common readout chip, Polarfire mezzanine 

with ECal, allows validation of  design, firmware, 
and software for both systems

● Testbeam used original baseline RCE o�-
detector electronics

Preliminary mechanical design for full 
detector completed
● First round of  FEA analysis completed, including 

earthquake simulation

7

Trigger Scintillator System

The Trigger Scintillator System is 
responsible for determining the number 
of  incoming electrons, which is critical for 
the operation of  the primary missing-
energy trigger
● Technology: arrays of  2mm x 3mm x 30mm PVT 

scintillator bars viewed by HPK SiPMs
● Continuous readout using CMS QIE boards

Key deliverables for DMNI
● Demonstrate designs which will provide reliable 

trigger using testbeam data
● Determine number of  stations and algorithms 

required for low fake electron rate

Prototype bar holder
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Trigger Scintillator Progress and Plans

Full prototype system demonstrated at 
testbeam April 2022
● Multibar array with final-format digitizer and final 

SiPMs
● Data taken with both plastic scintillator and LYSO
● Analysis ongoing, expect to meet all goals for 

understanding performance of  this detector 
element

Design/engineering remaining for 
construction phase
● Final backend electronics (CMS APx) was not 

available for testbeam, firmware development 
remaining

● Minor updates to control system (simplified 
based on prototyping experience), final full 
integration with tracker

SiPM mounting card

Single photoelectron
spectrum

MIP spectrum

Readout electronics

Mounted on front frame 
of  Hcal at testbeam

HCal prototype

Trigger Scintillator (TS) 
prototype

HCal MIPs

HCal MIPs

TS MIPs TS PE spectrum

Beamline: magnet design and radiation studies

 

S30XL 

Physics Requirements Document 
Document Title:  S30XL Proposed Radiological Safety Systems 
Document Number:  (SLAC-I-120-103-110-00-R0)  
(S30XL-PR-002) Page 8 of 10 

 

The only official copy of this file is located in the Controlled Document Site.  
Before using a printed/electronic copy, verify that it is the most current version. 

The BSOICs are set to trip at 5 mrem/h. It should be noted that the 3 BSOICs at ground level outside ESA 
are of the new HPI type, while the BSOIC in the counting house is a classic BSOIC. This one should be 
upgraded to the new type. 

Figure 7. Dose rates (mrem/h) around ESA for ~10 W of 14 GeV beam hitting a target in the open area of 
ESA. Dose rates in SSRL are expected to be ~ 0.02 mrem/h. 

 

The dose rates plot shown in Figure 7 illustrate a worst case scenario of beam loss in ESA (in the 
unshielded open area) at beam height. There is at most 0.02 mrem/h/W immediately outside ESA. For 
250 kW of MCB power this accounts to 5 rem/h, below the required 25 rem/h.   
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ECal Progress

LDMX-specific work on the development 
of  the ECAL support and absorber 
structure
● Integration/support concept with 

magnet/tracker
● Thermal tests of  carbon fiber cooling planes

Readout development advancing in HCal 
context (testbeam)
● Same ASIC (HGCROC), common firmware 

validates concepts equally for ECal

Progress from CMS
● Assembly of  high-density modules required for 

CMS, LDMX completed at UCSB
● Good module performance demonstrated in 

CMS Fall 2021testbeam

CMS Fall 2021 Testbeam
MIP event response

Cooling plane testsMaximum deflection 160 Im

CMS Module under 
wirebonding at UCSB

ECal cooling tests and mechanical studies
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ECal

The ECal detects the scattered electron and other 
products of  each beam particle (active beam 
stop).  Primary triggering detector (missing 
energy)
● Design is based on modules from CMS HL-LHC endcap 

calorimeter, including HGCROC readout ASIC
● UCSB is lead module assembly facility for CMS, LDMX module requirements 

are 1% of  CMS

● Trigger/DAQ/control via radiation-tolerant Polarfire 
FPGAs

Key deliverables for DMNI
● Engineering of  support and absorber structure, integration 

with magnet and Hcal
● Demonstrate readout and trigger via HGCROC  Polarfire →

 o�-detector system→

Polarfire readout mezzanineECal/HCal/Trigger Scintillator: readout prototypes

8

Trigger Scintillator Progress and Plans
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element

Design/engineering remaining for 
construction phase
● Final backend electronics (CMS APx) was not 

available for testbeam, firmware development 
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● Minor updates to control system (simplified 
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CERN Status and Timelines

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44819/contributions/193721/attachments/132920/163635/DS-facilities-RF6-kickoff.pdf

10

A very nice talk by Mike Lamont for Snowmass outlines the planned and potential facilities at CERN for these experiments:  

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44819/contributions/193721/attachments/132920/163635/DS-facilities-RF6-kickoff.pdf
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LDMX: Origins

ix 

PRD 3: Detect galactic dark matter waves using advanced, ultra-sensitive detectors with 
emphasis on the strongly motivated QCD axion. 1 
 

 
 
Recent technological and theoretical advances finally allow the detection of dark matter in wave form 
over the entire 20 orders of magnitude of the ultralight mass range, previously inaccessible to 
observation.  Discovery of these dark matter waves with advanced quantum sensors would provide a 
glimpse into the earliest moments in the origin of the universe and the laws of nature at ultrahigh 
energies and temperatures, far above what can be created in terrestrial laboratories. 
 
 
The three PRDs represent a comprehensive program of small projects to explore dark matter from 
below the mass of the proton down to the smallest possible mass for dark matter.  Together, all three 
directions cover the key range of possibilities for dark matter across this mass range (G2 program range 
included for comparison).  All three PRDs are needed to achieve broad sensitivity and, in particular, to 
reach different key milestones. 
 

 
 
Successfully unravelling the nature of dark matter, its interactions, and its origin in the universe can only 
be achieved by combining results from projects spanning these new initiatives.  In the event of a 
discovery, each provides a unique and essential piece of the puzzle. 

                                                           
1 The QCD axion is a highly motivated dark matter candidate.  It is a solution to the strong CP problem and arises in 

many frameworks of physics beyond the Standard Model of particle physics, including grand unified theories and 
string theory. 

 
 

viii 

The Priority Research Directions, in no particular order, are: 
 
 
PRD 1: Create and detect dark matter particles below the proton mass and associated forces, 
leveraging DOE accelerators that produce beams of energetic particles. 
 

 
 
Interactions of energetic particles recreate the conditions of dark matter production in the early 
universe.  Small experiments using established technology can detect dark matter production with 
sufficient sensitivity to test compelling explanations for the origin of dark matter and explore the nature 
of its interactions with ordinary matter.  These experiments draw on the unique capabilities of multiple 
DOE accelerators (Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility, Linac Coherent Light Source-
II, Spallation Neutron Source, Los Alamos Neutron Science Center, and the Fermilab complex) to enable 
transformative new science without disrupting their existing programs. 
 
 
PRD 2: Detect individual galactic dark matter particles below the proton mass through 
interactions with advanced, ultra-sensitive detectors. 
 

 
 
Galactic dark matter passes through the earth undetected every second.  Recent advances in particle 
theory highlight new compelling paradigms for the origin of dark matter and its 
detection.  Revolutionary technological advances now allow us to discover individual dark matter 
particles with a mass ranging from the proton mass to twelve orders of magnitude below, through their 
interactions with electrons and nucleons in advanced detectors.  New small projects leveraging these 
theoretical and technological advances are needed and can be carried out by using DOE personnel, 
laboratories, and infrastructure, especially the underground infrastructure already built using DOE 
support. 
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matter, where dark matter interactions with visible matter in the hot early universe explain its 
abundance today.  Predictive realizations of this hypothesis require dark matter production rates within 
a factor of 1000 of current experiments’ sensitivity, which is accessible to small experiments using 
existing technology over most of the electron-to-proton mass range.  Searching for dark matter 
production in this range, by achieving a 10- to 1000-fold sensitivity gain over current experiments, 
represents an especially high-impact science opportunity.  Moreover, thermal dark matter models 
below the proton mass imply the existence of new, unstable particles that are related to dark matter.  
These particles may decay into visible final states.  Searching for these “dark sector” particles represents 
an additional avenue for both discovering dark matter and exploring how it is related to familiar matter. 
 

Accelerators can produce many dark-sector particles, not only dark matter particles. 
 
Two high-impact thrusts can be achieved by deploying proven technologies at DOE accelerators, as 
elaborated below.  If successful, this PRD could entirely re-write our understanding of what dark matter 
is, and how it is related to familiar matter. 
 
Thrust 1 (near term): Through 10- to 1000-fold improvements in sensitivity over current searches, use 
particle beams to explore interaction strengths singled out by thermal dark matter across the 
electron-to-proton mass range. 
 
Two basic approaches can explore the parameter space of roughly ���� eV to 1 GeV (��� eV), leveraging 
the unique capabilities of DOE accelerators.  
 

x Missing momentum experiments, using modern detectors operating directly in a low-current 
lepton beam, identify dark matter production events based on the kinematics of visible particles 
recoiling from the production event.  Such experiments in a continuous-wave electron beam 
offer a path to reach 1000-fold improvement in sensitivity over a broad mass range; missing 
momentum measurements in muon beams have significant potential sensitivity for detecting 
heavier dark matter masses and exploring a distinct coupling. 

 
x Beam dump scattering measurements produce dark matter by stopping an intense electron or 

proton beam and detecting its scattering in a downstream detector.  This approach offers a 
complementary and distinctive detection signal.  Concepts exploiting existing electron and 
proton beams can achieve at least 10-fold sensitivity gains even when using conservative 
detectors.  The capabilities of the DOE accelerator infrastructure provide unique opportunities 
for world-leading science, which in most cases can be done in parallel with these facilities’ 
primary programs – in particular, multi-GeV continuous-wave electron beams and high-intensity 
proton beams such as those at the 

o Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF), Jefferson Laboratory (JLab),  
o Linac Coherent Light Source-II (LCLS-II), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory,  
o Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),  
o Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and  
o the Fermilab complex at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL).  

 
Thrust 2 (near and long term): Explore the structure of the dark sector by producing and detecting 
unstable dark particles. 
 

DMNI BRN
LDMX

DM Radio

ESA

BSY dump

Soft X-Ray FEL

Hard X-Ray FEL

Beam Kickers

LCLS-II SCRF Linac

S30XL/LESA

Light Dark Matter eXperiment searches for sub-GeV thermal relics,  
with sufficient sensitivity to fully explore couplings implied by the  
observed relic abundance across the MeV-GeV mass range.
LDMX was proposed in 2016 using technologies developed for other 
experiments and unused bunches from LCLS-II drive beam to  
minimize cost, risks, and time to completion.
Partly in response to LDMX, DOE decided to develop a clear mandate for new 
small projects in DM using the Basic Research Needs process:

1. A community workshop (US Cosmic Visions: New Ideas in Dark 
Matter 2017)

2. A DOE Commissioned Panel Report (Basic Research Needs for 
Dark Matter Small Projects New Initiatives)

DOE then created a program to develop a set of Small Projects to 
address the Priority Research Directions (PRD) identified by the 
BRN with a FOA in 2019: the “DMNI Program”

SLAC-led LDMX proposal was one of six proposals chosen - two 
from each PRD. (DMRadio was another)

FOA defines a two year design/development phase culminating in a 
design report to be reviewed for construction.

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/13702/timetable/?view=standard_numbered
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/13702/timetable/?view=standard_numbered
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com
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LDMX: pre-P5 Progress/Status
Due to tight budget, planned profile for LDMX DMNI design phase was stretched 
from two years to three (FY20-F22).

Subsequent shortfalls have stretched out the design phase through at least FY24. 
Silver lining: this has allowed for more thorough design, prototyping, and 
performance studies for the design report than initially planned.

Starting in Summer 2023, we began receiving the following guidance:

• CD0 in FY25 (probably of entire DMNI based on statements of BRN)

• Other Project Costs (OPC) funding (design and development) in FY26

• Constructing funding available in FY27 at earliest

This guidance applies to all of the DMNI projects, which have similar scale (~$20M 
TPC w/ contingency).

During P5 process, some important issues were covered at Town Halls and in discussions with panelists, related to the 
timeliness (cadence) and effectiveness of the small projects portfolio as demonstrated by the DMNI experience.

• Lack of clear mandate/process for pursuing smaller projects.

• Unclear budget outline for small projects portfolio.

• Difficulty in defining appropriate project oversight for smaller projects (413.3b is the only tool DOE knows).

The 2024 P5 report makes a serious attempt to address these!


